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N.isga'a 
dispute 
overlap 
fish 
camps 
TERRACE - -  Srnokehonses 
and fishing camps may be the 
way Gitanyow natives will 
demonstrate heir sovereignty 
to disputed parts of the Nass 
River valley. 
Three fishing camps with 
smokehouses are under con- 
struction upstream of Aiyansh 
on the Nass River on the or- 
ders of Gitanyow chiefs, says 
Nisga'a Tribal Council presi- 
dent Joe Gosncll. 
The camps aro in the dis- 
puted area of the 25,000- 
square-kilometre Nisga'a land 
claim that is a~so claimed by 
Gitanyow (formerly Kitwan. 
cool) chiefs. 
Gosnell said Gitanyow na- 
tives have no history of estab. 
lishing fishing camps on the 
Nass. 
Close ties of some 
Gitanyow and Nlsga'a i 
families cloud tho issue some- 
what. 
"We recognize that certain 
families have a right to be 
there," Gosnell explained, 
"but not entire communities 
by any stretch of the imagina- 
tiOlt" 
Negotiations to resolve the 
claim overlap between the 
Nisga'a and Gitanyow are 
presently stalled. 
Gosnull said the Nisga'a re 
also having difficulty arrang- 
ing meetings with the Tsimp- 
shian Tribal Council, whose 
claim also overlaps that of the 
Nisga'a. 
Shames 
debt deal 
!111 /m I I.I U-V~ ~-e!=: 
TERRACE m It could.be many 
more;' months before Shams 
Mou~tainSki Corporation's debl 
to abe + Kitimat + Stikin¢ Regional 
Db~ct is renagotiated. 
J~ : ; ' 'We '~ r g.etting n0whoro fast,,' 
said Thomldll regional district 
director + I.~s Watmough- "It's 
• s t i l r in  a vast state of limbo." 
', Regional district directors wore 
t6 raako a'!d¢clsion on what to do 
at their JUne!26 board meeting. 
There wns:-talk, Watmough 
say~ but no decision. . 
shames lm: sofar made no in- 
rarest or principal payments on 
the $345,000 it owes the regional 
district for Kitsumkaium ski hill 
exluipmont it bought in 1986. 
The loan has b~n reneg0tinted 
four times. Shames missed the 
first: $35,000 interest payment, 
due'Jan. 1, under the cm'~nt pay- 
ment schedule. 
Regional district directors have 
narrowed their options down to 
two choices: 
* Renegotiate the term of the 
loan a fifth time, or 
• Take preferred shares 
Shames Mountain in lieu of pay- 
ment. 
If. the regional district opts for 
the preferred sham option, Wat- 
mough said, it would need a guar- 
antee that the regional district 
would recdve its money ahead of 
people who have common shares. 
Any new deal will require the 
approval of the ministry of 
municipal a f fa i rs -  which Wat- 
mough says takes a dim view of 
the debt-for.shares swap option. 
Watmough said directors still 
have to arrange a meeting with 
Shames officials and review the 
company s flnancJaiL statements 
~or the 1992-93 ski season. 
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Court dec is ion on 
Nikai called absurd 
challenged, and won, his case in 
1990. 
Then the federal government 
appealed. 
In that case, Supreme Court 
Justice J. Millward ruled that 
members .of the band could fish 
according to the direction of their 
aboriginal leaders. 
Next, the case came before the 
BC Court of Appeal in March, 
1992, which recently overturned 
Millward's ruling. 
"Essentially, the court of ap- 
peal found the hylaw passed by 
Mdricetown in 1985 doesn't app- 
ly to the fishery," said Grant. 
"The court found the river 
doesn't form part of the reserve." 
Although apreferred aboriginal 
right to fish still exists, native 
self-regulation has been un- 
dermimd, he said. 
Grant added he was dis- 
appointed the appeal court did not 
overrule the province's law al- 
lowing natives access to fish only 
above the highwater mark. 
"It's an absurdity. It's a fish- 
ing bylaw, but there's no rise 
"How can you have a bylaw 
passed that doesn't make some7 
Precedence is that laws should be 
based in logic." 
The BC Fisheries Survival 
Coalition greeted the appeal 
court's ruling.. 
"We are pleased that the cour ts  
have not .recog~ed a separate, 
exclusive commercial fiSiiery for 
aboriginal people only," Phil' 
Eidsvik said in a press release. 
SMITHEI~ - -  The government 
may now have the right to licorice 
native flsh0rmen, says Gitksan 
and Wet'suw0t'en lawyer Peter 
Grant. 
He was commenting on the 
results o~ last week's B.C. Court 
of Appeal ruling against 
Modcetown band member Jerry 
Nikal. 
But as of. yct, there's no word 
on whether Hereditary Chiefs 
plan to appeal the 4-1 decision, 
Grant said. 
"We havo four months to de- 
cide, I don't have any formal in- 
struction yet." 
In a 4-1 vote, B.C2s appeal 
court overruled last Friday a 1990 
Count Court ruling, which said 
fish licenc¢ requirements infi'inge 
on native rights. 
"Licensing is reasonable and 
does not constitute undue 
hardship," wrote Justice McFar- 
lane in his 3une 25 reasons for 
judgment. 
The case has been ping-ponging 
back and forth between courts for 
s~ven years already and, Grant in- 
dicated, the latest ruling probably 
won't end the matter. 
It stems from a 1986 incident in 
the Bulldey Canyon. 
In Juty of that year, a 
Wet'suwet'on fishemen named 
Jerry Nlkai caught 10 salmon 
with a gaffing pole on the Bulk- 
l~y River, which runs through 
Moflc~town reserve. 
Fisheries officials cMrged 
Ntkal for fishing without a 
pcrz'mL Although the river dis- 
sects baadland, under a rnid-80s 
law the land and resources below 
the high water mark belong to the 
g0vemme. ~t. . 
Using a 1985 Moric~town Band 
bylaw - -wh ich  reco~pflzes the 
authority of hereditary leaders to 
govern the fishing sit~ - -  Nikal 
Result disappoints 
Nisga'a president 
Joseph Gosnell 
The 3rd Annual  
SALMON 
MUSIC ....... 
FESTIVAL 
Sa lmon Va l ley ,  B .C .  
(20 Minutes North of Prince George on Highway 97) 
JULY 30, 31 & AUGUST 1 
. , Featur ing  
MCHELLE WRIGHT THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND 
THE DESERT ROSE BAND 
MURRAY McLAUGHLAN 
GEORGE FOX 
HEATHER MYLES 
COLETTE WISE 
(TRIBUTE TO PATSY CLINE) 
PATRIClA CONROY 
LISA BROKOP 
LARRY EVANS BAND 
TOM RUSSELL 
THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND 
PRAIRIE OYSTER 
GARY FJELLGAARD 
CASSANDRA VASlK 
TRACEY PRESCOTT & 
LONESOME DADDY 
ONE HORSE BLUE 
MARK KOENIG 
ANITA PERRAS 
ALEX BOWIE 
,,, PLUS MANY MOREl 
1 DAY PASS - $38  (Advance)- $40.(At the gate) 
3 DAY PASS -: $75  (Advance). $85  (At the gate) 
Includes GST - Includes Free RV/Campelte with tickets 
On a first come first served basis 
T ICKETS AVAILABLE THROUGH:  
OvenNBItea Foods (Throughout North Central B.C,) 
Western Horseman - (604) 564-4514 
Salmon .Valley Hot l ine .  (604) 971-2220 
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"A  disappointment", r " • " 
That's how N isga 'a  Tdbal!~ 
Council president Joe Gosnellldc-{; 
scribes the B.C. Court Of Appeal'~ 
rulings on fishery issues. : : 
" I  thought he natives of  the 
provin~ would be givensome. 
leeway," Gosnoll ¢xplained. - 
He pointed outthat when ex- 
plorers first landed in B.C.,they 
:bought both fish and wildlife 
from the resident native peoples 
in order to survive. 
"When people say Indians 
don't have the fight to sell sal- 
mon, they'r¢i ignorant of histor i -  
cal fact," he addc.d. +- 
"The . law may bo written in 
such a way as prevents us from 
doing it. But that ~omn't mean 
the law is right." 
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TT cE 
1K VOLUNTEER 
F BUREAU 
OPPORTUNITIES 
OF THE WEEK 
NOTICE TO 
STUDENTS 
Cannot find a job for 
the summer? 
Only working part-time? 
Cons ider  vo lunteer ing  
fo r  work  exper ience!  
Contact :  Lov lna  Tyler 
Terrace Vo lunteer  Bureau 
(across from Totem Furniture) 
638-1330 
ICBC to give safe 
drivers extra bonus 
TERRACE -- Drive at least $500. 
10 years withoui an accident or ICI~C president Bill McCourt 
~'affic conviction and the In- said it is also looking into 
suranc~ Corporation of B.C. other programs which might 
(ICBC) will give you a special 
discount on your next 
Autoplan insuranc~ premium. 
Under the new Driver of the 
Month award scheme, 10 years 
safe driving earns an individu- 
al an extra $200 discount, 15 
~ears is $300 and 20 years 
rcduc~ the number of insur- 
anc~ claims. 
The corporation also intends 
to increase its safety and crime 
prevention budget from $6.7 
million to $10 million and train 
30 police offi~rs in commer- 
cial vehicle inspection. 
Pork 
Report 
by  
Greg  McDona ld  , 
Attention Boys and Girls 
You are invired to join 'Jerry the Moose" in the B.C. Parks again this summer. Jerry is 
the mascot of B.C. Pinks and every summer he recruits new rangers through his 
"Jerry's Rangers Program" It is run once a week in various parks during the summer 
season. The program is deslgned to leach children how to appreciate the wilderness 
and respect the natural habitat of the animals and the plant life found In the parks, 
We try to explatn to young people the mmy different reasons why parks are 
Importsnt and to develop a sensitivity ror nature, The children come to the program and 
receive a cediflcate l'or Which they earn stickers as well as a badge once they become 
full fledged Jerry's Rangers. To receive a badge they are required to earn four stickers -
two man'datory and two from a total of six choices, The mandarory stickers are ~ature 
Nut and Dogged Detective. The other stickers are History Hound, People Pleaser, 
.Safety Sense, Eadh Explore, Garbage Gobbler and Proud Player, 
The Dogged Detective sticker teaches the children how to use Investigative skills in a 
park setting. For example, the shape and sizes of leaves will be explored to enable 
them to identify the different spodes of trees In tho park. Bark rubbings may be done to 
:,experience the patlems of one tree compared to another, 
~,!.. One of the popular optional flickers Is the Garbage Gobbler which teaches the 
children thatour parks must be preserved In Ihelr natural conditlon...,no litter on the 
:iground,'Last summer this stlcker was earned by being a garbage gobbler and picking 
~'garbage InLakeise Lake Park, 
• Another popular sticker is.Safety Sense that teaches good safety habits to follow 
while heating, hiking, camping, and swimming in the park. Come on out this year and 
• ..play Some great new games to do with water safety. Wear your suit and we will show 
what to do when your canoe tips over, 
On Saturday, ;July 3rd we will stad the program with the Nature Nut sticker. To get an 
'advance'st~ here are some things you kids can do to get ready. Do a poster on how 
the park is used for recreation and how it is used for conservation. I am sure many of 
you already kr~ow abo~ nurse logs from last year, ~er you do your poster have your 
morn or dad help you identify two animals and ~o plants you might find in the park, I 
am sure that everyone who has been to "The Bear Facts" presentation will know one 
animal. What is that-plant that smells like a skunk? Bring your posters along on the July 
3rd and we will put themup for everyone to see 
Remember that this is only the' beginning and there will be lots more stickers to earn 
over the' summer so get thOse antlers on and come to the program. See Jerry in person 
on Parks Day July 17, 1993 at the Furlong Bay Campground. 
:. Seeyou in the Park, 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARKYlSITORS PROGRAMS 
Ju,  ...... : ,  
Thursday (July 8) 
3:00 pm "Boogie with Your Blind Fold". Come with us on the Twin Spruce Trail and 
ohaitenge your senses. Meet at the Entrance signs near Highway 37. 
8:00 fin' 'Tin bored". There is more to the ~ark than your campfirel A how to on 
identifYing trees; admals and vegetation in the pare . 
Friday (July 9) 
3:00 pm "Quick Frozen Critters" Corns and see if you could survive in the forest, A 
game for kids, Picnic shelter, 
e:00 pm "Hug a Tree and Survive", How to survive if you or your children get lost, A 
slide show and presentation. Meet at the Picnic shelter, 
Saturday (July 10) 
3:00 pm "Now You see me now You don1". See it you could be a 'Dogged Detective" 
and spot creatures as they cameufloge themselves in the forest, Jerry the 
moose program for kids, Meet at the picnic shelter,' 
8:00 pm "Watch your honey". Tips for living in harmony with Bears: Skit' and 
.presentation *Free Hot Chocolote 
Sunday (July 11) ....... + " 
3:00 pm "Walk on the Old Side" Come and meet he old men of the forest end see 
?• how the forest shapes our world. And then take a short hike on the Twin 
Spruce Trail. 
e:~ pm "Meet me In the Park" Why the parks are here for me and you. Skit and 
presentation. 
Monday (July 12) 
e:oo F'n "Hot and Bubbly", Nisga'a Memorial Lava Park Anhluut'ukswim Lexm]hl 
~gwinga' Asanskwhl Nisg~'a. The neweet sddiUon to B,C, Parks, A slide 
show and presentation. Meet at the Picnic Shelter on the beach, 
FOR MORE INFORMA~0N ON PROGRAMS CALL B.C. PARKS 798-2277 
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Shames Mountain 
• Ski Club 
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Skating 
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Sat, AfternOon Games: +/i : Doors 11i30 a.m: Games 12:45 
EvenlngGames ~ Doors4.30- p,m. .Games6.15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. LateNIghtGames Doors 9:30 p.m. Games= 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS,,.. SMOKEREMOVAL ,AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legions Terrace' , i  :!'ii~/ it. :, : : 1 6352411 ++ 7 
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WHERE'S  THERE F IRE ,  there's smoke hut not enough to cause 
complaints from neighbours this time. The test slash burn above 
~X2 ~2iN 
was carried out last week at the Takhar sub-division development 
on Benner St. There'll be another this week. 
Slash test burn promising 
TERRACE ~ The result of a 
test to see if there's a way devel- 
opers can bum slash in town 
without causing smoke-related 
problems was encouraging, says 
fire chief Bob Beekett. 
The test bum was carried out 
last week at the Takhar sub- 
division on Benner St. 
Takhar's earlier attempt to burn 
slash:May 18, was halted when 
complaints from neighbours 
prompted Beckett o /escind his 
burning permiL 
Judging last week's burn had 
gone ',reasonably well," Beekett 
said there were severa ! major dif- 
ferences this time. 
* the wood had been given a 
chance to season a little and there 
chine had allowed execs dirt to 
be shaken off before debris was 
added to the fire; and 
* a mechanical blower had pro- 
vided a continuous flow of air 
into the bottom of the fire; 
Beckett said those factors com- 
bined to reduce smoke to a level 
he did not find "offensive". 
And neither, it appeared, id the 
neighbours. 
While the department had 
fielded several calls asking why 
Takhar was burning again, he 
pointed out none had complained 
about smoke. 
He confirmed a second test 
burn would be carded out at the 
site this week, attended by an En- 
were no green leaves; vironment ministry official. 
* the burn had been started with . Bee~ett said the intent was to 
a "hot fire"i . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~''' "fihd"a' ;viable alternative toforcihg 
.,~,~fig~ gi:fippie'6~lliipped m~i; ;U:.either:;-d%;.,6i6~iS;':/it:: property 
owners to haul away the debris 
from'land rearing. 
That was an expensive proposi- 
tion, and even then assumed they 
would be able to find a site will- 
ing to accept the slash. 
He also pointed out that 
wherever it was taken, it would 
still have to be burned. 
While fire safety was the de- 
partment's major concern when it 
came to slash burns in town, Bec- 
kett added, ".We don't want 
people to be subjected to a health 
hazard." 
Many residents also appeared to 
be very concious these days of 
the health issue when it came to 
smoke. 
That was evident with the city's 
other burning Issue, back yard 
Although a permit is required 
THANK YOU 
From The Bluebacks 
Thank you from the Terrace Bluebacks for your support of 
our Club's Fundraising Raffle 
1st Prize 
Overwaitea Foods (Terrace) 
$1,000 Shopping Spree 
2nd Prize 3rd Prize 4th Prize 
Woolworth 
28" Stereo 
Remote 
Woolworth 
$250 Gift 
Certificate 
City of 
Terrace 
3 month 
Pool Pass 
~ ~I JM ~ ~  ~ :-~ " " - -~-  --- - 
N  'l/mnllm 
• ,<'.'-~;:C  :'. ' !';~~7(, ;. :~" 'x: ~. $. 
~ ; t i D  , L' 
~ . : ?  . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~  
>~.i " " ~ .  '. 
Sponsors help make draw - Overwaitea Foods tvlan=ger- Dale Lufkln,' Pod Staff Member eanna 
Lorenzon, Terrace Bluebacks Swim Club President Candice Kerman, and Woolworth Manager George 
Demedeirous were on hand to make the draws for the Bluebacks Fundralsing Raffle. 
Prize Winners 
J' 1st Prize - Elaine Jewell , - Terrace. . , ." . " ; . .  -:. .... 2nd Prize - Donna Blighton - Terrace 
-. : ~: !::: , /  ~: , , : :  3rd Prize - Richard Ferguson ,- Terrace 
' :: :: ~:i .-,7 i-i!~:!/~,: :i::::. i i  ' i-4th:Prize " R, Dah l  - Terrace 
for such rims, Beckett said" they 
are not yet regulated beyond that 
under provineiai legislation. 
And city council has yet to pass 
a by-law controlling back yard 
fires suggested by its fire chief. 
Therefore, all the department 
can do at the moment is offer ad- 
vice to permit applicants on being 
a"good neighbour". 
That included suggesting they 
do not burn o f  wet grass or 
leaves, do not light up on 
weekends and look at alternatives 
such as eomposting ortaking gar- 
den refuse to the dump. 
And that appeared to be work- 
ing, he added. As evidence of the 
reduction in such burning, he 
pointed to this year's "dramatic" 
reductions in property fire 
damagC~gfi~if!/ttin~, .tYo~,,~ back 
yard fires. ~ ~., -q 0, ,.: .,:!% 
i t  
News briefs 
Po l lu t ion  nets  $20 ,000  f ines  
A HIGHWAY maintenance company and one of its employees 
have been convicted of five pollution offences relating to an oil- 
dumping incident near Dense Lake. 
Norroadco Enterprises Ltd. was fined $15,000 after being found 
guilty of the infractions under the Waste Management Act. 
Norm Auriat, a bridge foreman for Norroadco, was fined $5,000. 
In July 1991, Norroadcc dumped excess pecial waste oil from 
sites at Bob Quinn, Tatogga Lake and Desse Lake into the Dense 
Lake landfill. The oil was then covered. 
I According to Crown counsel Elizabeth Bayllff, the total volume 
0foil dumped w~: unclear. HoweVer, she Said that a conseCutiVe 
estimate would be in excess of %000 gallons. 
The convictions against Auriat and the company are for dumping 
the otl and transporting it without proper permits. Judge P.R. 
Lawrence found Auriat had authorized burying of the otl and offi- 
cials of Norroadeo had known about it but done nothing about it. 
Two more charges for inadequate clean-up of the waste site were 
dismissed after the judge determined substantial clean-up did take 
place. Normadco has segregated the oily soil, but has not yet come 
up with a plan to biodegrade orremove it. 
Ai rpor t  seeks  l i f t  
TERRACE AIRPORT'S advisory committee wants to raise 
$15,000 toward the purchase of a lift to assist wheelchair users in 
getting in and out of aircraft. 
A federal grant of $20,000 is available to complete the purchase 
cost of $35,000. Terraee-Kitimat irport manager Darryl Laurent 
described the lift as an ideal method to make getting in and out of 
aircraft easier for those using wheelchairs. 
There are approximately ?50 wheelchair bcardings a year, making 
the lift more than justiried, the committee decided. 
It'll be approaching service clubs and groups in order to raise the 
money. Evidence of community contributions might then be fol- 
lowed up with those by airlines, the committee f els. It wants the 
money raised by the end of December. 
The Just Mobility Products Series One Couneetor ismade in Win- 
nipeg. It consists of an elevating platform and an adjustable plat- 
form for able-bodied passengers. 
Rain records fall 
HOW WET was June? The wettest on record, says the local ] 
weather office. I The heavy showers on June 18 brought 27.4mm of precipitation, 
establishing a new one-day mark for June. Not that the record lasted 
very long, the downpour four days later adding another 35.4mm t o 
what was become arecord monthly total. 
By the time the month was over, Terrace had received 135.4mm 
of rain, three times the norm and drowning the previous 1957 high 
water mark of 93mm, Not surprisingly, it was also the least sunny 
Jun e (167.8 hours) since 1983's record setting dullness_ 
However, Environment Canada reports, temperatures were quite 
normal with average daily highs of 18C and lows of 9.5C. Hetty;st 
day was June 5 at 26.9C, the coolest temperature 5.7C on June 1L ! 
Highway contract awarded 
H/OH,COUNTRY Paving Of 150 Mile Home has been awarded a
i $1.1 million contract to resurface a section of Hwy 16 west. ' I 
The job involves removing the top 50ram of pavement on a 19kin I 
stretch between the Exstew railway crossing and Kasiks River, I 
recycling itat a nearby plant and then laying it back on the road. I 
Work | s . sched 'a led~ mder way this~month~ with, completion,i, I 
[ weather pe~ttmg,~ate~l  by nu - g~ . .  ,: 7 :. ~ ; ; ~ ,, ,,[ 
• . . ' " ' ; '~  . . .  ,,,[~(7~'"~'"',!" ~ = 
of the season are 
time during our Richmond &Armstrong 
Coast to Coast 
SUMMER SALE 
coming your way for a imited 
YOUR DECOR. . .  
Terrace Carpet Centre 
- 3202 Munroe Street at Hwy, 16 W. 
TERRACE 
635-2976 
. . _  A 1 -800-665-1657 
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CONII~OLLEO 
Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
End of it? 
So the local retail market's "Big Four" 
- -K -Mart ,  Overwaitea, Safeway and 
Woolworth -- have plead guilty to operat- 
ing their businesses on a holiday. 
And been duly punished, if that's the best 
description of fines of $500 for caeh of 
their 1992 Canada Day and Thanksgiving 
openings. 
It seems reasonable to suppose those 
fines hardly put a dent in their revenue for 
each of those days. 
The legal fees probably hm-t heir pocket 
books a lot more than the wrath of the 
COUrtS. 
But then, as defenee lawyer Dave Warner 
pointed out, these were first offences so 
perhaps the apparent leniency should have 
b~n expected. 
The message that the courts are prepared 
to prosecute nnd fine offending stores 
seemed to have had the desired effect, as 
far as opponents of holiday and Sunday 
shopping are concerned. 
None of the four stores opened this past 
Canada Day. 
But is that the end of it or just a brief 
respite while the company lawyers try to 
work out a new strategy? 
As prosecutor Henry Waldock pointed 
out, the issue could be resolved once and 
for all by legislators, including Terrace 
council. 
"It's a political decision that ought to be 
made by political authorities," he said. 
But those political authorities, be they 
municipal or provincial, have been careful 
to try and keep clear of this particular mine 
field. 
It will be interesting to see what the Big 
Four's next step will be. 
Will it include a renewal of lobbying ef- 
forts aimed at persuading council to give 
holiday shopping the go-ahead? 
In an election year, opening that particu- 
lar Pandora's box would likely not be too 
welcome. 
Plus ca change 
While the province, indeed the world's 
attention has been focused on major 
resource issues like the Clayoquot and Tat- 
shenshini decisions, another drama has  
been quietly unfolding up north. 
opportuntinities, albeit short.term, his 
people would derive from the harvest. 
Itall sound remarkably familiar, doesn't 
it? 
Copper ore, timber or the humble 
i : i 
$ 
Missing page's content 
scary for forest industry 
VICTORIA -. The political 
sleeper of the year could well 
turn out to be the recent report 
by a legislative all-party 
committee on the future of 
British Columbia's lumber 
remanufacturing dustry. 
The report was endorsed 
unanimously by all members 
of the committee which 
consisted of NDP, Liberal and 
Social Credit MLAs. 
From the 
Cap i ta l  
by Hubert Beyer 
/ 
around the province." 
::~ 
.1  
At the centr(; of the row is the lowly, but mushroom, we're still butting up against It centained a total of 14 
,ta~,l~r:d~mushroom,.,-i..,,,.,..~: .:,,:~,:~,,~:~,ff~:~e.same old question.. .~,.: ,~,~., ,~ ,:,i~.,.: .... recommendations . which,.; i1~ 
: ~~t l -members  want.to.p~clc~and~ sel[~,,,';-:~:.fAntl~.the-probabd~ty':]s:-: th~s ClasIa::~ve)~,'ob'-..', ~:mpler~ented~--would gn,~kh~ 
theF~[ is  which have taken hold On :tfi~: ]eetives won't go away...ever: ............. remanlifacturing sector :; a 
site of a forest fire last summer. A coherent land use policy may well fighting chance to thrive. 
However, those mushrooms are growing  
in a designated: recreation area, meaning 
harvesting is an absolute no-no. 
Iskut band chief councillor louis Louie is 
kate over the picking ban, describing it as 
crazy. 
I-I0 points out if the mushrooms are-left 
untouched; theY'll simply rot. 
!.ouie ,also ~ emphasizes the employment 
emerge from the innumerable commis- 
sions, :- tasks .forces and "facilitating" 
bodies that have become a familiar part of 
the province's landscape. 
BuLit's hard to dispel the nagging feeling 
• that, somewhere down the road, it could all 
so  easily go down-the tubesin response to 
' th e pr~sing needs brought about by a dif- 
ferent set of eeonomieekeumstan~_s. 
Court can be appealing 
If you enjoy observing 
people, matching wits, ~and . 
predicting outcomes, you 
qualify as a court-watcher. 
Many court routines are 
tedious, steeped, in tradition 
until they .creak like a cow- 
boy's saddle. Take the official 
title of the clerk who escorts 
the judge into the courtroom, '
calls the cases, and tracks ex- 
hibits and other paperwork for 
the judge during a trie.l. 
She's referred to as Madam 
Court. 
But interspersed between 
drawn out, sometimes confus- 
ing explanations of legal is- 
sues are moments of uninten- 
tionai humour. 
Such as the young father 
presenting his evidence for 
seeking damages after a fall in 
a parking lot that kept him off 
work for a month. 
He photographed the offend- 
ing icy pavement tO illustrate 
the cause of rhis pain and suf- 
and street people keep warm 
during cold weather by sitting 
in an open courtroom? So long 
as they are quiet, and rise 
whenever the judge enters or 
leaves:the ~u~oom, they can 
relax for hours on an uphol- 
stered bench. 
Aside from the benefitof a 
corafortable place to bide their 
time and free entertainment, 
they would be doing a public 
service. 
For justice, to be done, must 
be seen to be done. 
trials. 
For only by knowing what 
decisions courts hand down 
can the public pressure 
politicians to change or chink 
dangerous loopholes in our 
laws. 
If I were retired, with free 
time, and living within easy 
distance of a courthouse, I'd 
attend court several days a 
week. 
At least I'd have new topics 
of conversation, amusing 
anecdotes to relate, a~d plenty 
One of the oddities of the 
final report, tabled in .the 
legislature, was that page 30 
was missing. Where'd it go? 
Down the tube and, if my 
sources aren't misleading me, 
the page was deleted from the 
report at the specific request of 
the Council of Fqrest 
Industries (COFI), a powerful 
organization comprising the 
major players in B.C.'s forest 
industry. 
Corky Evans, chairman of 
the all-party committee, would 
only say that an. interim 
version of the report contained 
" th  re  w - a w a y " 
recommendations, items that 
were. deleted in the final 
version after intemal 
committee discussions. 
I obtained a copy of the 
miping page, and I'm not 
surprised that the industry 
majors went ballistic when 
they read them. 
There were seven 
recommendations on page 30, 
and their impact on COFI 
must have been akin to waving 
a red flag in front of a bull. 
One waste  enact the 
recommendations f the Forest 
Resources Commission and 
reduce timber allocated to 
licensees to 50 per coat of its. 
present level. : 
Another urged . . . . . . . .  
government to create a Crown 
corporation to sell timbel'~ a~d 
"make social consideratimls 
function of sale." "' 
Recommendation number 
three asked the government to 
Recommendation four said 
the goverument~should~plaee:a 
dtR~': Un e th~dekl~6~:bf :16~- 
qtmlity lumber (which:could 
be used by remanufacturers). 
The fifth recommendation 
asked the government to place 
inspectors in pulp .mills and 
Sawmills to "stop usable solid 
wood from being chipped." 
Next came a 
recommendation to create a 
lumber export council of 
permit holders, set minimum 
prices for all lumber 
commodities and allow 
anyone meeting that price in 
British Columbia to have first 
right of refusal. 
And  finally, 
recommendation number 
seven on the missing page 
urged the government to 
"make it an offence for any 
broker of wood to refuse to 
sell unsold inventory to a 
legitimate buyer for cash." 
Wow.  Small wonder the 
forestry majors didn't:want 
that page to appear in the final 
version of the report. 
Those seven 
recommendations would strip 
them forever of their 
monopoly .on the province's 
forest resources. They .would 
bring to an end the em of 
absolute power wielded by 
COFI inour forests. 
I'm not trying to belittle the 
importance of what remained 
in:.: the report. The 14 
recommendations that 
Survived aren't minor ones, 
but they're nothing compared 
with the seven 
recommendations that were 
scuttled. 
My sources also tell me that 
indepenoent remanufacmfing ' :.-I 
firms not to support the all- " i:' 
;!h~ir .~upply-:of wood~ ¢~'~p 
completely. 
Blackmail? Let's cal l  r [t :i. 
intimidation. /:.!:~i 
Meanwhile, British 
Columbia's only hope of job 
creation in the forest industry ~- 
lies with the remanufacturing .:i!i 
sector. ~; 
All the big companies can do '~ 
is protect heir shareholders. • ,ii*i~ i 
According to a recent study :ii i 
by Savage & Associates, an 
independent firm of -"~ 
consultants, the volume of .~ 
timber to support each job in " ~,. 
the primary forest industry in :' 
the Cariboo Forest Region has ~ ~ 
increased by35 per cent from "L!II 
966 cubic metres in 1980 to 
1,300 cubic metres in 1993. 
In sawmiUing and plywood 
construction, 48 per cent more 
timber volume is required to 
support a job today than in 
1980. Most of those jobs were 
lost to automation. And there,s 
no sign that this t~end Will 
stop. ,: 
By comparison, employment 
in silviculture in the Cariboo 
Forest Region grew by 205 per 
cent during the same period, 
pushing the number of jobs to 
552 from 181. .: 
Value-added or 
remanufacturing "operations .: 
grew by 180 per cent,, bringing': .... 
the number of jobs • to-:.485 
from 173. ' .  
There can be no doubti the: ' :  
future of British Columbia's 
tbrest industry i s :  ~: in 
• remanufacturing, not in. thd 
primary industry. - . . . .  
A gutsy government would': ' 
take another look ..at_ the l " ':: fenng Unfortunately, his two tl to i" . • " . _" C-~rren y, o many trials of excuses for writing letters 
year old daughter got hold of " ~ hav~ few if any witnesses~ Un" to an editor. : buy a major forest company the major companies on missing page and implement . 
the ~mem and exl~sed the fil~n . . . . . .  •. • lessyou happento knowOt be  . Bestof all, you ~nnot snack and use it to.'.:.?feed Vancouver Island have been the seven recommendations. _.!::!  
• . ~ : '~: , .' :' . "~: a trial participant,, you haveno during court.watcldng, remanufa(,'tm'ing '. ,. inciHties quietly advising the small, that have spookedCOFI, 
Just as intelcvision:vlewi.'ng,' inkling a tndl-~seheduled~.. ~ ' . . . . . .  
you pay no .entrance~fee, sit:in ' ~/idch is a 'shame. .  ' . W~- ~:YZL 
comfortable surroundings, and But' courts - like school ~ 
take restbreaks in place of boards, ¢ !3  councils, and 
commerci~; regional districts - take no 
AlthOUgh trials similar steps : to  publicize their 
corn lmnts may resemble ach a e e P ' !! ii--re~'!im ( i :  Tv ms gndas. Tby, too, preferto 
other,": undKe ,P  gra I toHinobscuflty. 
every .,trial ~ isunscfipted, :and. M0them ~ Aminst Drunk 
outcomes are far less pr~lict Drlvm havana - - - - -  . - "g  rester of 
ab le  than any S i tcom or  mnr -  vo lunteers  who  observe trials 
dcr m ste , Y! ,  rY;~: ' -.!.:. :~"~., - Of drivers e~arg~ with drank 
no re m=,  ,: : o f fe rs .  These 
evenin mmmen ...... i *: "v0idnteers.niake'it their busi- 
So whydon't ::the. homeless hess to report the outcomes of 
t l  R~o1"5 ~,q RA3 ISTNq,, 
j I 
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"Planes only half the story 
Built during the Second Worm 
War, the Terrace-Kitimat irport 
is cekbrating its 50th year. 
From its start as a military air- 
field, the airport now acts a vital 
transportation connection i the 
northwest. 
TERRACE - -  One of the big- 
gest capital projects in this area 
over the past years has been 
going on at the Terrace-Kitimat 
airport. 
Ever so gradually, the airport is 
being h'ansformed into a modem 
facility sewing an estimated 
50,000 people in Kitimat, Ter- 
race, the Nsss Valley, up Hwy37 
and out to the Hazeltons. 
The transformation began in 
1988 when a new building for the 
flight services Station and weather 
office opened. 
It'll conclude the end of this 
year• when the new terminal 
building expansion is blended in 
wilh renovations in the existing 
structure. 
--In between there was the con- 
stmetion of a new combined -ser- 
vices building to hold the aft- 
port's maintenance, mechanical 
and firefighting components and 
a repaying of the main 33-15 run- 
way and new landing lights on its 
15 end. 
I ' lL' 
A 1989 study commis- 
Sioned by + Transport Cana- 
da rang up some big num- 
bers in terms of the air- 
port's economic impact. 
• All told, it's amounted to $11 
million in construction, says air- 
port manager Darryl Laurent. 
It hasn't been a deliberate capi- 
tal projectsplan, but a gradual 
evolution that's resulting in im- 
proved facilities, adds Lanrent. 
"It just happens that Terrace, 
for some reason, has benefited by 
the capital regional airport plan 
for projects over $500,000," he 
said. 
Most noticeable to the public 
will he the new terminal building 
project. 
7,,V~flien finished, passengers Will 
:rio longer have to wait for their 
:luggage'qn -'~' unheMed fO~,  
t~r~'ll +5t!+'a~qatgbr'97ditliig • ~h 
and improved eating facilities; : ,' 
; Those waiting for landings or 
takeoffs will also be able to see 
aircraft land when large windows 
are installed. 
"Yet Laurent is quick to point 
out that the airport is more than 
just a place for aircraft o land at 
and to take off from. 
.Hedescribes the faciliW as a 
large economic generator for the 
area. 
A 1989 study commissioned by 
Tramport Canada rang up some 
big numbers in terms of the air- 
port's economic impact. 
It estimated the total gross 
revenue generated by the airport 
at $27.2 million. 
This is divided into three areas 
- -  direct revenues from organiza- 
tions and companies operating at 
the airport, indirect revenues 
from those who supply services 
to the above companies and orga- 
nizations and the spending of 
people employed in the two cate- 
gories. 
Using 1988 figures, the study 
estimated there were 131 people 
employed full or part time at the 
airport. 
Total employment impact once 
direct, indirect and other factors 
were added was estimated at 332 
person years, 
These numbers are no lower: 
with the demise earlier this year 
of Trans Provincial Airlines. 
"There's no question that air- 
port helps feed economic activity 
in the area and that he area helps 
feed activity at the airport," said 
Lament. 
Fie said the airpe.rt als0 goes up 
and down according to economic 
conditions and circumstances. 
One example of that came in 
1991 with,the mid-year shutdown 
of the Kemano Completion Pro- 
jeer. The number of people using 
the airport Mt 104,100 in 1990, 
dipped to 95,000 in 1991 and fell 
again to 84,000 in 1992. 
A second example is Trans 
Provincial Airlines which went 
into receivership. 
Overall, Lament said the airport 
has some of the best connections 
outside of the lower mainland and 
Victoria. Canadian Airlines, Air 
B.C. and Central Mountain Air- 
lines provide a wide choice of 
flights to Vancouver. 
Yet he warm that some changes 
in the number of flights and types 
of aircraft are bound to take 
place. 
"We may not always have five 
or mx flights a day. As technol- 
ogy changes, we may see.fewer 
jets and more Dash-8 type air- 
-.~Ja~ manag~r.],ook~::to d.ovo)op~ 
ing links:' with + southeastern 
Alaska as a growth area. 
And he says the airport will 
e~,entually developcl0ser connec- 
tions w i~ other types of trans- 
pertation. 
A lot of that will depend Upon 
marketing the airport as  a 
regional development vehicle, 
Lanrent said. 
L 
SLEEK firetrucks, 
top, flank fire officer 
Mark Kennedy out- 
side the combined 
services building. 
Equipped to be op.- 
orated by only one 
person, their job is 
to contain fires by 
foam and chemi- 
cals. That's com- 
missionaire Jim 
Oliver on the right. 
He greets you upon 
landing, makes sure 
of security and en- 
forces paid,~ ,p,,w, .k!ngt ' ..... 
.,~+5+'0+, .,,+.,B+utbe~Qt;d,,,, 
boff(~m left, guides 
an aircraft to its 
parking space on 
the tarmac in front 
of the terminal 
building. 
1. 
High flying satellites could 
make landings easier here 
TERRACE - -  A series of satel- 
lites could some day help do 
away with landings called off by 
bad weather at the local airport. 
The satellites and receiving 
equipment are called the Global 
Positioning System (GPS). 
Those receivers, reading the 
satellites, give precise locations 
within feet. 
That means aircraft will have a 
better chance of landing during 
foggy or cloudy days, 
The technology is already in 
use by land surveyors, those who 
work in the bush, in search and 
rescue operations +and by various 
armed forces, 
"OPS would be perfect. God 
only knows when it will be made 
available to civil aviation," said 
airport manager Darryl Laurent. 
"Of course you will still have 
to see the ground at some point 
but not to the extent you have to 
now," he said, 
Them is a GPS experiment un- 
derway at the Juneau, Alaska air- 
port, described in local airport ad- 
visory committee minutes, as "an 
extreme xample of difficulty." 
The knock against the airport traditionally has been the 
number of canceled latxlings because of  bad weather. 
Aircraft are diverted to IJrince Rupert or to Smithers, 
meaning passengers are faced with a long bus ride home. 
The knock against the airport height and distance before land- 
traditionally has been the number •• ing. Otherwise they do what is 
of canceled landings because of 
• bad weather. 
Aircraft are diverted to Prince 
Rupert or to Smithers, meaning 
passengers are faced with a long 
bus ride home. 
The airport is not now equipped' 
with any kind of instrument land. 
ing system. 
There are beacons tationed at 
Kitimat and at Lakelse I.,ak:e 
which give aircraft position sig- 
nals so pilots can safely begin to 
descend. 
And there is a non-directional 
beacon at the airport which loll 
pilots where the airport Is, 
But pilots must still be able to t, 
see the runway "from a certain 
called a missed approach and fly 
to another airport. 
The height limit used to be 
more than 900 feet but was 
reduced to 527 feet several years' 
approach from the south and 15 
on the approach from th e city." 
A pilot coming in from the 
south may be able to see the end 
of 33. But if the wind is coming 
fromthe south the pilot will begin 
a circling approach to come in 
from the city. 
The rule is that a pilot must be 
able to see the ground at all times 
on the circling approach. Other- 
wise the pilot goes into a missed 
approach. 
"Fog is fog and that's all there 
is to it. If a pilot decides 'I'm out 
of here,' rightfully so. Let's hope 
ago. he keeps doing that. Nobody 
That in itself Improved the ' wants a bus fide but it's much 
landing record from 95 or 96 per better than the alternative," 
cent to about 98 per cent, notes'. Laurent said. 
Lament. ;l A bit of help is coming this 
Yet there am times when a': month when trees on top of Little 
combination of wind and fog or Herman, also called Punk Rock, 
clouds will prevent landings no., are logged. Little Herman sits 
matter what system ts installed," directly in front of the approach 
he said. ' to runway 33. 
Wind is a factor because it dic, Clearing thos¢ trees will give tates what end of the main run.,.+ 
way pilots will touch down on.z: pilots a bit more visibility and 
• Pilots want o land into the wind. ' drop the height limit from 527 
The runway is called 33 on the feel to 440 feet. 
"E" -"1 i 
The 
start 
/ .  
, : .  The+Start /s ]or people 
: ~ h,arning how to read. 
O Canada 
Here is a picture of the 
Terrace community band. 
They are led by band- 
leader Jim Ryan; 
The band played at the 
Lower Little park band- 
shell July L :+ 
ti . . . . .  + . /  
July 1 is Canada Day. 
Canada is 126 years old. 
ul 
People living in 
: Queensway recently 
:'" voted for a new sewer 
system. 
But some residents 
,, don't want the system. 
They presented a peti- 
." tion with 72 names at a 
" recent community meet- 
.,. ing. 
Opponents feel they 
would have to pay too 
Sewer petition 
much for a new sewer. 
They also say people 
who rent their lodgings 
won't  have to pay. 
The opponents think 
that is unfair, 
Thornhill director l.es 
Watmough says op- 
ponents have 30 days 
after .the June 12 
referendum to enter a for- 
re.a! .complaint. 
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Land LF T__T_T_TER __7 Resident says councillors in clai m s ,OTH, TERRACE ; ~  ..' req~.,est~ in the latest draft of hazard. ,his  signatien reflects 
I would like to clarify at least new Official Community Plan. text policies only anddoes not oc- 
one important misunderstanding This interpretation of the Draft curon the Plan Map. 
editorial 
"plain 
wrong" 
Dear Sir, 
Re: Ctreltng Wagons - June 9, 
1993 Article 
In both tone and content, your 
editorial In whtch you conclude 
there is a lack of communication 
regarding the Nisga'a land ques- 
tion is just plain wrong. 
As many people realize, land 
claim negotiations provide a legal 
mechanism for settling long out- 
standing claims like. that of the 
Nisga'a. 
Despite more than a century of 
exploitation by governments and 
industry, the Nisga'a are still 
working hard towards a fair and 
~nourablo, negotiated settle- 
ment. 
To communicate our goals 
regarding the settlement of the 
land question and self- 
government, he Nisga'a devel- 
oped a vigorous public education 
program aimed at the general 
public. 
In booklets, (our fact book 
recently ran as an insert in your 
paper) at open houses and at pub- 
lic meetings, we consistently 
spell out our aims and intentions 
by Communication i  detail what 
we intend to do when our land 
question issettled. 
Those who profess ignorance 
might ask themselves how much 
of an effort hey have made to un- 
d0rstnnd land claims. 
Have they tsken the time to 
read our fact book, attend a open 
house or visit a library? The issue 
has been around for a long dine. 
The Ntsga'a have endured 17 
years of seemingly endless nego- 
tiations as team after team of 
government officials - acting on 
instructions from their political 
masters - stall~l and.delayed. 
Throughout this heartbreaking 
process, we retained the fight to 
speak o~ mind publicly on im- 
portant issues - as we often do. 
;Only now does it appear there is 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to the editor. 
We ask, that they be signed and a phone number be 
included. 
Letters are subject o editing for reasons of length 
and for good taste. Unsigned letters are thrown away. 
You can fax your letters in to 638.8432. The deadline 
is noon Friday. 
expressed by some councillors 
with regards to the rezoning ap- 
plication for a 10 acre piece of 
land at the foot of the Bench be- 
tween Eby Street and Skeenaview 
Drive. 
The property owner, Howe 
Creek Investments Ltd, has re- 
quested that the present zoning 
under the current Official Corn- 
inanity Plan (OCP) be changed 
from Rural (A1) to Residential 
Single Family (R1). The applica- 
tion is supported by the argument 
that the property is designated as 
Community Plan (DCP), accepted 
by some councillors, is in error. 
The DCP indicates the subject 
property as R1 on the attached 
Plan Map but the text of the DCP 
warns the reader that the map 
should not be used in isolation of 
policies expressed in the text. To 
quote the DCP: 
7.0 NATURAL AREA$ 
The natural areas policies of 
this Plan are intended to preserve 
natural environmental features of 
the City and protect he safety of 
residents from environmental 
DCP policies on hazardous 
lands are very clear and include .~ 
land adjacent o the .Bench es- 
carpment. 
7.5 Developments adjacent to 
the escarpments of the Bench, 
Kitsurakalum River, and Spring 
Creek will be required to provide 
sufficient proof that appropriate 
measures and setback require- 
ment have been provided to 
ensure continued slope stability. 
The DCP and OCP operate dif- 
ferently but both roach the same 
conclusion. There shaU be no de- 
JUST 3 DAYS REMAINING 
To Save Money At Our 
Annual 
SUMMER CASE LOT SALE 
It's Worth The Drive 
m--,- - , , i= 
BI i 
EYE OF ROUND STEAK 
Save $2.90 Ib 
9 $8.13 k
)I l h '  
HALF PORK LOIN ". 
~IDERLOIN OR RIB CUT 
Save $1.91 Ib 
8 - -  $4,37 kg [] lb.', 
FRESH CHICKEN LEGS 
Save $121 Ib 
8 $3,26 kg 
[] Ib , ,  
demands fop openness are being 
used'to derail this progress. 
Negotiations, by their very na- 
q~,  ~¢ to be private. Common 
~ .,iense:t~iis us that. 
" And :your suggestion the 
~. Nlsga'a a.r¢ accomplices in some 
I kind of conspiracy of silence with 
i Ottawa and Victoria is patently 
false and naive. 
• " I In February, 1992, a reporter 
f~om The Vancouver Sun visited 
Nisga'a t©n'itory and had all his 
qmstions about he Nisga'a land 
claim answered. 
, The headline in your editorial is 
damaging .to First Nations 
r peoples and shows how a limited 
undem~ndi~ Of hi.qo~ .can be 
used torah the flames Of racism. 
Iddeed,,thc B.C. Fishcrlcs Sur- 
vival: Coalition is currently 
employing - in its pr0vince-widc 
propagan~ efforts - a combina- 
tion of fear and misinformation to 
mask ¢cononii¢ greed. 
In a May 12 letter to the 
Mayors of Stowart;,.Terrace and 
all other B.C. municipalities 
federal Fisheries minister John 
Crosbie refuted many of the 
claims made by the Coalition and 
I t  pointed out tlmt- the aboriginal 
,. fishery accounts for about three 
percent of the total catch of sal- 
mon. By comparison, the com- 
mercial sector has maintained its 
predo~mnt 94 percent share of 
~ salmon." 
Pacific fisheries director goner- 
al Patrick Chamut also wrote a 
letter to the same ffect. 
If the Terrace Standard is look- 
ing • for conspiracies in land 
claims, v/by not investigate the 
, recent rush of concern for"third 
party interests" that is being 
promoted by industry and govern- 
ment andso enthusiastically and 
uncrltleally embraced by the 
:media. 
Who am the vuted interests 
here? 
And, jmt who is circling whose 
wagons? ,  
EXTRA LEAN 
GROUND BEEF 
Save $1.41 Ib 
8 $6.57  
m I h .  
WIENERS 
3 x 450 gram, $1.79 unit price 
ROUND DINNER HAMS 
3 per pack, Save $2.05 
38 48 , per $5,47 kg [] bundle~ [] ib  
Valencia 
ORANGES 
14 Ib Box 
5.48  
Spartan 
APPLES 
12 Ib Box 
.2815 
Sliced Cooked 
HAM 
Save 20¢/100 gm 
i59 • /1 O0 gm 
MCGAVINS 
Bistro French 510 gr 
SMOKIES 
1 kg Bag, Save $1.00 
5.99  
Y Rainbow Pack 
ENGLISH MUFFINS 
Imported 
MANGOES 
10 Ib Box 
" r2 "P" 8 F3r_  il .19  .9  
MACARONI/ 
SPAGHETTI 
[] 20 kg Bag I 11,3 kg Box 9 kg Box 
.88  
Walla Walla Sweet Medium 
: ONIONS 
10 Ib Bag 
.28  
.zen IV  SHRIMP MARGARINE 
Save 70¢/100 gm 454 gr, 12 Pack, 50¢ unit price 
 =,oogm 5 .98 . ,  
Niagra 
BAGLES ~ ORANGE JUICE 
12 Pack 12 Pack, 58¢ unit price 
.5816.88  
' POPSICLE 
OR REVELS 
6 Pack, 3 per bundle, $1.16 unit price 
10.98  !19.98 169 .  813  .48  
• .: . ..Yours truly, Ha I ! I ,; 
Joseph Gosnell, Sr, 
: -  ~,dea, NO:  Phone  In  Or  S torage  OrdersP lease  
Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
P lanto~ JEUX DU 
! I 
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tn,  I-towe 3reek rezoning al: plication 
municipal coundl should not ap- 
prove any homing construction, ::velopment the property tn ques- i t ion until th0 owner has provided 
;, vezy. strong evidence that he .pro- 
'. posed development can be done 
:,without endangering the stability 
' of theBench escarpment. 
, To approve: this rezoning ap- 
plication, without prior proof that 
:ithe proposed comtruction can be 
out in compliance with 
the  DCP, would be irresponsible 
on economic grounds alone, until 
sometime between July 199"/and 
December 1999. 
My projections) using current 
construction data reported in the 
Terrace Standard and estimated 
future homing demand recorded 
in the DCP, show that a surplus 
of housing units will exist by 
Creek will be requi~d to provide 
additional stozm drainage capac- 
ity for residential expansion in 
both the Central and Each Bench 
aress. 
Any plans by Howe Cre~k In- 
vestments Ltd. to develop their 
property should be postponed un- 
til ground testing can be done at a 
time when Howe Creek is at max- 
imum planned load. This is un- 
possible insuranc~ against future 
erosion, Should this land ever be 
developed, it should be the YeW 
last. 
The owner has asked municipal 
council to vote on its rezoning ap- 
plication, Although many con- 
corns have been raised, Howe 
Creek Investments Ltd. has 
chosen to ignore them all. 
A number of councillors were 
A vote to decline, provides the 
time required to put together a
fair compensation package for the 
owner that might include cash 
and/or alend swap. 
A vote to accept he application 
invites continued concerns about 
escarpment stability, the lack 
commitment to orderly develop- 
ment as s~t out in the community 
• :of both the owner and municipal year's end. Even assuming there likely to be before 2011. absent from the public hearing, plan, loss of popular natural 
.council. , is no further construction i 1994, The land in question isvaluable The councillors, who wore pres- aress, continuing water reatric. 
i If Howe Creek Investments Ltd 1995, 1996, this general homing for many reasons. The most prac- ent, provided no leadership in in- tiom, and possible litigation. 
• ,' chooses to pursue its elan to de- surplus will persist to early 199'7 tical reason, to persom who live terpreting the DCP or in pursuing The vote could be as early as 
,velop the prol0crty (assuming they and will be between 3 and 85 On the Bench or directly below the requirement for a geotechai- Monday July 12th, 1993. fll|i=U [ |1~ I" UPP~-L . .  | 
'are • able tp prove that slope housing units.' the escarpment, is that he land in cal report with the property Yours sincerely, HURRY IH HOW| 
its present state provides the best owner.- John Campbell stability can be nmintaincd), The DCP notes that Howe 
,q • 
I /  
COKE/:  , 
SPRITC 1 "" 
- I 
" <~ W ER '" 
" - "7  "~ PAIRS Regular or Diet / "aoe, e's No. 1 pre fer red  brand '  
24 Pack / 'orcelaln e amel top 
- seal on Canadian consu~r brand preference tun~p. 
+ ( eposit 
• 33¢ unit price ,.....i : ,~  ~ !k~ 
 PPLE JuIC 
Sunrype 
Blue Label 9 9 8  :-, •. 
_ ,~ - 
12 Pack ' <' `~ " i,., i . ,  
.,. . , . 
" - .... 83¢ unit price BI :1 .~ ~ , :• ~: .• . . . ,  :, " : ~ " LIMITED EDITION . ,. - - ' " :ii; ,: ,~;":~., -~.,',: : ':,: i~,,:,.,:~:~: ~ :ENTENNIAL WASHER 
,i..i::-','-" I I I ! :TpA~:  SOU P NOODLES I ~ ~  Heavy duty, extra-largo capacity . "  . . . . .  I 2 speed 
" : " ' "  CAT FOOD TOMATO SAUCE I DOG FOOD ~::?,.~,' i!i ~. 
im | 
. . . .  • ~: ' ": JETCLEAN TM 
: ' .... " .. DISHWASHERS ' 
""> "~ ': Kal Kan Brand ~ M ~ Hunts / A A * Canada's No. 1 preferred brand" 
-= !:~i:~iiii". i ~;:!= ii:i;'i'=ii! ~1:2 Pack  ~ •~ 84 ~.  I r ~ ,  ~ 1329 ea:k 8 ,! - -  N N  _~ ~111~ " . No pre-weshing 20Y a:rub" . 
i ,  ml - ] ]n  .• 
.~ -•  ~ 67¢unit lVV  " 
. . . .  '. COFFEE MUSHROOMS  AID KOOLERS 
~, -.~:,,.,-i i ! i i , : i i  ' i:. i , " - -  MaxwellH0use J lAL  I I~ l l  Pieces&Stems !!~! 
71 'i":i,::"::,~; 250m1~ tra ,, ~ ,  ReD/Fine/ [1 I1  ~11 !1  West Best "=7 ~raGrind i I L l  ~ l l J~  12Pack ~ iL l  12Paok300gm 284ml / ~ 
- :  " ' ' '~  :' f0ra3pack I H i  I I  ~ $1,63 unit price l i  v r l | I w  67¢ unit price l l~ I~  .Evenbaklngresults_~,l 
.L___I " 
'-. ° , ! * ' *- " TUNA PINEAPPLE BEANS CORN 
• IN TOMATO SAUCE " 
.- G01d Seal Western Family Green Giant ~. 
, " ChunkUte. ~ I Sliced, C~ushed Hi~ Niblets • ~,: :...: , 
t 12 Pack 12 Pack " 1 I 12 Pack ~ : Chunk ~8ml 
" 12Pack 341 ml ~ I . 
)rice ~ 398ml]]n I | 
~ ~  P lease  II ° The Dependability Line II 
I I • Heavy  duty  she lves  I | I I" 1D-Year Money Back Guarantee" I I 
OPEN 
Men.- FrL 9 am- 9 pm 
I coumv~,,,,,u I PROUD TO BE A SPONSOR AND THE OFFICIAL FOOD SUPPLIER FOR "THE CANADA GAMES Sat. & Sun, 9 am - 6  ; ,~,.,,,,,,, ;~.,,, 
I " s,,c~ ,m.  l PRICES IN EFFECT JULY 8, 9, 10/93 
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 LETTER  
• " '~1 . .  ~ 5~,>.~ ~;.1 ~,  __ '~  ~&\ Z~, l~ '~ '~,~l~ 
AN HISTORIC DAY - On June 17, a monument 
commemorating Terrace pioneer Tom Thornhill 
was unveiled. Floyd and Eileen Frank donated a 
$1,000cheque to Thornhill regional district director 
Les Watmough for development of the area. From 
leftto dght are Mamie Kirby of the museum society, 
Floyd and Eileen Frank, Les Watmough and Stuart 
Mcnaughton, who built the monument. 
Monumental day Congratulation s 
Dear SI~ making that possible: his wife 
It was a rainy m°rrdng Thurs" Alleen; Yv°nne M°en' with her I ~ ~ ~  :,~!{i(!i~!~i~!!i~!!!:"~i!iii~, ~  i : i ~  ' ,, ,, ..',.i 
day, June 17 but that did not insight and determination to see ~!i!i!i:. ' ".'!.')';~i(; i!!.~ ;;~"" ' ' :~ i  
dampen the enthusiasm off the things through where she sees the , j ~  
little crowd which gathered on need; Les Watmough and his ii i~' 
The occasion was the first friends who helped them in their ~:,~ii;i;~i "'i-! -" !< . . :~~Im:<~"~: '~ 
viewing of a lovely memorial to search for the fight people to ~!  
Thomas J• 'rhornldll and his wife carry out their project; the ~ ii!!~!i!. 
McNaughton. and Floyd Frank himself for a 'ii!i!:i~:~:i...:, i:i,'.~: 
Eliza was sister of Walter $1,000 donation to get the project ~+~ iii;~ 
riverman Wright, famous Skeena started. ~ ~'~ ........... 
of the early years. We all saw the start of what 
Tom and Eliza met and married will be a lovely little park with a ~'~;~" i L.~,i 
while reaping hops in the Fraser monument in the centre, lovely i '~  ~ ~ ,  
Valley in the off-season from the 
trapline. 
My father, Henry Frank, met 
Tom in 1893 when he came up on 
a riverboat with Ms partner to 
trap, bringing a canoe for the 
return journey. 
As children, our father told us 
about heir warm hospitality and 
a friendship which lasted many 
years. 
My brother Floyd Frank 
believed Thomas Thornhill 
should have some recognition and 
had the help of many people in 
trees all around and a view of the 
Skeena. 
Can you imagine f~om this what 
the end result will? A distinct 
showpiece to see, sit and ponder 
on those years past when Tom 
and Eliza lived near this very spot 
in their little cabin surrounded by 
Tom's English garden with sweet 
honeysuckle. 
The official opening will be 
during Riverboat Days -- don't 
miss it. 
Yours, 
Dorothy (Frank) Smith. 
.Recruiters stress education is key 
ARMED FORCES OPPORTUNITIES - Sergeant Dave Stewart and Lieutenant Nancy Wilson 
were recently in town to talk to students about army careers. The duo also set up a recruiting 
booth at the Canada Era ployment Centre In the afternoon. 
the direct entry officer pro- 
gram and the trades program. 
Stewart has served for 15 
TERRACE -- Education. Stay 
in school. Gm your diploma. 
Get your degree. 
These are subjects that Dave 
Stewart and Nancy Wilson 
constantly return to• 
"Education is so important. 
You have to have that educa- 
tion in order to got a good 
job," says Stewart. 
Sgt. Stewart and Lieut. Wil- 
son were in town last month to 
promote Armed Forces 
careers. 
The duo is part of the recruit- 
ing detaetmaent from the IGam- 
loops base. 
Altogether, the pair visits 
over 115 schools. Recruiters 
visit Terrace about every four 
mont]k.s. . 
The idea is to show students 
and other interes{ed people the 
many career opportunities the 
military offers. 
While the minimum educa- 
receives adegree, he/she owes 
five years of service to the 
Forces. Graduates are automat- 
Icon needed to apply to the " "s " "^ ^ t '" d,~, ,ically employed in their area of years with the Forces, and is 
"<- 'y~W~..)~,'~,~2"~"'~-=='~''~ . . . . . . . . .  '" ' ..... '~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' " . . . . . . . . .  ' v dual tong: (dall.DO0' L;Olleg¢ tO oeraln :~1: Anvthin~ lower the~, sa" is pleted, xt s up to the mdi i / simpf; no~c0mpe;itive~ "~' whether they re!urn tof.v.ihan a donee m ~T.ml resources. 
Wilson and Stewart received life or continue In the military. " As no talks, it s oovious that 
eight Forces applications from Either way, notes Stewart, he's passionate about military 
for them to remain competitive 
in a tight job market• 
Wilson, who entered the nail- 
itary through the direct entry 
. ;~;~.r~e~a~s that a .recruiter. 
-Is; pail employer; part'counsel- 
lor and part public relations of- 
ricer• - . . . . . .  
She adds that recruiters erve 
not only the military, but also 
society at large. 
If they feel that a potential 
applicant may not be suited for 
the Forces, they still attempt to 
give some overall career guid- 
ance. 
"Our j0b is to make sure that 
person knows that they can 
contribute to society," she 
says. 
"We've got an obligation to 
take that extra time to offer 
direction." 
they have valuable academic 
and workplace xperience. 
Military ~lleges offer an ar- 
my of degree programs, from 
East Asiatic studies to 
aerospa~ en~neeting. 
If a certain degree is not of- 
fered, students can attend other 
educational institutions and 
still be fully subsidized. 
Other programs inelud6 the 
officer cadet raining program, 
PAlrecrs. 
"It's always constant growth 
- you never stagnant. 
And he never stops stressing 
the importance of education. 
"I must say (education) 
every 10 minutes to these 
kids." 
The duo note that due to 
recent military cutbacks, edu- 
cation levels of applicants and 
Forces members must be high 
interested people in Terrace 
and Kitimag . 
The Forces, they say, offers a 
number of different programs, 
the main one being ROT1 ) - the 
Regular Offic~ Training Pro- 
gram. : _ :. • 
This program, which is fully 
subsidized by the military, of. 
fers university degrees to ap- 
plicants. 
In return, once the student 
Alita Link (R) is this week's lucky winner of two weekend 
passes to Salmon Valley Country Music Festival. 
~NORT~ERN'  
MOTOR 
RESI,~UI~NT' LOUNGE. 
PUB. COLD BEER STORE 
~ " 1  r -=-  . . . .  
( 
/ , t  Baby's Name: x ~.~ 
/"~ Ashley Lynn Williams 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
June20/93 at 6:24 p,m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 13 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Michelle Kofoed & Rick 
Williams 
Baby's Name: 
Brett Garret 
Date & T'une of Birth: 
June 20/93 at 12:47 a,m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs 15 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: William & Nikki deHoog 
~" Baby's Name: 
Jordon Leslie Gosnell 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 28/93 at 8:20 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs 8 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Ted & Lisa Gosnell 
Baby's Name: 
Shelby Jay Gresscl 
Date & Time or Birth: 
June 27/93 at 1:49 p,m. 
Weight: 7 lbs 6.5 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Paul Greasel & Traeey 
-' Poaps 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Ajah Loren Obzera Marriah Ruby 
Date & Tune of Birth: Date & "llme or Birth: 
:',:. ,' ':- ::June 24/93 at 2:16 a.~. June 30/93 at 3:57 p,m, 
..... " . . . . .  Weight: 6 ibs ~5"oz-Sex: Female =' Weight: 8 Ibs 13.5 o~ SexfFemale 
Parents: Tim & Jean Obzera Parents: Chris & Ev Bishop 
15% o. Travel Toys 
July 7.1: 
-800-661-2990 Skeena Mall 635-5236 
F IREPLACE 
Spec ia l t ies  L td .  
4635 Lakelse Ave. 
INTRODUCES 
_ " 
~ -.  .. i.~ ¸
i I I I I l I  II~Z~:~I~.~ ~ :, i:~ i~:-~,! 
B 
Beauty and charm that allows you to express 
your own personal ifestyle 
. SALES . SERVICING 
. INSTALLATION . FINISHING 
* Gas Fireplaces & Stoves 
* Woodbuming Fireplaces & Stoves 
* Custom Mantels ,* Osbum 
• * Tiie o, r Marble Finishing * Security 
i = H i  
Heat l la tor -  N a p o l e a n  - Super io r  
Secur i ty  - C )sburn  - C e n t u r y  Mante ls  
3756 RIVER DRIVE 635.6477 
. , , '  I I I 
Cozy  Co  r n Terrace Shopping Centre 635-7261 
Clot513 
":~ CNANi 
Shoppers Drug Mart cosmeticians Lena, Clarice, Tracey and Cheryl 
invite you to join the Beauty Club. Stop by Shoppers Drug Mart In 
Terrace and find out how you can join our Beauty Club and receive 
$20,00 worth of cosmetics and fragrances free• 
ql 
k 
Join Our Beauty Club and Receive 
Worth Of Cosmetms And Fragrances . 
 _USINESS REVIEII .  , 
Munso ns earn chamber praise 
TERRACE - -  George and Gall 
Munson arc the 1993 business 
executives of the year. 
Making the official announce- 
ment at the Chamber of Com- 
merce installation banquet June 
26, outgoing president Gerry 
Martin noted that the recipients 
had actually been announced a
few weeks earlier to allow family 
and friends to attend the banqtmt. 
Martin said he had some trouble 
gathering information on the 
Munsons as they are fairly private 
people. 
It was even tougher because 
George put a "gag order" on the 
family, he joked. 
The Munsons are well known in 
the local business community. 
George moved to the area in 
1955, worked at the Prince 
Rupert pulp mill in '58-'59 and 
eventually formed his own log- 
ging company: Bear Creek Con- 
tracting. 
George and Gail were married 
in 1962. 
In 1979 they became silent part- 
aers in the Northern Motor Inn, 
but weren't silent for long, bec- 
oming sole owners and managers 
the following year. 
"George could often be found 
slinging beer," Martin recalled, 
adding, !'Fortunately Geil was 
smart enough to get some real 
help." 
In the spring of 1991 the couple 
bought he ThomldU Neighboar- 
hood Pub. 
Martin suggested the purchase 
was made because "Gail was 
down to working 16 hours a day 
and she was getting a little 
• bored." 
Another reason might have 
been part of a plan to own 100% 
of the liquor outlets in Thomhill 
and ~en incorporate as a city and 
run for mayor, he said. 
EXECUTIVES OF THE YEAR, Gall and George Munson display 
the plaque which now bears their names. The couple were feted 
at the chamber of commerce installation dinner where those at- 
tending applauded both the Munson's business success and their 
long-standing and generous support of numerous local charities, 
Last year they purchased 
Nomag, renaming it BC Auto and 
ndustrial Supply. 
Through thase busy years they 
managed to raise two children, 
Ian and Jackie, both of whom 
have grown to become integral 
parts of the company. 
However, Martin explained, 
business was only one aspect for 
which the Chamber wanted to 
honor George and Gall. 
"In many ways, of oven greater 
significance, is the support the 
Munsons have provided for local 
charities and organizations," he 
said. 
The armual Seniors Christmas 
party at the Northern Inn, their 
support of the Charity Golf Clas- 
sic and huge purch/lses of 
Dr.R.E.M. I_ze Foundation cash 
calendars were a just a few exam- 
ples. 
"Ducks Unlimited doesn't hold 
a banquet without first checking 
with George and Gail to see if 
they will be in town," Martin ex- 
plained, "because revenue drops 
by 60 to 75 percent if they arc not 
here." 
He said the support for these 
charities and organizations char- 
acterized the generosity and 
"wonderful spirit" the Munsons 
have for their own community. 
Summing up, Martin said, "We 
have all benefitted from George 
and Gail's strong community al- 
legiance. They deal locally with 
local contractom and businesses. 
Their banking, accounting and in- 
surance are done locally. They 
employ over two hundred people 
in our area." 
Other highlights of the evening 
included the installation of 
Sharon Taylor as President and 
the sweating-in of the new execu- 
tive. 
In her inaugural speech, Taylor 
warned that the Chamber and its 
individual members must not be 
silent about isues of importance 
to them. 
"There are special interest 
groups in our province with far 
fewer members than our Cham- 
bers who are getting enormous 
amounts of air time and print 
space because they are loud," she 
said. 
As the voice of business, the 
Chamber has an obli~tion to in- 
form its members and promote 
their views, Taylor continued. 
She urged everyone to read the 
Chamber newsletter, attend meet- 
ings, and keep the Chamber in- 
formed of the issues cropping up 
in their particular enterprises. 
"Get involved and participate," 
Taylor urged. "Working together 
at the local level can create a 
stlong voice." 
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' , i~ ;~.  , ~*~.  Dr ,  R .E .M.  Lee  Hosp i ta l  
Foundation 
4720 Haug land  Ave. ,  
Ter race ,  B .C .  V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember Is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept. on Eby Steet or please contact Helene McRae at 
635-5320. Income tax receipts are available. 
I I 
/~ ,  I N 
Students = ,,^,;,,^, i t,l ;I I V , , , ,  
,,,they also type, serve, ,,,<, 
operate, and mL :n more, 
Thissummer, hi " "  ""  '" ril ! Im R ~11 II lib li4 Ill tM~ II 
Contact  the Canada Employment -  
cent re  for Students at ' :i.? ~"/ ~:  
635-7134 : 
4630 Lazelle, Terraee: : ;ii 
/ HIRE " " ..... 
J~! l l i l l l  A STUDENT " .1 ':" " ' "  "' '' 
• " Canad~ '~3 - 
- £ .  
Out 
and 
AboUt 
TERRACE-  Interviews ha 
concluded and the selection pl 
eess has begun to find a nor 
west regional director for the o( 
nomic development ministry. 
That job and those of econon 
development officers to be plac 
throughout he region were 
nounced last year as part of a p] 
to move officials out of Victori~ 
The regional director for 1 
northwest will be in Terrace a 
the pay could be as much 
$76,297. 
Economic development 
ricers, with pay of up to $55,6: 
are being sought for Smithe 
Stewart and Prince Rupert. 
4r ~r ~r  ~ 
The search is on to find 
nominees'for the second annual 
Canadian Woman Entrcprensm 
of the year awards, 
There am six categofles includ- 
ing Start Up (in business 3-5 
years), Lifetime Achievement and 
Turnaround. 
The deadline for nominations i  
July 16 and entry forms can be 
obtained at any branch of the 
Terrace 635-6541 
I ( )Commercial Oua/ityBeer & ! 
! Wine For 112 The Cost, ..... 1 
HOURS l"mri B: re~, , - ing  Co .  l J  ,,.,ee=.~ IJ 
Tues. to Sat. ~ 4452A Gre ig J~ve .  J~  ~ I~  
2prn-nprn 
Bank of Montreal or from 
Kathleen Costello at the ministry 
(1-356-5118). 
.k -k "k ~ 'k  
Both power lines from Kemano 
to Alcan's Kitimat aiundnum 
smelter are once again operating. 
Power operations supervisor 
Fred Wilcox said the second line 
had been taken out of service for 
3.0 days to allow repairs. 
A tower in the Glacier Creek 
Bowl at Kildala pass was downed 
by an avalanche last winter. Its 
replacement was erected in Janu- 
my and powered up in February. 
I_~t week's work included 
splicing in new sections of trans- 
mission cable and putting in new 
conductors. 
• k ,k ,~ -k "k 
Workers Compensation 
coverage will be extended to vir- 
tually all employees In B.C. un- 
der legislation introduced by the 
provincial government. 
Approximately 15 per cent of 
the workfome are not covered at 
present, said Labour minister Me 
. SLhota,:.~ 
'Iliey are ~ainly In areas such 
as banking, medical offices, in- 
surance and domestics. 
Employees who bad disability 
coverage through their employers. 
will now be eUgtble for the rult 
• . - ; range of WCB services. 
J imagine seeing who's iling before you answer, 
Imagine knowin~ who's calling, before you pick up the phone. Returning a call when you didn't even answer 
i the phone. Screening out unwanted callers, Or monitoring a busy line'till it's free. 
Now you're in control f calls you make and receive with 3 revolutionary services - Call Display, gall Again, 
~i ~ and Call Screen. When used withthe new VISTA 200 phone, you'll save time and troubleevery day, 
I ~  for a smoother running household, 
, /  :=.~.~,~..,~ To receive Call OMay, you simply rent a VISTA 200 phone as well as the Call Display service. Call Display is 
: ~-~:. ~: ' J :  ~ ~ ~  ~ -  the only serviCe lairequiresaspeclaldisplaydevice. .: 
' "  "= '= =~ m~<~ cali O play and the ~o other Services are now offered in your area nd in mosl major centres lhr0u(]hout ' "  " r .  • . f : ,~vr  
. U~, i l l  ~+ the pr ince. Check with your Customel Service Representative foravailability. t 
I 
The new VISTA 200 phone keeps a record of who called, 
You'll find the VISTA 200 is so advanced -it's simple. Its special built-in display shows you the caller's number 
when you subscribe to Call Display, Plus VISTA 200 Iogsthe last 15 different incoming calls, whether YOU 
answer the phone or not, providing you with a record of who called. Just check your display to see who 
called and when. Fut[y featured with memory buttons, ReCall, ReOial, and much more, the VISTA EO0 lets 
you take full control very0ur h0mec0mmunications, with e a s e . .  , .... 
1-% 
r Drop by your local BC TEL PhoneMart: 
• 3236 Kalum Street 
or call tell free: 
Residential Customers eusine. Customers 
1.800.665-5555 or811-2323 811.2828 ~ 
E EL has o~ly i '~  ~tedin approval forCall O i splay, Call ~in. and Call ~eerl. Some CMS featuresrity ilK lieiri~ble in lilt el@one ex~. ~thly lee 
o CallDisp~-lYO0 Res ,$ 000 BUS,) Monthlyrenlalfo~VlSTA2OO-le.50(Res.) $915 (Bus.).PIi~s S~to~withetnotict 
• llt VISTA 200 ph~ rHuiies a Toudl ~li~ line, VISTA is a r'~lstered tradema~ ot Noithem Tel¢.oe. i !: 
-; ,.": ~i' .' ~roiiniormti~l ~ p ievexl~ the ~play olyourlek~ne ribber, cont<ld ~r ~stometSe~ce Represe~atlve Or visityour ~ 80 TEl. Phonekl, irt 
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Terrace 
Deep Creek ldevelopments 
Kuntz blasts 
inconsistency 
TERRACE-  The B.C. College ~ h e ~ u ~ i  ! I I F ~ I / ~ / / I  of Physicians and Surgeons is in- 
consistent in enforcing its regula- 
tions, says a former northwest 
surgeon who is suing tile college. YOur  ' 
Dr. David Kuntz is slamming hearing until Oct. 19, 1988. 
the college for shielding a Surrey "There's something very, very ummer 
doctor charged with the murder self-serving about how they're S 
of a former patient expected to dispensing their justice," he said. _~E'I 
testify against him. "It's certainly not to protect he " "1"  o f t  
Dr. Joseph Charalambous, 41, public ~ it's to protect them- 
is charged with the first-degree selves." Connection 
murder of Sian Simmonds three The Colloge of Physicians 
months before-she--was-to-testify banned the plastic disk replace- 
against Charalambous in a ment spinal surgery that Kuntz • Tennis 
sexual-misconduct heating, pioneered, and later revoked his 
The college deflected criticism llcence. * Discount Golf 
for not suspending Charalambous Kuntz is seeking a judicial * Bikes 
by maintaining it could not do so review of ttmt decision. 
withoutaheadng. He has also filed a lawsuit * Roller Blades 
Not so, says Kuntz naming the college, the Worker's • Runners 
"I am the college's worst night- Compensation Board and more • Sports Wear mare because I'm living proof than 30 doctors he claims con- 
that they do suspend without a spired to suspend him in 1986. "Swim Suits 
8 Glasses A Day .° Water Spor tSo  Te mS°CcerHats 
Water Facts Jerseys & More 
:' ~, WHAT IS "BEAVER FEVER" BEST VALUE 
This expression has been popping up all over and BEST 
sounds more like a new Rock and Roll group than a 
disease. Beaver fever is actually a protozoan cyst called S ELECTION 
"Giardia Lamblia". Next to bacteria, Giardia is believed to 
be one of the most common causes of illness from 
improperly treated drinking water. Symptoms include BEST 
diarrhea, dehydration, fatigue and cramps. 
Fortunately, boiling, ozone, chlorine, iodine and SERVICE 
ultraviolet sterilization have all been proven effective at 
eliminating Giardia and other microbes, providing the OPEN DAILY disinfecting agent spends enough time in contact with 
the water. ..,, 
If you suspect hat you have "Beaver Fever", contact .A--~..N.Y',~I¢~I 
your doctor for adviseon how tO treat it. 
I1~;',')1~1 l J  
! 635"5225-.L I 635-9555 THINGSARE SHAPING UP at theDeep Creekhatchery, where• student and correctional 
cenlre Inmate VolUnteers are helping make:a~na{ure trail. Above, hatchery manager Jorma 
Trail;~aRer:renowned~environmentalist:;Doro~y~ea~. me natcnery !s:tooKing:mr:~otunmr 
l~ail guides ::If yOU re interested, call the Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330 and ask for _ 
Lovina.: . . . . . .  ' " r . " 
Fish wheel to start rolling Coming in July 
SLURS - -  Gitl~an it all winter and we're goiag to and "control of fisldng and a H O T  
fishermen should be 'dipping a ' .try it.,' . monitoring and enforcement 
huge fish wheel into the Skeena It's all part of the cornrnercial re~[me" for Indian bands, ceun- 
River this week. ,  homeland fishery taking place ells or tribal councils. 
vin~eJ~ckson;a.flsliedes te h- this year under the Aboriginal Under the commercial fishery 
nieliin for the 'Gttl~an West Fisheries Strategy. on the Skeena system this year, 
region, satd::he :fish wheel is That federsl initiative Beta kick Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en people i~  k 
modelled a£tef thbse Eqed on the start earliei: this month with the are required, to use live catch ,d i r  ColUmbia River and built locally. Introduction of the new methods such as'the fish wheel. 
It's supposed to trap fish in Aboriginal Communal Fishing Last year, during the first 
rcvolving nets." I.,ieemesRegulatiom. "pilot" fishery on the Skeena i{ 
: "I~! looks like a .big ferris They contain terms and coati- and Bulkley, some selective teeh- 
whed,'i' he said. "Weresearehed tions providing for sale of fish niques were less than successful' j , : . . ~ 1  
N O  BOAT.  • ,= Pl'] 
NO PROBLEM 
m 
! 
The biggest savings event Of the summer is coming in The Terrace 
Standard July 14th 
LOTS OF PRIZES 
One lucky reader will win a barbecue, others will win Bart Simpson 
beach towels, Coca Cola beach towels, a "naturally" personal care 
kit, an  acrylic pati O punch set, glasses, summer Juice mixer, and 
i cases of PepsL " 
• • WATCH FORDETAILS NEXT WEEK 
T~HE DEADLINE FOR ADVERTISING IS  [ 
' i : THURSDAY, :JffLY 8TH (tomorrow) l 
(:Call.TodaytoReserve a Spot .  : ' l 
i 
i 
1 
: ] 
l 
i 
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What's 
.Up 
The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
Its ,readers and community 
organizations. 
This column Is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there Is 
no admission charge, 
Items will run two weeks 
before ach event. 
We ask that items be submit- 
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
before the Issue in which it is to 
appear. 
For other eantrlbuted articles, 
the deadline "Is $ p.m. on the 
THURSDAY before the Issue 
comes ont. 
. Submissions should be typed 
or printed neatly. 
• . ***$$  
JUNE 21, 1993 -Family Mattem 
postpartum group in Terrace for 
families with infants to 18 month 
bid toddlers, classes June 21 to 
July 12, monday mornings 10:00 
am to 11:30 a.m babysitting pro- 
vided (small fee), July 19 to Aug 
16 monday evenlngs 8:00 p.m. to 
9:30 p.m., Drop in to as many or 
as few as you can, phone kathleen 
Parry, PHN for more information 
638-3310 2pll 
• $ *11 t/ 
JULY 14, 1993 - The Terrace Lit- 
tle Theatre is holding a directors 
meeting at the McColl Little Thea- 
tre at 7:30 pm 2p12 
JULY 16, 1993 - Combined sup- 
port group meeting for persons 
with chronic fatigue syrdrome or 
fibromyalgia. Information is also 
available for anyone interested, at 
7:00 pm Friday. This will be held 
at the Happy Gang Centre, for 
more information phone Darlene at 
638-8688 or 635-4059 lp12 
• ***e$  
AUGUST 8, 1993 - Big brothers 
and sisters of Terrace is having 
there 4th annual golf scramble, 
open to any Or all golfers or non 
golfer *25/p/p, Skeena Valley Golf 
Course, 2:00 pro, reg!ster at' golf 
course • • • .  • • lp12 
OCTOBER •23, 1993 - ~'he 
.iBCOAPO..Bralich 73 is.havlng atJ 
Annual Tea and Bazaar featuring 
yeai-round practical ~gifts and 
baked goods. It•is held at the 
I 4-lappy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum 
Street, at 1:30 pro. tf, 
• , **$**  
.The Heritage Parl~ Museum is now 
Open to the public from Wednes- 
• day to Sun&y, for more informa- 
tion regarding tours, weddings or 
photo sessions please phone the 
museum at 635-4546 Or the Ter- 
race Regional Museum Society at 
635-2508. lp12 
• **$ , ,  
To B'e Ahnbnnced - Terrac~ Wom- 
en's resource center Youth co- 
ordinator, a discussion group for 
young women to talk about, and 
take action on, issues from a femi- 
nist perspective, Terrace Womens 
Resource Center, call Jesslca 638- 
0228 2p12 
**$$$ 
Living with can't ,  self-help Sup- 
port for cancer patients, family and 
friends, share personal experi- 
ences, and concerns, information 
sharing meetings, 1st and 3rd 
Tuesday each month at womens 
centre 4542 park ave, Terrace 
B.C. tfn 
I 1 . *  $ $  
A PLACE TO GO When pragnsnt 
I and needing support, BIRTH- 
[ RIGHT offers Confidential and 
non.judgemental help to. any 
woman distr':led by an unplanned 
pregnancy, come in for a free 
pregnancy test, baby or maternity 
clothed, or just a friendly and sym- 
pathetic listener, office at No. 201, 
4721 Lazelle Ave, (in the Tillicum 
Building), open lh00.a.m, to 1 
p.m.; 'Monday to Friday, 24-h0ur 
helpline 635-3907 . : • , ,$ '$**  ,- • 
T & K SINGLES Coffee meeiing 
every Tuesday 7:00 p.m. at Mr. 
Mikes: June 12 & 13 to Rupert for 
Sea; June 17 Evening wali~!ai00 
p'.m.;June 19, 7:30 p.m. BoWling; 
June 20 Games nite, 7:30 ~p~m.; 
June 26 Supper at Ben's, 8:00 p.m. 
For info phone Ben at 635-3238 or 
• Carol 632-3547. 2p8 
Summer workshops for July and 
August, all workshops are held in 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. tfn 
' . *$$$$ . " 
ARE YOU ltAVINO TROUBLE 
seeing your grandchildren? Are 
you interested in gaining access to 
your grandchildren? In promoting, 
I support ng and assisting families 
maintain grandparent ties? For 
more information please call 638- 
o228. 2# 
S,S**  
CRISIS LINE Is open 24 hours a 
I day for anyone in crisis. C.all 635- 
4042. 'fin 
I * ***$  
EVERY WEDNESDAY ~'rom 
7:00 pm to 8:00 pro. Terrace NaP 
cbtlcs An6nyn]ous "Steps to 
Recovery' meets at the Kermode 
Frtcn&hip Con~er. 
Guy loses battle with cancer 
By JEFF NAGEL chemotherapy ensued, as well as 
" F BRAVERY had a a hip replacement operation, 
I name, it would be Guy 
Mortimer. 
For five months, the 
19-year-old Terrace youth has 
fought a war he couldn't win. 
And along the way his strength 
touched everyone he met. 
Guy's battle with cancer ended 
on Jtme 23 ---three days before 
he and Jennifer Dilley were to 
marry. 
Last week he made that trip 
down the aisle at St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church, the building 
jammed to overflowing with 
friends and supporters. 
The music played at the fumral 
were the songs he and Jennifer 
had picked for their wedding: 
Whitney Houston's I Will Always 
"He fought so hard. His concern was always for 
everybody else." 
.t~ : i 
' . iI ~-f 
Love 'Y'ou ~'d Simon and dar- 
fu~kel's Bridge Over Troubled 
Water. 
"He fought so hard," says 
Guy's mother, Patti Mortimer. 
"His  concern was always for 
everybody else." 
What g~s  around, comes. 
around, hOWeVer, 
Mortimer, a first-aid attendant 
at Skeena Cellulose, faced the  
prospect of selling their home 
after her son was diagnosed with 
bone cancer on Jarh 29. 
• A s!ngle mother of three, she 
.- 
had to take time off work' while 
trying to pay high costs of drugs. 
• (Guy turned 19 a day after being 
diagnosed and was cut off from 
her medical coverage.) 
: But more than 100 co-workers 
,at the sawmill banded together to 
create a volunlary payroll dedue- :
tton plan to chip a few dollars off. 
their paycheques and put them in 
hers. 
Soon after being diagnosed, 
Guy learned the cancer in his leg 
had spread to his lungs. 
Three brutal rounds of 
whtch ga'~e him greater freedom 
in his final weeks. 
"He rode his motorcycle and 
drove the--car;'~, says Patti. "He 
could walk without crutches." 
But the cancer had destroyed 
his :lungs to an extent that 
shocked even his doctor. 
When Guy was admitted to 
Mills Memorial Hospital, his best 
friends came along and stayed to 
the very end. 
His ashes wlU be scattered on 
Terrace Mountain. 
Mortimer is deeply grateful to 
everyone who helped thorn. 
But she has one more wish. 
" I  hope they find a cure for this 
disease. It's tough watching kids 
die like this." 
Guy Mortimer 
PET POWER: Seven-year-old Mella Stephens enjoys a fuzzy 
winged friend at the petting zoo at Heritage Park on Canada 
Day. And while parents took in the history of the park, seven- 
year-old Richard Pearce, right, tried out a pair of suits. 
Kuwait veteran visits northwest 
For Robert Scott, the school 
year ended, at least temporarUy, 
• this past April. 
But that doesn,t mean this 
Louisiana native has the summer 
:off. 
Scott is a member of the home 
mission, hoard for the Louisiana 
B~tist :Con~,en{IOn~ -The board 
accepts college students to travel 
to d_lfferent areas to offer com- 
munity services. 
During the sunmaer, Scott will 
venture throughout B.C., visiting 
various locations including 
Vaederhoof, Penticton and Kam- 
loops. The program runs just un- 
der eight weeks. 
Terrace was Scott's first stop. 
He arrived here June 26, and will 
leave July 10. During his first 
week, Scott held Informal camp- 
fire sessions for teens and young 
adults. 
He stresses that the so. lens 
were not designed for preaching, 
but rather, they were held for 
people to get together and meet 
Others their age. I f  the topic of 
Christianity came up, then he 
would be glad to talk:about I . 
"People are ve;y willing to lake 
us as long as wedon't jump down 
their tl~oats," he says with a hint 
Robe~ Scott 
of trademark Southern drawl. 
This week, he's helping out 
with a vacation bible school for 
kids at Kitsumkalum. 
This Isn't the first time this 25. 
year-old history major has been 
away from home. Scott is  also a 
member of the National Guard 
Reserve. He was called up by the 
unit Q~ber  10,1990 to serve in 
Kuwal] as tensionsmounted in
Desert Storm 'more like MASH' 
the Middle East. 
Scott remained there for the 
next eight months, playing his 
part as a specialist driver on the 
front lines for the 1086 trans- 
portation unit during Operation 
Desert Storm. 
He relates how the experience 
changed his life. While Scott had 
a Christian upbringing, it wasn't 
until the Gulf War IF.at he decided 
to fully dedicate himself to his 
belle~. As he says, " I  got serious 
about being a Christian." 
Scott says the experience taught 
him two things. One was the tm- 
portsnee of family. Even though 
he was 8,252 miles away from 
home, he felt his family bonds 
were always intact. He recalls 
talking to his brother on Christ- 
mas and realizing that, despite the 
distance, "we're still brothers -
nothing can take that away, I 
think we learned really what fam- 
ily was." 
Scott's other revelation came 
when h.e saw the Persian Gulf for 
the first time, He was expecting 
to see aircraft carriers, fighter 
jets, uniformed soldiers - the trap- 
pings of war. 
But when he arrived, he saw 
altogether - .: something . . . . .  different
dolphim f~oltcldng in the water. 
Scott says when he came upon 
this sight, he realized the great- 
heSS of God. He recalls thinking 
that "maybe all the problems tn 
the world are kind of petty." 
When he looks back on those 
eventful eight months, Scott 
doesn't regret hem. 
"As far as going over there, 
yeah, I agree with that. Maybe we 
nipped another Hitler in the 
bud," 
But he does wish that "we had 
been allowed to go on and fin- 
ish," referring to the Allied decl. 
sion not to continue Into Baghdad 
to capture Iraqi leader Saddam 
Hnssein. 
Curiously enough, Scott com- 
pares hls stint to a television sit. 
com. • 
" I t  really Is like MASH more 
than anything else," he says, 
referring to things the troops did 
to pass the time, such asplaying 
cards or writing lettem to Morn. 
He says about 90 per cent of the 
time was spent waiting and trytng 
to alleviate the boredom. During 
the other l0 per cent, things hap- 
pened so fast he didn't really 
have time to think - it wasn't until 
afte.,wardathat hegot scared. 
At the end of his mission In this 
part of the world, Scott plans to 
return home and catch up on 
some much needed sleep. He will 
then enter his senior year at 
Northwestern State University in 
Nateldtoches, Loulalana the 
same town, he points out, where 
Steel Magnolias was filmed. 
After he graduates, he has de- 
cided to enter a seminary to be- 
come a minister. 
In the meantime, however, he 
has other plans- fishing plans, ,to 
be exact. This eager angler can t 
wait to go out and Catch a fish or 
two while in the Northwest. He's 
hoping to snag a salmon, 
*'I 'm gonna freeze dry it and 
send it home," he  says with a 
grin. 
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SHOWTIME: Helen: Kelly, the Terrace Public Art Elallery's 
new coordinator, puts the final touches on the hanging of the 
gallery's new show - -  Ripples. The exhibition features palnt- 
ings by local artists on watery themes. 
I MUSIC 
• BROKEN RULE will be playing at Gtgi's until July 10. ' :  
• LITTO will be playing easy listening and dancing music on 
his keyboards in Augies Lounge Wednesday,Saturdsy : tarting at 7 
p.m. VARIOUS LOCAL TALENT will be playing at Augtes Cof- 
fee Home Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. 
A KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to 1 a.m.) and 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Fub in the Northern Motor 
Inn, every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thomhill Neigh- 
bourhood Pub, and every Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) and Monday 
(10 p.m. to 2 a.m.) at Hanky Panky's in the Coast Inn of the West. 
MOVIES 
• LIFE WITH MIKEY starring Michael J. Fox plays at 9:15 
p.m. Wednesday and Thursday nigh tat the TilUcum Twin Theatres. 
DENNIS TItE MENACE 7:00 p.m., and CLIFFBANGER is on 
at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
Starting Friday 
• SON IN LAW, starring Pauly Shore, plays at 7:00 and 9:15, 
J~ily 9-15. Also playing until the 15th is SUPER MARIe BROS. 
with Bob Hoskins. 
ET CETERA 
• RIPPLES, a celebmlion of water, is the summer members' 
show now on display at the Terrace Public Art Crallery. Gallery 
hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. from 
Tuesday to Thursday, and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
Make the 'Scenel Call 638-7283 oi" fax t~ 638-8432 to add 
your event o the Standard's free entert~iranent listings. The 
deadline is 5 p.ra. Thursday for the following week's paper. 
North flavours Perry's latest 
/ :? " , '  
Mark Perry is attempting to de-  
scribe the sound off his second 
and newest album, StilIArourM. 
And that's not too easy -aspe, 
dally since this Smithcrs 
musician strives to avoid any type 
of easy catego~ation.- After 
much .deliberation and second- :
"Late Night Radio" rekindles 
memories of growing up in north- 
em B.C. and listening to Van- 
couver radio stations, after the sun 
went down to catch the latest top 
"It's gota bit of a lived-in feel 
tOit," addsPerry, who says that 
ground vocals from the group 
UI-IF, a respected Canadian outfit 
consisting of Sherri Ulrich, Bill 
Henderson and Forbes. 
The album took about three 
weeks to record at Mushroom 
val records out of Vancouver. 
However, Festival is attempting 
tO work out a deal with an eastern 
company, Coyote Entertainment, 
to allow for more thorough na- 
tional distribution. 
Studios in Vancouver. It was He performed at the Midsum, 
partly funded with a grant from mer Festival in Smithers, and 
guossing;'he'decidosthat it's a .. hismain listening audience is FACTOR - "the foundation to hopes to b¢ coming up to Terracc 
solid.Canadian mixture of fo lk ,  probably:between their mid-20s assist Canadian ta lent  on in thefall, 
country, pop aud reck/~ : to late-30S. " • records." ' t Perry's flint alburn, Drearasof 
Ho also-/~aintains that !the el, Still Around Was produced by: . Perry says.the feceS, is avail- the. H!ghway: (Fest!val), .w~ 
bum has a :,northwest flavour.,' Roy Forbes, known in Canadian able in Smithors, and should be in. re~easea In 19~J.. [nat rec0ro leo 
~hc~.ath~'~. self-titled s0ng:is music i!circies ' as accomplished: : Terrace music stores soon. to a :W~t ~Lm~[c : :a .w~as  ~
ab_o~: in  the::, s=me ;~)m~ f01kie Bim,: -: = : ::;: , : - I t  ~as released on No,hem Sky nonuna.uon:'i.~, ..me,:~..m,0..~,&~t~,s~ 
"m~6~ a I0~ " J ~¢," r~"  , '~e  album also features back- records, and distributed by Festi- -category, . ;~, ,:, 
, : ,~  : , ,  , ;r: , .~ .~- ; i  ' " , : ' . '  , ~ . . . . .  , , , 
"MAKE 
THE 
SCENE" 
The City Scene- 
Terracels Guide to 
Fun & Entertainment 
AddY6Ur EveniTo 
The Standard's • 
FREE-LISTING of 
FeaturedEvents 
It's easy to get 
your event'0n the 
"City Scene" 
FAX 638-8432 
Phone 
'638-7283 
:".: Drop off.: 
,464TLazelle 
;; ~odelll 
638,7247 ,
(after 6 pro) 
to.m~ ~e followlng 
wealds" paper, your 
event musti:esch the 
Standard by):: 
5:00 pm Thursday:.: 
: .  : .  ~ . . .  
0 0 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
- t 
Fr |  
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96,1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I VARIABLE GAME FORMAT-TICKETS ONLY$1'OO 
1 2 games with $1 ,O00 3-up tickets • Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Blngol Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Slmolghets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocen/, Terrace Shell 
• and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery 5opperslde three, Jems & Gold, as well ~! .S_ybi!.Mowen of 
" Terrace Rhode Seymour of Kltselas, and Della Scndane at Northern Nauve uroaacasung, 
In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, n Kltimat from Dare]one Start, In 
Kltirnaat Village from Robeda Grant, in Greenville from Ron Sampare, in Gitwinksihlkw 
from Merci Moore, 
m 
.95 
@ 
• , . ,  - .  
YOUR: GUIDE 
TO FINE 
DINING IN 
. '  . , 
TERRACE AND 
THORNHILL 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
1 
[~ I 
:!7 ..: . .  
1) Whatwasthe Platter's biggest selling record? 1 point 
2) Name the country western signer known as the '0kie from 
Muskogee'?; 2pcs 
3) Who wrote Pat genatar's hit '1 Need A Lover"? = 3 points 
4) Name the title song of Elvis Presley's first movie in 1956, 
• 4P0i s 
5) What classical composer and pianistelevated the pian O to 
new stature as asolo instrument? 5 p( :s 
There are PRIZESI PRIZES! PRIZES! 
For information and rules, drop in or call us at . 
The Terrace Inn 
~, ~ ~ ~ ~!.~'.~ ~ l~:,~,~ ~l '~  ...... ~ .... :,, '.;,, .... 
, . , ,  . , , .  
O I l l  i 
9/, Our 
v~ 
. . . . . . .  :FOR:THOUGHT : 
Thr0UghOUto . the Summe r,enjoy:a? I 
Fresh Hahbutor:Salmondlqner, 
and l~aVe Caesar Salad FREE 
: Open 7 DaysAWeek 
~i[unch Moi~day. Friday 11:30 am, 2:00 pm Dinner 4:30 pm : i l  
~ 4402 Lakesle Ave, Terrace 638.0644 
Gerde/ 
~t 63S.9161 
1N8 
I "11~ t~ ~ 
La~el~e Lake 
/ 
el  
%51 
i'i i~;!!;!i! 
:.. , , ,p ,  , , , :  
.2-. 
• ' '~"~',~¢':4~ :;:~t~:t~: i ~ "~ ~'? 
/ 
. *¢  .~  
z~ 
Happy reading for t' e summmer! 
FRANKLIN THE TURTLE greets book-hungry kids at the Terrace public library June 26. The read- 
ing reptile was there to kick off the summer eading program, which runs until August 5. The pro- 
gram is open to all ages, and each member gets a booklet, badge, bookmark and poster. 
Aftergrad 
praised 
by RCUP 
by Coast Jamie Praticante 
The  Caledonia grads held 
their annualafter-grad party at 
Red. Sands Lake. The were 
400-600 people in the desig- 
nated area, which was 
reserved especially for the 
graduates. 
i Even with the large group, 
there was not the trouble one 
w0ul d normally expect. 
Roadblocks were conducted 
on the Nass road for most of 
the night. There were also 
patrols 1o Red Sands. 
i ~ere ,  were approximatelY 
20 liq0ur seizures O0"f.ronl r. 
grads) and five ""-24-I~0{~f J'>'' 
S~pemions (none were 
grads), 
•' There were no motor vehicle 
accidents or incidents of 
damage at Red Sands Lake. 
L' • 
Young 
women 
meet 
Contributed 
:A  discussion group for 
young women is forming at 
the Terrace Women's 
Resource Center. 
The new group is a chance 
for young women to discuss 
how sexism affects them and 
how to address it. 
The priorities for action will 
be set by the memebers of the 
group. 
It's difficult for young 
women' to find time to think 
about the unique pressures 
they face as women. 
"It is sometimes tempting to 
assume that the straggle for 
equality is over and that young 
women are able todo anything 
they want to do," says group 
organizer Jessica Bowering. 
But she says the day-to-day 
reality is that women still face 
many obstacles because of 
.their gender, 
Violent relationships, exual 
harassment, the lack of female 
role models, unemployment, 
poverty, media images and 
pornography are still very real 
for many women, says Bower- 
ing, the youth program coor- 
dinator for the Terrace, 
Women's Resource, Centre. 
• "As young women, we are 
affected by these issues and 
we need to be the ones to take 
action on them," she said. 
"We also need this op- 
portunity to share experiences 
with our sisters and to support 
each other in overcoming ob- 
moles?' 
Interested young women (25 
and under) can contact Jessiea 
Bowering at 638-0228 to get 
involved. ~: 
~, 
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COHGRATULATIONS. 
ToTheWinners Of Our 1993 McDonald's B.E.S.T. Scholarships. 
liiii!ii~ii~i~!!~i!:.!ili!i~!~!~!~!!!!i~i!~:::!!iiiii~!ii~!iii~il il i :,,: ~:-,~::::::..::~:~:.:~:~i:.: ......... ........................... !~!: ,:i~: ,.:: :~::,i . . .. ........... ~i!!iii!:i~i!!iii!i!!!!!!i~!iiiii!!i!i~iii : ~ i :4 ~i':'..!~iil 
and 
Novell Thomas Kelly.Anne Logan Lori Kern p 
Cindy Mavety Gerald Cole Patrick Inglis 
Diana Marcinko Keith Valley . Preston Allen Chase 
Janice Mackintosh Brat Wallace Anderson Chris Szarka 
Bradley Joseph Cote DominlCA~lhony Zimmeiman Shed Zimmerman 
Rhys Campbell Brian Benjamin Seebaran 
Christopher Allan Relmer Steve Jeffrey Cavanagh 
Christine Elizabeth Watson Megan Simmer 
Brandi Weisbecker Erin Fennell 
Jackie Richards Cindi Edarnura 
Teena Bell Wendy Elaine Closkey 
X~:ong Tran David Mioheal Schmidt 
Jason John Eichenberger 
McDonald's congratulates the winners of 
the t993 B.E,SZscholarships. B.E.S,T,, the 
"Basketball Education Scholarship Team',' is 
a program funded by McDonald's Restaurants 
in British Columbia nd Yukon and adminis- 
tered by both the B.C. High SchoolBoys' 
Basketball Association and the B.C, Secondary 
School Girls' Basketball Association. Forty 
scholarshi ps of $500 each are awarded to 
Michael Heard 
Brandee Fort 
Joleen ~loper 
Kirstin Megan Jones 
Megan E. Scott 
JoAnna Turner 
Jeffrey Kenneth Gray 
graduating seniors who have lettered 
for theirbasketbal team and who plan 
to pursue a post-secondary education, 
AFRICAH 
VIOLETS 
Assorted Colours. 
6 Inch Pot. 
MINI 
VIOLETS 
In a 
2 1/2 " Pot. 
Assorted 
4 Inch Pot. ea 
V,OL. A29 FOOD -dLF 
Schuhz for Africo~m~ 
Violets. 5.5 oz. ~P '  
'O""°  'm29 SOIL for African 
Violets. 3 L. eo 
t 
L, 
, ~:/ii~/i!iil,i~i~ii!ii~  
'••~ i!i~i ¸ ~!~, 
p 
1000 Air Miles 
Winners 
June'26th Draw 
Charlotte Witner 
of Stewart 
"Congratulations" 
Whole. Fresh. Grade A 
bag. Limit 1 bag. or Utilify. 3 per 
9 
L"'%;;-T&~ [ s ~ u # N G s 
° ,~-';o'°o-*"~T,-;~,T' I 
2.16/% 
Ib 
This Saturday, July l Oth 
11:00 arn -4:00 pm HOT DOG SALE 
All Proceeds To The Elders 
Of The Kermodei Friendship Centre 
CREAM 
Snow Star. 
Assorted Flavours. 
4 Litre pail. 
8 , rRE~H CHICKEN 
All Regular 
I Price Fresh 
ea ,  l,Chicken Parts. 
io 
F 
*COKE OR SPRITE r 
Reg.,Dietor / 58 5 8 ~-Coke Classic or Fresh. 8 
Canada Dry Ginger Ale. B.C. 
Reg., or Diet. 
2LplusDeposi L ~ k 1.30/10Og . 
SHRIMPMEAT PEACH PIES 
Fresh .  2 9 ?  
8 Inch Size. 
HOT DOG BUNS ' FAIRY TALES ' 
Seedless 9 ~ ,  A 8 Different Fairy ~ A in  • 
or ~ ~ Tale Books, -n  ~ ~ Superior. 
Hamburger. i InclvdingPinocchio, m J ~ u.s.Grown. ram' Snow White, Cinderella, mu No. 1 Grade. Skylark. 
Pkg. of 8. ea E!  Puss N' Boots and More. n~ ea k2 .18/kg  Ib 
'-"--' CarrglnO 
~~ Cashl, 
FRESH GRAPES 
Nuuffion 
Advertised prices in effect until closin hts reserved. 
. . . .  t 
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McKeown defied the i l  
=" Dr. Victor P. Hawes, Optometrist ":11 
skeptics until tt e end ,i BEGINNING JUNE 21 THIS OFFICE WILL BE ] [  
CLOSED MONDAYS I[ 
. ,. 638-8055 ...II 
, 
James (Jim) ST. was born in ,,,,,,,,~ 
1907 at Portglenone, a small town 
in Northern Ireland. Incidentally, 
this is the •same town hi wllich 
Timothy Eaton was born. 
Jim came from a family of 
seven children - six boYS and one 
tiM. His sts~r and one brotlier 
still live in Ireland. 
Jim did all of his selaooling In 
Portglenone, and graduated from 
the Ballymena Academy. 
J im was a man with vi- 
sion, ambition and 
determination. He was a 
hard-nosed businessman, 
but also a very kind and 
loving father and husband. 
At the age of 19, Jim decided to 
immigrate to Canada, He first 
stopped in Toronto, where he ob- 
tained employment a the Eatons 
store. Jim claimed he worked at 
Eatous until they tried to promote 
him. Not wanting:to be tied down 
to an important position at this 
time, he le f t  Canada for the 
United. States, where he 'worked 
at various jobs ~,ldle travelling 
throughout the country.. 
After about five years in the 
U.S., he came back to Canada 
and settled in Alberta. I-le worked 
as a cattle buyer until 1939, when 
the war broke out 
Jim was sent to Prince Rupert, 
whom he obtained employment at 
the docks as a crane operator for 
the U.S. engineedng department. 
Due to a heart problem, Jim could 
not go into active service. 
The move to Prince Rupert 
proved to be a very goo d one, as 
this was whom he met his wife to 
very brief courtship. The couple 
was married June 25, 1943 at the 
United Church in Prince Rupert. 
In 1946, Jim decided it was 
time to get out of dock work and 
try to go into business for him- 
self. Jim and Peggy moved to 
Burns Lake, where he started up a 
small sawmill. Over time, it grew 
into a large gang mill. 
In late 1956, Jim left Omineca 
Lumber Co. at Babine Lake and 
came to bigger and better things 
in Terrace. In June 1957, the fam- 
ily moved here. Jim purchased a 
logging equipment, sales and ser- 
vice business, Industrial Distrib- 
utors. 
After living in Terrace for a 
whiles Jim toyed with the idea of 
establishing a building supply 
business, lie was told that he 
would never make it in such a 
business and should forget the 
idea. 
Jim, being Jim, found the ad- 
vice most challenging. It spurred 
him on to start the business and 
gave him the determination to 
make it Successful. 
Jim's next ambition was to 
build Ten'ace's first large .apart- 
ment buildings. Again, he was 
told that such an apartment would 
never suecee4 became he-would 
never be able to obtain the fiiianc- 
ing or tenants to make it into a vi- 
able rental proposition. 
Again, Jim was spurred on to 
prove the skeptics wrong, so he 
built and financed the Keystone 
Apartments and filled them with 
tenants. 
In 1978, Omineca Building 
Supplies, Industrial Distributors 
and the Keystone Apartments 
be, Peggy Traquair. Peggy was were sold and J im and Peggy 
wgr,ki~gL~, # ,w,n'se. Jim; .wllo ,, ,~t~e,d..~ Jim was,,~a, man with.vi- , 
a~.~, ,~e~.~or .a :  He-:.,:--was.:•:: . a..; ~7nos~,  
James McKeown Sr. 
businessman, but also a very kind 
and loving father and husband. 
He had many loyal and long- 
lasting friends. Jim also had a 
quick wit along with a quick Irish 
temper. 
As Alan McAlpine said, the 
best description of Jim is "a  true 
diamond in the rough." 
A memorial service was held 
June 29 at the United Church, 
with Shirley Lindsay officiating, 
Marilyn Brodie singing, and Alan 
McAlpine reading the eulogy. 
There was a reception afterward. 
All of the six MeKeown chil- 
dren and their families, along 
with Jim's brother Tom, came 
here for the weekend for Jim and 
PeggySs 50th anniversary. Jim 
was very happy to have all o f  the 
family here. 
Jim entered Mills Memorial 
Hospital a couple of days before •
his death. 
lie leaves his wife Peggy, his 
three brothers and sister, his chil- 
d ren-  David, Jim, Margaret, 
Helen, Joaune and Pam - and nine 
i#'~indchildten, 'and. many good i 
~endS; .: ~, 
The Canad ian  Red Cross  Soc ie ty  
July 24 
July 24 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 4 
. :Eng.agement, Wedding, and 
Anhii ents • versary Announcem 
Weddings. 
Lorraine Schultz & Bruce Bonnet 
Debbie Lamming & Dennis Hannam 
• Cindy Koopmans &Terry Zaporzan 
Melanie Mayner & James Anderson 
Anniversaries 
July 11 Annette & Scotty MclImoyle - 31 years 
July 19 Vickey & Harry Brown -25 years 
July 26 Melissa & Alfred Claws- 3 years 
July 27 Stelia &B0yd McCann -2 years 
July 28 DeeDee & Colum O'Donnel - 9 years 
August 9 Cathy & Dale Creek- 3 years 
August 20 To.try & Rick Miller- 5 years 
August 2 3 Patti & Brian Hone- 12 years 
August 28 Lonnie:& Simon0 Aloisio- 12 years 
Oci 6 Tina Homer & Kevin Legros - 2 years 
this listing please 
contact any of these 
sflon.sor$: 
> . 
Central 
Flowers 
"Plush T6ys .......... : 
K.G. Clark 
e 6old 
Custom Designed 
Engagement Rings 
Wedding Bands Anniversary Rings 
4624 Greig Ave . . . . . . . . .  == ,~ ~,  ,~  =m ,,"j~ ,,-j~ 
: ~  " YOuRIMPROVINEt 
~J~'~o ODDS 
smOKE AGAINST 
FOUNDATIONOF CANAD~S 
B.C. a~KOX #1 KILLER 
I BOX22, 
Terrace, B.C. Meier Credit Cards 
VBG 4A2 Accepted 
Malorle Park Your donation is
tax deductible 
638-1167 
CORRECTION 
In this week's "Summer 
Buys" flyer, the Bicycle 
Balloon Deliveries ~ 
Worldwide Service ~,!/ 
. . Houseplants. %~, ~ ~ "~;"a:~/ 
Your Complete Wedding ,.~'~. ' Bi'idal. "Grad ,  Evening 
Headquarters ~ 3~, , See us for any occasion 
101 - 4716 Lazelle Ave, ~ i .~ ' .~ , 4605 Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
Terrace., ~.'~.',~ Ph: 635-6966 Fax635:4740 
635 '5920or  i ~F .~"  , 
B e.19oo ) 
- - .  ~ f~=~ ,~. 
Your In Memoriam gift is a.lastlng tribute. Please send your Helmets featured on page 6 
donation to the address above, along with the name and are not as illustrated. ~ 
• We apologize for any , 
address and thename andaddress of the next-of-kin, for an Inconvenience this may ~ 
acknowledgement card. have caused. ~ '/ "1 
~. =,.x~zT~l',~---~ _ =.- --, "- ~ , I  Kmart  Canada L imi ted  . :i ~ - , ~ } ~ ' ~  
,, ~ ~ • ~. ,~=.~. . . , . . , _ . _ . , . . . _ _  
THERE'S A COLD HEARTED I j  The 3tO Annual 
YOURHOME . SALMON VALLEY MUSIC THIEF IN . : FESTIVAL 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shadows of l~." -• 
the basement, lt 'sthe humming, whirring, clicking, old 4 ' July 30131 & August 1 
second refrigerator. And it's robbing you of cold cash - ~ • 
an old inefficient second ffidge can cost you up to " 
$100a year torah. ~ :i!Fill inyour answers- name and phone numberand drc~p@rrmoffat 
WE'LL COME AIlD GEr ITAND GIVE YOU $30=., . . The Norther n:M0tor Inn or Terrace (, 
We can take the problem off your hands. We'll pick Up 1~ . Weekend Passes  '=NTER 
your old operating fridge (10 cu.,ft, to 24 cu. ft. size) q ~" 
free ofch~ge,  dispose of it inan environmentally safe 1) What is the name of Sammy Kershaw's econd album? For Two "5 TO 3"if" 
manner and send you a cool $30. 2) Name the country singer that performed in Terrace'on March 107 :, Da Passes ~'r " 
To register inthe Program, call the RefrigeratorBuy-Back . . . . .  " :> ~ "' .~i~,, Wi~l ! 3) Name the country duo who sings Boot Seootln Boogie ? y For Two 
Hot Line toll-free I-S00~663,CASH (2274): In the': 4) Where are the Saturday Jim Sesslonsheld in Terracb?' ':' : .•  Sweatshirts ~ i~ 
l 5) Who was named International Country Entedainer of the Year? • T.Shirts / 
Drop Entry Of fAt  The  Northern Motor .inn.or Terrace Standard  
iN  n mmm m i i  m m m m  m m m l  mm m m m m m m mmm m m l i  mmlm mm mmmmmm m m m a  mml m umm a mm m ~ m m  m m m m m m u  i m m m m .. 
r . . . .  ." . " ANSWERS " Name: i 
I Address: 11) , I 
I .. ' l , ) . . :  - , l Phone: s), ..... i " l . . . .  X , I , I " 
~ m m m a a m m  m n m l a i  a a i m m H a m a m a m a  m i i  a m  m m i a  m m n n a m i l m  m m a l i l a  a . ' 
I I 
II I II I 
"~N ' 3086 Hwy 16, East ~ .commercial/Industriallnsulattoncontractors 
oRTh ERN .635-6375 . ~b=t~ Remova, 
. OTOR "Live Entertainment" . Rre Stopping ~:' 
m " ' " Terrace, Phone 63 ,5 .9494 N~ . Terrace's 0nly Country Prince George, EC 
, ItESIAUI~U~IT. LOUNGE. " , " . . . .  - .. . 
PUB. COLD BEER SIORE m Music Pub': Phone 564-9495 
I . . . . .  I I I 
ydro  ~ . - ,: . TEm C STANmI  
B.C,Hydm reserves the right to change or cancel the rebate offer a( .- :." r sERVING 
• .  any timewlthout prior notice. .... : : i :  :, ::. : .  , 
• J II i = I I I I ' J I I  I r l ,  • i , ,  
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'REAL E STAT  
• :i 
Lo o kin g for_tl e "F n mi! v H ,  m_ 
Sometimes when you're in the 
market for a home, you find that 
you're looking and looking, but just 
can't seem to .find that "special 
home". You might find that building 
is too costly and, not being a 
handy person, renovating an older 
home is out of the queslion or you 
might have lived through a few 
"home projects" and said .... never 
again! 
If you're looking for a home that 
offers good square footage, where 
alL the work has :been done and 
you can' just move in.,, read.on,! 
4934 Lazelle has just been listed 
and here are some ofthe details. 
- 1,217 square feet 
- natural gas furnace - one year 
old 
- natural gas hot water- new 
- roof reshingled, interlocking 
shingles 2 years ago 
- rec, room- carpet new 
- livingroom and bedroom 
carpets upgraded 
- kitchen lino upgraded 
- i n t e r i o r  painted 2 years ago 
- 10x14. new garden shed 
This home offers 3 bedrooms on 
the main floor, one down, rec. 
room, workshop, two full 
bathrooms and 2-piece ensuite, 
covered sundeck, fruit trees and 
garden area. This home has been 
well cared for and is a pleasure to 
show. Asking $135,900 
EXCLUSIVE. Call GORDIE 
SHERIDAN directly at Re/Max of 
Terrace 638-1400 or 635-4781 
P=ffk Ho~s is lhe I~i~ rnanufoduror of q~lity homes 
in I](. We have iomplete home'Ixxkoges Io go - delivered to 
your site anyv&,re. Stock phns or cuslom design. Yo~ build or 
~II onongo c0nslrudion. For defais ond o catalogue, ~11 
Darcy Dd0rme, Pacific Homes Represenlative, 3700 
Hc~h0rneSt, Terrace VBGSE2 Phone 635-5794 PACIFIC HOMES 
I in 5 CAHADIAHS 
CAN'T BREATHE PROPERLY 
But you can beat the odds on lung disease. 
• Arm yourself with the latest lung facts from the B.C. Lung 
Association. 
• Reduce air pollution from residential wood smoke and aulo ~ i 
emissions with tips from the Association. 
° Support advanced research and province-wide co.mmunity 
education programs sponsored by your Lung Association. 
t 
B.C. Lung Ass0ciatJoll l]ox 3400'0, S|atio. 1), VallcotIver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
¢~ h'e "i~i~ ~t.vmred+.,t,l<'dl,ylhi.',lmhlir.ti.~n 
.~ ~ ' ,  Laurie Forbes  
I[;~ ,~,,i; I In Attendance 
. :'~;; / 635-5382 
HI 
5124 
MeDeek 
Thursday, 
. July 8 /93  
6 pm - 9 pm 
635-6361 
~i ::~i i :!i:ii:~ 
i • 
4804 Soucie 
4837 McConnell EXC $259,000 
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
3918 Thomas MLS $135,900 
3806 Spring Creek MLS $198,500 
4.921 LamblyAve MLS $122,500 
*~ ~;~!.~ ~4 ~,,.~i~ , 
4613 Loan EXG $79,000 
4403 Birch E:KC $194,900 460S Loan ML$ 
..... ~ ,~ 
Dowtown Retail 1,500-3,00 sq.ft. 
3604E-'byF_J(C$124,900 I 4819WalshFJ{C$10g, g00 / 10,96 ac close to city, : 
,E o 
g 
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R EAL E.STAT 
'" .... " ' " .-~.' ~ ~ LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
TOTAL:  1075 SQ. FT. (99.8 M') t~ +-,~.,~ 
motH:  • , " ! 
DEPTH: 26'0" (7.9 M) " ~'~'~' ~ ~"~ I ,~.ooM f MASTER - l i L .~ JU , ' i~  : ~ i ~ H l ' ~  ) ~  ! ~ ~ ' U omNo iL"  [ ' • " ' 
• ~ , ~  " ~t~l~ . . . .  - , ~ . . ; K ~ T C H E N  ~ ROOM 
. : . - . • . . . ,~111~ ^ ~  0 _ ~ _ - . . | 1 ] '4x  10 '10  I I ~ [ I  ~ . . , .~12 '6  x 10't~ ~] g' x 11'2 l I . . . .  
• ; -: " k - , ,>~' : . '~  ~-~, - '~"~ 9 ~  i /~  ~ ~ "l-t-h1-1-1-~ "~ | OARAGE i - " 
J : ~ ~ , " e.~ '~ ' ,~<"Y . '~  ~ k~ ~ - I . '~x . '4  I . . . . .  ' ' . ,' ' , . , "~'~'1~ -.2,, . ~ • ==, . . . . .  , 
• " ' " ~ ' _ -  -~- % ~ _ 3 ~ I ~ ' ~ . ~ "  -::.- _ . . . . . . . . .  "v,:'~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  %:¢~- J ~R,OO~, ,~ '  ROOU I ' I J ..... - - - - - - ' - - - - -  
' . ~ - ~ - - ' - - ~ ' ~ .  ' ,,-... " - "- ~ "  ~.= -Z . . :~ .  o'= x ,',u . 
~=~, : , ,  " : ' '  ~_ . _ - - _~-~~_- -~-~~~ ~ ~ I . . . .  I . . . .  ~ ' L I  , ~ - ~ '  , 
: J I,m 
: -~ , -  ,-~.,~ ~ t, ~ ~ ~ ' _ ___~. !~.  I '~  
. L# , r--~ r - - -~;  
~ L : I  i~ IT l l l  : I I~]~L . : I : :2 : ! I~ l l  . ::I I ~ I ~ ~  I: :: ~ =,  FUTURE i>~ ii I~[~]  UHF'tNISH[D I " II 
| BEDR00U ,Lk, • G OASt;MENT J I I .  
., • ,,--~ pec 1' ~ ~, II • , i ,' ,. IL~,++??-::I~ 
' " ~ !t" ' i~" ii . . . . . . . .  ~'P FUTURr 
I "  I ...... ...... ,' ".' I ~ I 1 -7  - -7  __ . . . _ _ . . _  , '~o~ =: B'~',~,~ " ,ooM . ": , , , -n -n -n  , ' L ............... : - - J  • i 
N FLOOR PLAN ._~___ .. . . . . . . . .  :._! L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
1075 SQ. FT. (99.8 M =) 
WEINM/eSTER HOME DESIGN [PLAN °" 90661 ;~Rouse Plans Avai lab le  ThrOUg:h: 
SPECIAL FEATUR ES: 
p,, 
'Zmaoe create a feeling of spaciousness. 
,-" master bedroom provides direct access into 
round-top transom highlights this the main bathroom. 
af fordable  home.  , I  lower  level may be completed  at a later date.  ' 3207 Munroe~, Terrace 
,,,, bi. level design provides sun-lit lower area. 
~. living room views staircase below. ,i sundeck increases the overall depth. ,+e~,o~ +a,M,,,~ o 635"6273 
,,. open design of kitchenand dining room 
Scouts ,,;our goals are as 
limitless as s p a c e ~  
I P l  
,BURN 
+ 
1~,, 
.: A reth'ed cree SUrgeon 
Spend, dme c~ft.lng wooden 
toys. Every Tueld=y and: 
Wednesd;y he vidts"~'10cal' 
One =iml)le at= 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW 
Very spacious 1300 sq. ft. 3 bedroon 
Inane on 87x122 fL lot: VeH pdvate 
HORSESHOE- $74,900 
Must be viewed to be appreciatedl 3 
bedroom starter with some great 
features: some newer flooring, 
sundeck, 2 sheds, rear lane, a 
NaturalGas~repiace, Listed MLS, 
l~0~e t. I ~ ry a, ' J : '"'-': ':'~ '' '": ~',7.,:~ r,-,-: 
'iotally le ,n~.d ~,tme~, 24x16 wired'~!,l '~'"  .... " ......... ": ...... ' :] ;' " ' 
and.lnsbI~t~'s~'.With double bay J "::" ANXIOUS O~NERSI 
doors. ~l~Is Is'located dght in the lJ 2year old 3~bedroom home with 1300 
hn~ listed Exclusive for i horseshoe ,sq,. ft. on the maln:leTt~l.d:uU~'l y 
~:89 00 00 lanoscapea ne rencea I 
-r , ' ~'lm'r l ISTED I garage, oak kitchen, dining a'ea with ."'."-',.'-" I double doors to patio and walk in bay 
"rhornheJghts tall basement, 5 I window in living room. Full 4 piece 
bedroom home On BalSam with 2 x 6 I ensuite off master bedroom plus 4 
construction built-in dishwasher, I piece main, Listed -t $139,900,00 
carpoit, gas heat and kitchen Islat~dl I MLS. Bringofferel 
$117,900MLS ~ ~ _ _ 1 
I~I~I~ r~_,,-,~llln¢,,l.,l I 10o ('~nrll|n~kl l~ll~.t'v I l l lnrlh 
ACREAGE NEAR THE 
COLLEGE 
Over B acres of treed land on the 
corner of Kalum Lake Drive and 
McConnell Avenue City water 
available. Great location for a rura 
home or to sub-divide. Zoned A - I. 
Asking $105,000.00 Exdusive. 
OPEN HOUSE 
2064Walnut 
1:00-4:00 pm 
Saturday, July 10/93 
Usa Godlinski in attendance 
for Terrace Realty Ltd. 
- I 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
Very comfortable full basement home 
on a mostly t~eed, 4.85 acre parcel on 
McConnell, Some extras include 
Double Ciu'port, 18'x25' Patio, 24'x17' 
Log build[rig & a fully fenced animal 
pen, Avall~le Immediatelyll MLS. 
COUNTRY SE1TING 
Double.wide situated on a nicely 
landscaped 90x130 ft. Jot in 
Copperside states. 3 bedrooms, nat. 
gas heat, 5 piece, bathroom, laundry 
on main, full basement for future 
development. Priced at $78,500,00. 
- I 
Christel Godlinski Sylvia Griffin Joe Barbosa 
MODERN MOBILE 
Beautifully renovated and malntalned 
3 bedroom mobile with fenced side 
yard and chain link fence. European 
kitchen, built-in dishwasher plus 5 
more appliances. '[his is a mustto see. 
Priced to sell $26,500 MLS 
RANCHER IN "TI-I,i~ .~o 
HORSESHOE "-" 
Attractive 3 bedroom, 1200 sq. ft. ndrv 
basement home on 83x122 ft. 
landscaped lot on Tuck Ave, Home up- 
graded within the past 5 years with new 
roof, gas furnace, and plumbing re. 
done, Country style kitchen, large living 
room with fireplace, patio doors to rear 
sundack, lawn, fruit trees and garden 
area. M,L.S. Asking $84,900,00, 
_ . .  
Ran Redden 
NO HOME WORK! 
All the work is done so just move inl 
L Extensively renovated and tastefully 
decorated 4bedroom, 3washroom, full 
basement home on a nicely developing 
cul<le.sa¢ in the Horseshoe. Natural 
~as heat Listed MLS $126r900. 
R3 LOTS 
Centrally located in downtown Terrace. 
4x 33'x100'ft. lots could be 
amalgamated to facilitate up to a 4- 
plex. Out oftown owner looking for 
offsrs, Listed MLS $59,900.00. '
_ 
/ 
Lyle Baker 
: ; [ ~ . , , , . . , . j~  . - - ,  Wightman & Smi th  • Rea l tyL td .  
I1~.i 'I : , /  'i ' i  ~ ~ 9 ,8  r " 3227Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C.. . 
REDUCEDI! I EXQUISITE ELEGANCE EXTRA PLUS CLOSE TO SCHOOL HOME & ACREAGE A UTILE COUNTRY IN i 
This 12 x 68 mobile home on its J This beautiful etegmt 5 bedrooms This mobile home is In the finest • li90 sq, E -3 bedrooms • 1200 eq. ft. -3 b~rooms TOWN I ! 
own tot. Renovated throughout, home includes 3 baths, family room, condition with a nicely landscaped • Basement - Fireplace • n/g heat - 1 1/2 acres If you like the idea of oountry living 
Now ONLY $44,000, Call Shaunce dining room, living room, 3103 sq. ft. yard and many extras, Call Shaunce Asking $124,900 MLS Asking $119,000 MLS but need convenience, this charmer 
+++ io++++,r+w+++++0,you++ .................... ~ ............. ~ ........................ .: ~ '~: :~.~: : : '  i ~ acre of Nvacy beauttM~ cultiwted want he very best. Call Shaunce for i::~,~, (:':;~:it'~;~:- '~: ~ ;4~;:;.::; : ": ~ : :  ' .~ in ~tower gardens, mature maples 
- more ,nforrnation, S250,000 MLS, ~ ~ ~  ~xl frutt trees, berry bushes sad 
:, :+,~,,,r 1984 MOBILEA LITTLE vegetable garden - with roorn to 
..:;~,~'q~', . ; , spare. Loads of atmosphere in the Ill 
....... ++++ • coumRY IN TOWN ~A,~BLE FoR au ,cK  19m.oB,,E 
Ides 0f countn/living 1984 Moduline Mobile - 14 x 70,with Idtchen w~ wood stove and,l~nt~, i 
but need convenleme, this charmer POSSESSION built.In dishwasher, oven, and G.E 5 bedrooms, 2 full bathe,, family l ov o+ I..o+ ++w++ °+r++ +°+° ! i ~ ~  acre of privacy beautifully cultivated For more InformNon call Ted, 635. IBl@lg price of $115,000, CaJI Lauda J 
in flower gardens, mature maples • detached garage. Nicely landscaped, Call Gordie Olson for 5619, for vlewlog. 
and fruit trees; berry bushes and INVESTMENT your appointment toview. Priced at TRUCKERS, CON'BACTORS 
vegetable garden • with • room to 
Getaway for the weekend. Check J 1140, sq, ft. home, Great country Attractlve2bedroom, fullbaeement 9ACRES : . cernsnt floorel Grease pit. 2800 sq, Attra~vo72x 115 deared and level 
= out this beautiful cottage on 10,52 kitchen with wood stove and pantry, home with a 2 bedroom suite = Private acreage approx. 700 E of ft, office, etorage and pads room, building lot located In new' 
acres A shell distance from town, I 5 bedrooms, 2 furl baths, family located In a prime location on ,~ lak~ frontage, Just north oiTerrace : can be run as V~OLe home subdivision In town, Call Gordle 
'makes it a terrific home aww from room plus den, Good value at the quiet, no thru street, Call Gordle 0n Kalum Lake, . . . . . . . . . .  Maps available. For business,,..,w .:. ~,whlle-.:..=.-=livlng t,.,I  attached~^ ~,. ~. ,-, ,. ~, ~,.=....~., e,~=, ~n = v r ~ O I s °  for mor  information, No 
' :l~or~Uon. +2S,~ mS, 
' " ..... asking price of $115,000, Call Laurie Ohm for more information, Pdced more Info, please call Hi 
, . , , . . , . ~ f o r  viewing, at $109,900 MLS L.34,900 MLS 
. 
Jim Duffy Gordon OIson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach 
i = =1 
ll ans. Asking 1200 =iq, ft. residence. Call John to I G.S,T,I PdcedatS26,900EXC. 
view MLS I _ 
Stan Parker 
635.4031 635.6688 638.1945 635.5382 635,S739 635.5619 635.9312 
Shaunco Kfulsselbrink 
635-5382 
Ted Garner 
NO:QUEST ION ABO~I~IIIT. ~ 
, i i r I "  i H I i I I r l I  
4 
+ I 
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EAL ESTAT 
Stylish Rancher Boasts Efficient Design 
. .  , .  , , 
I I 
By Mr, TYNAN 
Note the efficient use of 
space in this very comfortable 
rancher home. Enter into a 
foyer brightened by a overhead 
skylight. A stylish sunken 
l i v in~m~ooasts  a carousel 
window, and a three way 
fireplace which  warms guests 
in the dinning room as well. 
The chef in the family will en- 
joy a gourmet kitchen eom- 
!plete with ample cupboard and 
i counterspace, a pantry and a 
:convenient work island. An 
'.open counter acts as a handy 
pass through to the carousel 
nook. A skylight over the sink 
and windows in the carousel 
provide plenty of natural ight 
to this area. 
/The master bedroom,- like 
those in larger homes, is truly 
grand, featuring a large walk- 
in  closet; 'a five piece emutte 
[.with double sinks and a raised 
t-swirl tub, and French doors 
[.leading out to tho dock and hot 
tub areh. ' ~ 
[ Plan for NB-543 may be ob- 
tained for $365.00 for a pack- 
age of five complete sets of 
working prints and $29,0~ 
for each additional set of  the 
same plan• Allow $15.00 ex- 
t ra to cover the cost of 
postage and handling (B.C. I 
residents add applicable sales 
~tax:to plan total) (All Cana- 
dian residents add 7% GST 
to plan total plus postage and 
ha~dlldg).' . . . . . . . . . .  
This is one of our new de- 
signs. Many innovative plans 
are,:now available in our 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. PLAN NO. NB-643 1625 SQ.FT.' 
13659-108th Avenue, Sm'rey, B.C. All pknl ¢owrisht 
Phone: ~81-6722 g=x: 681-4822 
5U~DEC~ 
IG'-O"XC3'-2% 
BEDROOH 
tO,.G,,X¢3'.2 ,, 
M ~  
14'~"x I2'-O" 
d 
~TE~ 
, . -  ( 
II'.~"X~,"~" 
KrrCHEN 
~:,.:" 
Lnl~ 
DININ~ ROOH 
~KEN 
." I.;lYlN~ 
14'..~"xt~'..O" 
i)•j:i•:(:i/::-: : :  : . . . .  
fT" 
21'-O"X'25'-~" 
45'~" 
. .  - : , ,  
NEW .... :"  Rancher plan ~ L ~ , ~ ~ ~  
postage and handling and OPEN HOUSE 
LARGE HOME ON 1.5 ACRES ATTRACTIVE CORNER LOT QUALITY' BUILT SPLIT LEVEL 
Sat urday, July 10 " ~ 3lose to town, is the perfect answer for the 3 bedroom on main floor, 2 bedroom suite HOME .......... ;, ;,.~ ~'1~:.'~.'~//'~~ =~.. . . . . . .  2:00-4:00 growing family, sunken living room with on tower floor. This Soutl'~lde home is Quist'street'In Thomhelghts, 3 bedroom1, Dell~Js LJssimore 
fireplace, open country kitchen, main level near K]ti-K'Shan/Cassle Hall schools, near double garage, over 11 O0 sq fr $134,951. 
~.; ~erne;Ferguson 2074 Walnut Drive laundry off double garage makes this a city bus route, EXC, $108,00 Call Olga MLS, Call Ric White at 635.6508 or 638- 
A ~ .  ~ convenient home. Large bedrooms, 2 Power 638.0268 or at home 635.3833, 0268, 
Hosted by Verne Ferguson bathroomSMLs Brendaand$89,500rec roomafter space galore• 
: .  ~ , -~ . . '  , ' .  
• ¢ , : ,  .., 
~i ; i~:  ~ ~ ' ~ , ~ ,  THORNHILL SPECIAL 
• K ' Brenda Erickson WHY PAY RENT? . = __..~.~,,..:.,:.~,,~==~.11~~;~?:~;~ Huge yard, cozy b~a]ow ~n quiet Diana Wood 
ET RUR"AI~.SETTING neighborhood, co"d be Jet the ~ht 3 bedroom mobile in Sunny Hill Park, ~'~:~"?Sluu 638.1721 $27#00, EXC with Dennis 638.8093, CALLING ALL TRUCKERS proper for a young family starting out. 
o OPEN HOUSE Iots, Good garden ma, fruit trees, Greatfor 20x40 Truck shop, carpenter shop, Iotsof RecentranowtlonsrnaJ~ethlsamustsae 
the growing family, Close to Uplands parking on 2 acres for allyour toys and a 4 for the asking prt:e of $74,900, MLS 
school, Priced to selllll Only $129,500, Cell bedroom mobile home too, What more BrendaEdckson, , '  ' . ' ' 
Verne today to view, could a guy ask for at $79,900. Call Dlema . ALMOST NEW 
• toview 638-0268, I 4 bedroom home extensively remodelled, 
AT THE LAKEIll 19.3 ACRES I on large Iotln Thomhlll, close to Pdmaq/& 
2:00 - 4:00 Vacant land on Beam Station Drive, I Elementary schools, An extra is 2 baths in getting married... Power 4815HamerAve, 100x183 ft, lot. Call Olga 635-3833 MLS of vacant farmland for more Info call i thl e 1750 eq. fr, home, EXC, Call OIg= Rio White 
635-3633 Hosted by RicVVhite $22,000, Dennls, EXC. ! 635.~3. ' 635-~,508 
II , Th is  basket .ho lds  
In fo rmat ion  and 
gi f ts  especia l ly  
helpfu l  for  you.  
Cal l  your  
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today .  
Phone  E la ine  635-3018 
Ph'£me D iana  638-8576 
Phone G i l l l an  635-3044 
i::iii:!i 
,,~ ..  ~,:,~.=, 
SALESMAN OF 
: THE:MONTH 
CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  
The  management of TERRACE 
REALTY LTD, -  ROYAL LEPAGE 
ABN recognlzes CHRISTEL 
GODLINeKI as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of June 1993, 
Wa Value her,excell0nt:performanco 
i andServlce to ,1he pub e in the field of 
Real Estat6;' ~ ' :';~ 
Chrisiei,i~ detemlnallon and motlvation 
. h:,Ve?a~v~aided her 'SALESMAN OF 
THE MOIqTH'i : 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
. . . .  i: :MEMBER 
[Associate Broker Network_ 
4 bedrooms, family room, plenty of 
storage, built In ch]r~ cabinet In 
dining room. New nat gas furnace, 12 
x 12 paUo. Includes 4 appllarcesl The 
home is situated on ,37 of an acre • 
Call Dave Now - Usted MLS at 
$64,900. 
)1  ~O,L~/U - r~ i IKe  I1/1 ~ppg l ; l~ . l f lU l l t  VVlU I 
Sheila to view the Impressive decor. 
R-,I ZON ED 
62 x 120 in the Horseshoe, Vendor 
motivated, make an offer, Call Derick, 
INVESTMENT OPPORllJNITY 
3.38 acres or 42 lots located In 
PROPERTY wr ru., VIEW Hazelton, Vendor eager to sail. See Dedck. 
Treed lot on 36 acre, nice v~ew from 
the property, Dug well on p~peW 
only $16,000, For more Information. TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
Call Wande~ :' I Each 1288 sq. ft, ~oor of ~s lovely 
. I new home prevldes Its own living we~, 
: . . . .  ; . ,  ,., . . . , . '  ~: I kitchen 3 bedrooms and 4 pece bkJth 
• HI:; INL UUbINl:b~ ' [ X 2, Ideal for extended family. Situated 
In the mall including fixtures and I on large nicely landscaped lot with 
equipment - $37,500, See Dedck for I excellent growlng soit.Cati Joy to view 
det~ls, :,., I.$159,500 NO GST, MLS, : 
'NTiS,F; ]P 
TATOGGA LAKE RESORT 
. fully equipped restaurant 
- owners accommodatbn 
• cabins ~ RV parking 
- Priced to sell 
Call Sheila 
REDUCED 1~27,900 
Owner Is ar~ious to sell, Choice 
building lot on the bench Fully 
Serviced and NO GST payable -Call 
Sheila. 
#7 KERMODE PARK 
2 bedroom manufactured home with 
sleight In the kitchen, 2 barrooms, 
nat gas 'heat & water, skirted &gst 
ind, Call Shetla or Joy to view ~s 
quat~ home, 
~is custom home is e~smely well 
maintained and offers spectacular 
views of surround mountains, 
Features Induda large country style 
kitchen, udque hunters den and 
format sunken living room. Over 4,~0 
eq. ft, on 2 ~oom and located on 
approx. 5 acres thh home has 
potential for a Bed & Breakfast or 
FishT~ I.ed¢le, Call Suzanne, 
MOVE RIGHT IN 
$124,900, Enjoy summer barbeques 
on the large eu~eck overlooking a 
fenced private back yard, This four 
bedroom full basement home offere a 
large sunken living room f~om which 
you cam enjoy scenlc mountain views, 
A 24 x 28 detached garage has 9 ft. 
ceilings and is wired and Imutated. All 
this is located on a good size lot Call 
Suzmne for en appointment to vlew, 
NR  PROMISE  OF  
JohnCurde 
i 
JoY Oover _ :: DSva Reynolds 
635-9598~ : . . . . .  635-7070 • , .  
8uzanne Gleason Derek Kennedy 
635-3126 , e38-S lge: :  i , 635-3042 . - 
plea;i~ to t~ ey;~om t'ho ~igh~ 
spacious, kitchen and dining room 
area to the family room off kitchen 
which has patio doors to a bdcked 
)at[o, 3 bedrooms up and Im(udous 
main bath wlth oval J=,cuzzl. tub, 
Beautifully landscaped yard backs On 
to a park, DdVe by 4710 M¢Conne 
and give Joy a call to view, Asking 
$179,500 ML5, 
windows, modem decor, 3 b~rouns, 
• Joy/Shella EXCL 
, ,  ,m 
ACREAGEIN TOWN 
This 2 acre parcel Is located on south 
• side at the end of Cremer ,Street A 
gr . t  ~a to ~it  your dre~ home. 
Property. b mos~/cleared a,'xl 'has, 
several mCum ~lt  tteeL For more' 
inform#ion ~1 Dave A6klng $58,000 SO MUCH FOR SO UT11.E 
Well maintained 4 bedroom home in I MI..8;., i * ,, , 
the horseshoe area h= 1 1/2 I~1~, [ ' ROSSWOOD " 
large covered eundock, carport; nat [ A-framail~nla situated on i50 aore~ 
gu fireplace a fenced .le, ndsca,~l J
yard with gcxKI garden area and many J Or~e and half milesoff the pavement, 
at the end of Cedar River Road, Good fruit trees A separate shop 'In the - - .. , . .,, . . . . .  I fishing and hunting mL For more 
~CK yard ~s great Tor me nat~/m~ I ,,~,...~.. t,~, no , .  A.k,,,, 
'~Ls" - "  " :  . . . . . . .  " or hobbyist. Pdced at only $109,900- ~' ,~)~ 
c.q Joy • EXCLUSIVE.' . . . . . . . .  
SERVICE  
i~. 
Wanda Walberg 
e~.~.3734 
iiiiii 
8hells Love 
635-3O04 
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Channel 
10 guide 
Wednesday, July 7 
7:05 p.m. -- Thornhill 
Elementary School musical: Bor- 
ders to Bridges. 
9:05 p,m. - -  South Asian 
Mosaic 
Thursday, July 8 
7:05 p.m. - -  Thornhill 
Elementary School musical: Bar- 
ders to Bridges, 
9:05 o.m. ~ JlnMes for Jun~--- 
Friday, July 9 
9:05 p.m. --  Canada Day at the 
parkl Highlights, 
Sunday, July 11 
3:05 p.m. -- Faith Full Gospel 
7:05 p.m. - -CANADA:  Cold 
Country, Warm Heart. This two- 
hour documentary produced by 
an English as a Second Language 
group looks at first Impressions 
when they arrived in Canada. 
9:05 p.m. - -  Caledonia Senior 
Secondary awards ceremony. 
IWEATHER WAT( 
LAST, 'Max. MAn. Snow hahn 
WEEK Temp. Temp.  (cm) (ram) 
, -  . , 
Juno 26 18.6 10.8 0 
June 27 20.2 10.3 0 
Jura 28 13.7 11.7 0 
Juno 29 16,2 10.8 0 
Juno 30 19.5 8.9 0 
July I 19.2 12,2 0 
July 2 21.4 8.4 0 
4.6. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
LAST Max. Mln. Snow hahn 
YEA.R Temp. Temp. (em) (ram) 
Juno 26 29.7 12.4' 0 0 
Juno 27 29.2 12.7 0 0 
Juno 28 26.4 14.7 0 0.4 
June 29 30.3 17.3 0 0 
June 30 29.7 15.0 0 0 
July i .27.9 14.4 . 0 28.4 
July 2 25.0 14.0 0 0 
• ,.- For recorded weather in. 
--4 formation from Environment 
--- Canada, caH 635-4192. 
• Talk about your Gross 
Sun National Product! Collect- 
oars) ing and disposing of our 
garbage costs Canadians 
$1.5 billion annually as 
6.8 ,: well as trashing precious 
9.2 0 resources that could be 
0.3 = used in other ways. On the 
7.3 ':', whole, Canadians recycle 
7.9 -/ only about 10 per cent of 
10.0 : our garbage; m Terrace 
that number was less than 
Sun 1 in 1992 (before the recy- 
Oars) cling depot closed), 
15.1 
13.4 
4.1 
8.8 
14.0 
13,8 
6.8 
@ British Columbians 
produce more than 6 mil- 
lion kilograms of garbage 
each day, and 98 per cent 
of that is disposed of in 
municipal landfills. Six out 
of 10 landfills in B.C. will 
be full within 10 years. 
BARB PETRICK, ACTC 
Congratulations 
Barb attended Canadian Travel School and joined Elan Travel January- 
1/91. After completing 3 years in the industry, Barb qualified to write her; 
Acess exam and is now a Certified Travel Counsellor. 
Skeena Mall 635-6181 [ 
. • : .  • 
Monday, July 12 
7:30 p.m. - -  Terrace 
Council meeting. LIVE. 
city 
7:05 
Parkl 
Tuesday, July 13 
p.m. - -  Canada Day in the 
Wednesday, July 14 
8:05 p.m. - -  Spotlight on 
UNBC. A monthly program 
focusing on recent developments 
with the northern university. 
9:05 p.m. ~ Northwest Entre- 
preneur. A look at: the small 
bminessman, this show features 
Tom Jams, co-owner of Vortical 
Ski and Cycle. 
Thursday, July IS. 
9:05 p.m. - -  Caled0nia Senior 
Secondary student hwards • 
• l~iday; July 16 
7:05 p.m. - -  Canada Day in the 
Parkl . • . , 
9:05 p .m. -  SPOtlight on 
UNBC 
Sunday, July 18  
3:05 p.m. ~ Faith Full Gospel 
7:05 p.m. - -  Seafest Parade 
9:05 p.m. --- Seafest activities. 
Monday, July 19 
9:.05 p.m. - -  Spotlight on 
LrNBC. 
, , .  
~es~y, j~  ~o 
7:05 p;m. - -Roya l  Commls -  
slon on Aboriginal. Peoples. 
9:05 p.m, -- CANADA:Cold 
Country, Warm Heart (2 hours) 
Wednesday , July 21 
7:05 p.m. ~,Roya l  commis- 
sion on Aboriginal Peoples. 
9:.05 p.m. - -  Northwest Entre- 
preneur. A look a t :  the small 
businessman. This month's pro- 
gram looks at Tom Janes, co- 
owner of Vertical Ski andCycle. 
Thursday, July 22 
7:05 p.m..:--: Royal Commis -  
sion on AboriglnaIPeoples. 
9:05 p ,m. -  NWCC Oradu- 
allen ceremony. : ':,~ .", 
Friday, Julyi~I;' - i' 
8:05 p,m.--Seafest:~993 Pa;:" 
mde .... . i:::,.::-: ~. T . . ' ;  
9:o5 pim. 
preneur i .: ' ::i.! ':~ ::i~: ' ' 
3:05 p.m. ~ Faith FuU Gospel. 
7:05 p:m. --seafe~t Activities 
• Mooday, J~ i26 .  ' 
7:30 p.m. - -Ter race  City 
Council meeting. LIV~ 
Tuesday, July 27 
8:05 p,m, '~-  Spotlight on 
UNBC. 
Thnrsdayi JulY 29 
9:05 p.m. - -  1993 Skeona Val- 
ley Trtathlon Highlights. 
New Rotary 
executive : - , ,  : : .  
The Terrace Rotary Club has 
elected a now executive for 
1993/94.' 
• Presldant ~ Sue Harvey 
. Vice president ~ Ted Garner 
• Secretary , . David Hull 
• T~esurer  ~ Paul Williams 
• Director~ vocational service 
. Dh-cet0r, ~an i ty  service 
- -  Barb 
• D l~r , '  inte~ti0nal servi~ 
, D~tor i . !e iub : /~e~o= A - -  
conrad ~efiOoj:,i(:i / ~!~ .
Gary Morr i son , ' .  
• Sergeant a t  Arms m George 
Clark 
i 
N 
McEwan GM in Teriace is 17 years oldand We are having a"C6leb(ationl Come in and test diivea new 
or used vehicle and you can enter to wintWo d~.ys f0r itWo: i~0151e `ih Vancouver, includes air fare, hotel 
aoc0mrn0dation,and $200 spend!ng money. No purchase necessarY, all you. have todo istest drive a 
• . , ' . .  
vehiclethat ybumay be interested in. / ~ •  . ~  ~ 
as Iow as ' : 
1'9% f°r 
48 months 
Largest 
Selection of GM 
Oar & Trucks in 
the Northwest 
d 
i 
I- j ' t~' t 
We 
Won't Be 
Undersold 
:. _.&,: 
"" " i l ~ .  
P 
I I  ' 
! 
", .I 
,. lZth 
24 hr 
Roadside 
Assistance 
~'  . 
~Q d 
• ' ' • t /  
b 
J # ° . w~ 
" to  P ,e  9 ,  
,•  " e l ' '  * :  
MQ P 
B b"  
On The 
Spot 
Financing 
McEwan 
Ter race  
% 
i ! 
SPORTS NEW S 
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Ske----e.na Angle--T I Counti ng down to SVT '93 
With the Skeena Valley 
Rob 
Brown 
[In leaned toward me abruptly. Some 
hot coffee spilled from his cup, landed 
on his leg. If he felt pain, he didn't 
show it. "It's a beauty," he gargled, "a 
real beauty." 
His eyes glazed over. I'Ie poured 
some of the steaming liquid down his 
throat. A brown trielde, rolled down the 
grizzled stubble on his chin. I expected 
him to wipe it with his sleeve. He 
didn't. 
His eyes came into focus again. He 
leaned closer. I leaned back. 
"The fish," he said in a serrated 
whisper, "are as long as yer arm." He 
spread his hands apart as if he were 
playing an accordion. 
HIS fingers had been twisted by 
arthritis; the skin on the bscks of his 
hands turned to leather by hot sun and 
cold wind. The faded lines of an an. 
clent tattoo were faintly discernible un- 
der the wiry hair of his forearm. 
He smiled, leaned back, then thrust 
his face close to mine again. "And no- 
body knows about it. That's the best 
part.'! 
My face must have betrayed some 
Sheliticism. 
"I'm not kidding," he said, stretching 
his arms ,out again. "The fish are big 
and fat and they fight hard." 
"Can you draw me a map?" I asked 
apologetically as I handed him my 
notebook and a pencil, wondering what 
I'd said to make the old codger so 
eager to share this secret. 
After all, in a sbrinking world of fast 
disappering trout fisheries this was a 
great gift he was giving me -- even if it 
was only half as good as he said it was. 
He placed my notebook on his lap 
and beat over it, awkwardly grasping 
the mechanical pencil in his talons and 
scratched a crude diagram over'allold 
grocery::llsb: Using .the.:peneil :as a 
pointer he Iodine through the maze. 
,i-ier~,s "the"main roa¢ You go about 
fourteen miles. After the powerline (he 
indicated a fencelike scrawl) you turn 
left. If you come to a big, yellow NO 
TRESPASSING sign you've gon0 too 
far. But yer On the right road. You go 
back some, turn tight and follow that 
road for a mile. Park there and you'll 
see a trail into the bush. That's the 
I thanked him then slipped the 
notebook into my jacket pocket 
wondering if the old fellow was an es- 
capee from a puzzle factory or a 
trustworthy old angler who, now that 
he was in the twilight of his fishing 
career, simply wanted to share his 
closely guarded fortune before wading 
on to his reward. 
The main road was easy to find. 
After a half hour the transmission line 
was overhead. The first branch was 
rough, the next branch rougher stiR, in 
fact, it looked as if it had recently been 
the target of a bombing raid. 
I skilfully piloted round the chasms, 
exposing the off pan to grave danger in 
the process. 
I stopped and set out on one old skid 
trail, and when that proved faultless 
drove a little further and set out upon 
another then another. 
"There," I said aloud. 
To my right the sparkle of water 
flickered through the brush. 
The trail was short. It took me to a 
sweet looking little tam. in a short ime 
I was in the middle, retrieving nymphs 
thorugh the water. The pond seemed 
too small for big trout, but so did many 
productive beaver ponds I'd probed in 
the past. 
After hooking a number of tinged- 
ings my optimism disappeared. I rowed 
dejectedly tO shore and looked at the 
map once more. The old boy had 
drawn a line across the road. Above it 
he'd scrawled something that looked 
like "creek". I had crossed no creek, 
Perhaps the lakewas farther still. 
I drove on slowly, startling a pair o[ 
geese sitting where the beavers had 
dammed a small creek. My pulse 
quickened. I made one more turn and 
them spread out before me was a lake,. 
a beautiful lake surrounded by p!nes. 
Remembering the 01d man had said 
there were leeches, I fled on an un. 
dulant, brown one and proceeded.to 
catch a dozen ice fish. 
The fish were nice, the solitude 
wonderful. The old man m~t have in. 
tuitively felt I would appreciate it.
I let the wind push me around the 
lake, watched the fish rise and Im- 
agined a time in the future when I 
Triathlon set to take to the 
water/road this Sunday, 
organizers are still looking for 
more entries. 
People ca-a---enter either as 
individuals, duo or team of three. 
Those teams can be all male, 
female or mixed. 
Like it's six forerunners, this 
year's SVT will centre on Lakelse 
Lake (Furlong Bay) provincial 
park. 
The course begins with a 1.Skin 
swim in the lake, then it's time 
for a quick change before leaping 
on to a bike for the 40kin round 
trip to the four-way stop at the 
junction of Hwy 16 and Hwy 37 
south. 
Still time to join the action 
L'  
The race finishes with a 10kin 
run, the route takiiig runners 
south along the highway towards 
Kitimat and back to the Furlong 
Bay finish line. 
SVT spokesman Ray Warner  
noted that format is in line with 
the standard Olympic short 
course. 
Needed in particular are a few 
people to complete teams. These 
teams have the swimmer and 
runner already in place and only 
need someone to tackle the 
cycling portion of ',he race. 
Organizers would also like to 
see more female entries: they've 
been a little slow to come forward 
so far. 
The entry fee is $65 for an 
individual and $140 for a team 
and that includes a banquet at 
the end of the day. 
Entries will be accepted up to 
and including race day. 
And there's always a need for 
more volunteers to help put on 
what is one of the biggest sports 
events la the northwest. 
There are a number of tasks 
those volunteers can take on 
including acting as marshalls to 
ensure the route is kept clear for 
competitors, manning 
refreshment stations along the 
route and acting as a timer. 
Volunteers or entrants can 
either drop in at the Skeena 
Valley Triathlon office in the 
Skeena Mall, phone 635-1581 or 
send a fax to 635-1582. 
Finally, Warner encouraged 
people to come out to the lake 
even if they weren't involved in 
the race itself. 
"Bring the family and make a 
day of it," he said. 
THE LONG and the short of It. Jari Yrkki (above) 
certainly grabbed the attention on the greens at 
this weekend's Skeena Valley Men's golf open. 
With a purer like that, you could say all his putts 
were long ones. A record 116 golfers took part in 
the event. Full results next week. 
Juniors 
make it 
exciting 
'l'h0 winner's name -- Condon -- is a 
familiar one to local tennis players. 
But it wasn't Nancy who walked off 
with the title this time but Laura Con- 
den. 
The event was the girls singles at the 
Terrace Juniors tournament where 
Condon and Aisha Manji played a hard 
fought final, Condon eventually win- 
ning 6-4. 
It was another tight battle in the boys 
'A' side final, Chris ~iemes defeating 
Marcel Page 8-6. 
And closer yet wax the 'B' side final 
where Lee Vanhald~ren edged Roy 
Hernes 8-7. 
Boys singles cemolatlon match-ups 
saw Chris Brown defeat Cllnt Shop- 
pard on the 'A' side while Jon Sarslat 
ert~ed to an  8-2 triumph against 
Simon Phillips in 'B'. 
In boys doubles; Page turned the 
tables, 11o and partner Frank Oration 
o~ercomlng Chi'is Homes and Paul 
Fleming to take top spot in'A' 
Vanhalderen otched up another 'B' 
side win with partner Warren, defeat- 
ing the duo of Sarsiat and Brock 
Roblmon. 
Wtnners of the most sportsmanlike 
awards were Cendon and Manji in girls 
singles, Matthew Buckle In boys 
singles and doubles partners Hernes 
and Flemtng. 
The junior tourney followed on the 
heels of the Terrace Doubles Open 
whom Nancy Condon and Fran ,Mann 
took the ladies title, turning back the 
clmllenge of Aria Sarsiat and Erna 
blolschilnlg. 
In men's action Swam Mann and 
Richard Krlegl were hard pressed in 
the 'A' final by Dean Boueher and 
I)oug J'enlon, but held on 7-6, 7-6. 
Tim 'B' side provided the longest 
final of the day, Nell Fleischmann and 
Cordon Woodd dropping Bill Redpath 
and Ouy Kilaad 6-3 in the first set, 
only to drop the second by the same 
SCOre. 
Fleischmann and Woodd got back on 
track in the decider, however, march. 
ing m a 6-2 win and the title. 
Coxford 
cracks 
top 10 
It 's official. 
He's one of the fastest 11-12 year old 
boys in the country when it comes to the 
100m butterfly. 
Garth Coxford's 1:11.81 time of earlier 
this season earned htm the number seven 
berth in Swim Canada's preliminary 
long.-eoumo mnidngs. 
The Terrace Bluebook has been on his 
usual tear in meetings here in the north 
this season. In his latest outing, the 
McDonalds Invitational meet in Prtnce 
Rupert, he continued his domination by 
: going 5 for5 in wins and best times. 
Noting northwestern swimmers do not 
get much opportunity to swim long 
course -- that refers to 50m length pools 
.- Blueback coach Mike Carlyle was un- 
derstandably pleased. 
Coxford will be back in the competi- 
tive pool this weekend at the provincial 
age-group ('AAA') ehampiomlllps in 
Vancouver. 
Other Swim Canada rankings have 
Coxford at number 1.6 in the 20Ore ,fly 
' while the'Points North relay teams are 
,:.,•~llsted' at 17th In!the;:4 X' 50m firee and 
• '  25tb in the 4 x 50m medley; :: 
± 
KICKING. Above, members of the under-19 team 
take a break from a gruelling practice to pose for a 
team photo prior to their. !rip to the provincial 
/ 
. r '  
championships, Whatever the outcome, co-coach 
Nick Kolllas (extreme right) said he could be sure 
they would, as always, give it "200 per cent". 
Sports 
Menu 
TONIGHT 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 10s - 6:30 p.m. 
Surveyors v Skcena Cellulose 
Shoppers v Carlyle Shepherd 
Wildwood v Copperside 
Centennlal Lions v AGK 
GIRLS - 6:30 p.m. 
Terrace Travel v Richards 
Tide Lake v Fizza Hut  
Men's Slo-Pltch 
Back Eddy v Terrace Paving 
- -  "--Terrace Paving v Rudon " 
(7 and 8:15 p.m., Riverside) 
Fastball 
Tymoschuck v Chevron Jm, 
(7 p.m. NWCC diamond) 
FRIDAY, JULY 9 
Men's Slo-Piteh 
Back Eddy v Westpoint 
Westpoint vTerrace Paving 
(? p.m. and 8:15 p.m., Riverside) 
SATURDAY, ~ULY 10 
Golf 
SKEENA VALLEY LADIES 36- 
hole Open gets under way, final 
round Sunday. 
Speedway 
HOBBY STOCK Invitational gets 
underway, continues Sunday. 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 7s DMSION 
Rotary vPhllpota 
Safeway v Kinsmen 
Tilden v Northern Motor Inn 
All Seasons v Vie Froes¢ 
UNDER 8s DIVISION 
Dairy Queen v MoAIpino 
Totem Ford v Cramptons 
Skeena Sawmills v Totem Ford 
~lP.  a 
SUNDAY, .JULY I I  
Triathlon 
SKEENA VALLEY 
TRIATHLON, start and finish at 
Furlong Bay_. Phone 635,1581 for 
information orto register. 
Biking 
Local club heads for Robinso 
Ridge near Kitimat. Meet at li- 
brary, 8 a.m. for car pool or cham- 
ber of commerce sign entering 
Kitimat at 9 a.m, Bring lunch. Jim 
Thome (632-6055) for detsila 
MONDAY~ JULY 1Z 
Tennis 
TENNIS UNLIMITED camp for 
8-16 years begins, runs to 15th; 
Registration forms available from 
aren~ office or Safewa~. 
. Yout~S~,: . . : ,  :i ~.1:'. • : ',* 
tr~DF_af'19s :6:~Oii.ii/. ........ 
Takhar v Manuels ., 
Cound!!om v Northe~:Drsgs 
Men's Slo-Plteh 
gudon v SEB Wre~.l~rs 
SKB Wreckers v Back eddy 
(7p.m. and 8:15 p.m., Riverside) 
... :',~, - 
TUESDAY~ ~tJLY 1~ 
Youth SOccer . . . .  
UNDER 156 -6:30 p.na. 
A & W v Bavadan Inn 
Overwaltea v Sanberry 
Terrace Builders v C United 
UNDER 13 GIRLS - 6:30 p.m. 
Wilkinson vTerrace Shell 
Fastball 
Cole Petroleums v Tymoschuck 
(7 p.m; NWCC diamond) 
SATURDAY~ JULY 17 
Golf 
SKEENA VALLEY  ~UNIORS 
36-ho1¢ Open gcts underway, final 
mund Sunday. 
SUNDAY~ JULY 2S 
Running 
KING OF THE MOUNTAIN moo 
here, starts 10 a .m.  f rom arena, 
Entry forms at All Seasons Sports. 
YOUTH SOCCER can always 
use extra t~f©gees: phone ,Val at 
638-0116. 
TERRACE TENNIS CLUB 
meet Tues/Thur~Sm atthe Pad. 
llwell comB, 6 p.m. tO dusk, New 
memebem welcome. For informa- 
tion, phone:Nell.(638-8206): or 
Nancy  (638-1514). 
TERRACE JUNIOR VOLLEYS 
(10-18)~'s),. te~,:,dub meets 
'l'uesdays knd Th~ys  4 - 6 p.m. 
at the Halliweli courts taffing 
May 4. For mum lnfo call Richard, 
at 635-2347 or Naigy,at 638.: 
1514. .... 
i i i 
To get an event on t O the 
Sports Menu, :  :bring the 
details~ i n to : the  office at 
4647 Lazeile: A ve., phone 
Malcolm', at, 638.7283 or 
fax themto 638.8432. 
To(make next  week's 
paper, submtsslotis must,be 
t,, s p , .  
I 
Kids & Tobacco 
It's a Crime. 
Diet makes difference 
Summer is upon us, and every- 
body Is out running, skipping and 
jumping. 
With the wide variety of North- 
west sporting events, chances are 
that some readers will be partici- 
pating as athletes. 
Many of the best sports compe- 
titors know that a balanced iet 
can make a difference in their 
performance. 
A good diet won't make an 
average athlete world class, but a 
poor diet can make a world class 
athlete into an average one (or 
worse), 
.A . /good diet can help your per- 
formance, both while you're 
training and at your event. 
Eating for your training should 
be a pleasure, not a repetitive dai- 
ly grind of bananas and protein 
supplements. Then, before your 
event, you can use a high ear- 
behydrate meal (or "earbo 
load") to boost your finish line 
standings. 
When you're training, you need 
calories to burn and fuel your 
muscles. It's best to emphasize 
carbohydrate foods this time. 
Looking to Canada's Food 
Guide, you'll find rich sources of 
,carbohydrates in the breads and 
cereals, and vegetables and fruits 
food groups. So choose lots of 
rice, pasta, whole grain cereals 
and breads, rolls, bagels,.oatmeal, 
and even erlspbreads and rice 
cakes. 
Get vitarnlns and mineral along 
with your carbohydrates byeating 
a variety of vegetables and faults 
along with your grains. 
You can choose good sources 
of beta carotene, llke sweet 
potatoes and yams, oarrots, 
squash, and' leafy greens. Choose 
lots of Vitamin C rich foods as 
well. 
Don't limit yourself to citrus 
fruits. Enjoy vegetable like 
potatoes, cabbage, and broccoli, 
too; or other "C-rich" fruits like 
kiwi, papaya, aria oven mat am- 
biguous "fruit", the tomato. 
Many athletes overestimate 
their protein needs for training. 
Even if you're training to build 
muscle, you don't need that much 
extra protein. 
Let's say you want to build 
about 10 kilos (that's 22 lbs) of 
muscle. 10 kilos of muscle is 
about 80 grams o£ muscle per 
day. That muscle is about 20% 
protein. So about 16 extra grams 
of protein per day will build your 
extra muscle in around two 
months. 
That's the amount of protein in 
an egg, or two ounces of meat. 
Canada's Food guide tells us we 
need abom 4-6 ounces of meat 
per day for good health. Add the 
extra two ounces for more mus- 
cle, and you'll still need only 6-8 
ounces of meat, fish or poultry 
per day for your training diet. 
Athletes can eat up to 30% of 
their calories from fat, especial.ly 
beeanse they're training regu- 
larly. Fat is a goodsource of 
calories and energy. 
The training you do will help 
your body become better at using 
KITWANGA 
[leloitte &:- 
Touche 
GUN CLUB 
The KJtwanga Gun Club would like to thank all the following 
companies ~d individuals for the generous donations to support 
our 3D shoot held in Kitwanga on June 26, 27, 1993. 
CAREERS WORT. CONSIDERING 
ELECTRONICS 
START YOUR ELECTRONICS CAREER THIS FALL 
Apply now for admission to 1st year 
Co-operative Education programs in: 
Computer Automated Systems 
CompuAer Maintenance 
and for the January 1994 intake of the Telecommunications option. 
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fat as an energy source. This can 
be particularly important for 
endurance athletes, like 
marathoners, or triathlet~s. 
Supplements can add to the cost 
of training, and there's- no evi- 
dence that they'll improve your 
performance. You can get all of 
the vitamins and mineral you 
need by earing a balanced iet. 
Protein supplements can actually 
strain your kidneys, and lead to 
dehydration. Base your diet on 
food, not pills, and you'll eat bet- 
ter, and do better. 
If you're an endurance athlete, 
you may want to indulge in 
"Carbo-loading". This means 
decreasing your carbohydrate in- 
take for about 3 days before your 
event. Then, the night before your 
event, have a meal that really em- 
phasizes the carbohydrate foods. 
This will help to increase the fuel 
your muscles tore for the race. 
I.,ast, but not least, remember to
drink plenty of water during a 
long event. Try to drink about 1/2 
a cup of water every 10-15 
minutes during your event. 
So remember: a balanced iet 
during training, carbohydrates be- 
fore the event, and lots of water 
during 10ng events. 
You'll be well nourished, well 
fuelled and ready:to win. Good 
Luckl ! 
Allan Banner 
UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
We will gently extract ground-in soil to help f reshen 
your upholstered furniture and keep it looking its best l  
,__~ •Free Est imates  
635-3558 
Make your yard a showplace with 
Continuous Concrete Mower Strips 
~ '~. " ~:~ ~,~S :4 
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Beautify your yard with our Continuous Sculptured Concrete 
Borders. Save hours of edging, trimming, and weeding time, 
Our installers and machine follow your design providing 
creative curves and contours to beautify your landscaping: 
.Offer Applies To Jobs Over 200 ft. 
).,3 TERRACE 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? HELP ING HANDS 
Call us to arrange for a free HOME CARE 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet *House Sitting 
(604} 564-11il *Handyman Service 
Toll Free: 1-800-663.5103 Fg//y insured and bonded 
DELOITTE ~, TOUCHE ~NC. Phone:  638-8677 
#800 • 299 .Victoria Street, Mobile: 638-5844 
Prince George, B.C,;. , , ~ ..:~:,.-~t ~.'.'~- -:,~ ,,.,,,~ 
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You never saw it coming, You were thumbing through the paper, 
minding your own business. When suddenly this ad caught your eye, 
And your interest, Newspapers don't read themselves, you know, ,It;: :::. :.:(: :/: 
takes two, a newspaper AND YOUI :i:':!)-:: ; ;; 
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Sport 
Scope 
Skaters win 
one, lose one 
LOCAL FIGURE skaters fin- 
ished one and one at a recent 
advisory commission meeting. 
The Terrace Figure Skating 
club had asked the '93-'94 ice 
season be extended to April 30. 
They also wanted the ice back 
,n earlier than usual so it could 
hold a summer skating school 
beginning in early July. 
The Parks and Recreation 
commission has recommended 
the ice season not go beyond 
April 15 but compromised on 
the summer school proposal. 
It has suggested the school 
take place for up to two weeks 
before the annual ice hockey 
school which begins in mid- 
August. 
That recommendation has yet 
to go before by city council. 
Rate hike? 
Recreation superintendent 
Steve Scott has proposed minor 
rate increases for groups using 
the city pool and arena. 
• Youth groups using the arena 
could face a $2.50 per hour hike 
while adult rates are planned to 
:o up by $1/hr. 
The pool hikes range from 25 
(el tts for Special Olympians to 
$'2.50 for youth groups. 
If approved by council, the 
new rates will apply Sept. 1. 
,~taples flying 
A National Hockey League 
team again found a north- 
westerner they liked in the 
:recent entry draft. 
Jeff Staples of Kitimat went 
i a the 10th round, 244 overall, 
selected by the Philadelphia 
Myers. 
The surprise, and disappoint- 
a¢ nt of the draft was the ignor- 
ing of Prince Rupert's Randy 
Toye. 
Ranked 153 going in, he was 
passed over in each of the 
draft's 11 rounds. 
'Go lden'  arms del iver 
gr pp=ng tourney finale 
It was a classic pitchers 
duel in the Bantam divi- 
sion finals of the Gold 
Cup girls' softball 
tourney. 
On the mound for West 
End Chevron was Dadyne 
Braid, selected the 
weekend's Most Valuable 
Player. 
Chucking for opponents 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
was the tourney's top pitcher 
Linnae Bee. 
And the game lived up to 
its promise, West End put- 
ting together just that liUle 
bit extra to take the top spot 
12-8. 
There were more awards 
for the two teams when 
presentation time came 
around, first base Sheryl Jul- 
seth of Chevron being named 
Gold Cup final player of the 
game and Tanis Trottier of 
~ KFC getting the. top bauer 
award. 
For the Centre the road to 
the finals had not started 
well. 
Dropped 15-8 in their 
opener by Almwood, they'd 
fought back to win the next 
tWO. 
Under the double knockout 
format, that meant hey faced 
Almwood again for the sec- 
ond berth in the final, a game 
they squeezed 9-7. 
But, their winning ways 
resulting in only having to 
play two games on the way 
to the big showdown, Chev- 
ron were well rested and 
ready to turn back the chal- 
lenge. 
Lazelle Mini-Storage took 
third place with a 15-12 win 
over Smithers Petrocan. 
In Peewee action, out-of- 
towners dominated both 
sides of the round-robin. . : 
• .In 'Red' . divis!pn " _a.9,tio~, .: 
Smithers Calderwood proved 
unstoppable as they out- 
scored their opponents 40-9 
in running up a perfect 3-0 
record. 
Kitwanga were just as 
tough on the 'Blue' side al- 
though hard pressed by 
Smithers Al's Custom in 
their last round-robin game, 
an 8-6 decision. 
In the final, however, a 
strong team performance and 
the powerful plate per- 
formance of Trena Samuels 
guided Kitwanga to a 10-4 
victory over the Calderwood 
Smithereens. 
Samuels was top better for 
the tourney while teammate 
Angela Rainchan was named 
player of the Gold Cup final. 
Calderwood's Heather 
Blaus was selected MV-P 
while Bambi Healy of the 
Centennial Lions got the nod 
for top pitcher. . . . . . . . . . .  
I t ' s  a 
wrap! 
At ,_EAST that's what this 
play turned out to be for 
Smithers Camel back Stuart 
Van Horn. Above, Terrace 
Northmen's Willie McCleary 
tackles Van Hem just a 
fraction after he managed to 
get a cleating kick away. 
John McGowan was right on 
the spot as well. The action 
double header between the 
North Coast league rivals, 
Terrace handily Mnning 
both. Rugby takes a break 
now until September when 
the Northmen start training 
for thelr Hawaii tournament. 
I 
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Vincent/Oliver 
Drouin 
For a clear record of 
delivery and a Job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE MoHAPPY 
MEAL! 
CARRIERS 
OF THE 
WEEK 
The carrier of the 
week  receives: 
- Quarter  Cheese 
or Big Mac  
- Large Fries 
- Regular Softdrlnk 
- Sunday 
Cornpllments of: 
. ~ . . .  ".. 
• , THE BOSS 
Prices in effect July7 to 17, 1993 
_ Go l f . . .  :. 
Spalding Molitor s299 [ 
11 Piece. Reg. $530..: ...... Now 
Spalding Executor Plus ,370 I 
Reg. $530 ............................ Now .. 
CactusTournamentll $2591 
30 0, 
Reg. $398 ........................... Now / 
Selected Carts 
Now ...................................... 
Bags  20 -400  Now ..................... off 
Goii Clothing 15 °/°- 40  
Now ..................... off 
Golf Gloves 
Now ...... , ......... ,..................... ~¢,, fo"Ir  
Asst' Golf Shirts $E:99 
Now,, .................. , ................. ; ............ i . I  
Mega Drivers 0 % 
Now ............................. 2 o, 
Nike Norfolk 
Reg, $109,95 ........... Now 
Nike Laurelwood 
Reg, $89.95 ............. Now 
=89 
=75 
: Tenn ls :  .....  . . . . .  . . . .  . 
ected Racquets 7 
,nay & Rossignol ........................... Now :O%of f  
:anor Racquets ~% 
............................................. , .... ;,...:...,..~ , ,w~.  off 
|nis Shirts & Shoes 2 0 %  
Roller bin 
Monde Blade 
Reg. $1 29 ,  ......... Now 
Protective Pads 
Now ................................ 
IS AWAY" SALE 
~ Nike;~tav:i/able 
N~kedxs'rainer $85  
Reg. $99.95 .................. Nov# 
Reg, $84,95 ................. Nov# 
Adidas Street Ball $~ 
CO ~IW~ '~ I~I~L-~-~I I~  Reg. $119.95 ................ Nov/ 
~:~ ..... ~ '  HeadTennis $="/~50 
, E~ri!!!~ Ladies'. Reg. $82.50.. Now 
~ ' ~ ~  Radial. Reg. $89.95.. Now 
~ Selected shoes/! 1,~% 
Now ............................ - rv  off : "  ~ - 
~'~.~'; ~L~'~' ;  ~.'.~ '4:~.:~ . ' : ~ . : : . : ~ : : . ~ ' ~ ~  ~ [] 
Water sports,,, 
• W TE. ws s 
• AND ACCESSORIES All other Swimwear by: I1 
iii:i~i:,?~:; I = ~'J ~'~% Speedo, Arena ~f~ °/o _ I I I  
Now L I , /  off 
' i  . . . .  • . . . .  • ' ' ~ ' I z 
II  ,,)ltl ll 
3711 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, Corner of King & Alfied, 847-9333 
• 10 am- 6 am - Monday-Frdiay • 4712 Keith Avenue Mall, Terrace 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When e stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday et 5 p,m. 
for all dl~F!.~v end classified ads. 
TERRACE STN~IDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classt~ed isplay =:Is must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or Mastercerd, 
When phoning In ads plevse have your V'ma or Mastercmd umber ready. 
20 words (first Insertior) $5.62 plus 13¢ for additional words. *(Additlonel Insertions) 
~3.68 plus 10¢ for addltl,.~=i wso~ds, $12,00 for 3 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
c(,.,nmerelal} ;',rices Include 7% G.S,T. Blrlhday & Anniversary $21.40 up to 3 col. Inch 
(additional Inches @ $8.89 e~h), Classified Dbpl~y $8.89 per Inch (,635¢ per line), 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1. Real Estate ].2. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes ].3. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent ].5. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. ].6. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
1_7. Garat~e Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
].9. Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
2].. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel • 
23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standord reserves the right to ctassi~ ads 
under appropriate headings and tc set ratestherefore and to 
determine page Iouatlon, 
The Terrace Slandard reminds advertisers that It Is against 
the provincial Human Rights Act to dlscdmlnata on the basis 
of chlrdren, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a n~-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reJecl any adverlisament and to retain any 
answers dlrecled to the News aox Rep/y Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum pa~ for the ~vertisement and 
box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" Instrucl~ons ot plcked up withln I 0 
days of expi,'y el an edverttsement will be destroyed unless 
nailing instructions are re¢elvod. Those answering Box 
'lumhers are requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss, 
Art claims of errors In advertisements must be received by 
tim publisher within 30 days alter the first publldatio~, 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the 
liability el the Terraria Standard In the event of faildre to 
publish an advertisement aspunished shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertLser for only one Incorrect Inse~on 
f¥ the portton of the advertising space occupied by the incor- 
rect or omitted nero only, and that hem shall be no Ita~llly In 
any event greater ~ the. amount ~rd for such edverUslng. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ~ WORKS! 
You're reading thie aren't yoiJ? 638. 
77SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT 
Adams Lake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
,Atm .q 45 min, from Kamloops, 10 sin. 
,~m~;Shuswap Lakes..::Fully :- renovated, 
'~ithVery att~acLIve~living quarters:,Show. 
ing excellent return:in an area of growth 
and terrific din'ate. Start he New Year on 
a positive note.Phone 1.67g-8904. fin37 
SINGLE 3-BEDROOM :HOUSE FOR 
sale, large lot close to town, 2 cherry 
trees, one plum tree, $59,500 call 635. 
3806 6p7: 
i 
Re/Max of 
Terrace 
Joyce F lndlay 
638-1400 
UPLANDS AREA 
NEEDS STORElll 
For Lease 1200 sq, ft. store with 
attached 3 bedroom residence, 
Available Immediately. For more 
details call Joyce Flndlay, 
Re/'~ax of Terrace 
CREECH STREET 
Heritage Home 
Approx. 1800 sq, ft., 2 bedrooms (main), 2
bedrooms (loft). Pdvate setting, 85 x 120 
lot. 
MLS $119,900 
2608 & 2606 EVERGREEN 
Privacy home based business or J~t a 
place to store your toys. 2 lots 78 x 126 
on ~-thru street. House 3+3 bedrooms, 
1188 sq ft. Shop 2 bay, 36 x 24 wired 220 
& Imulated. 
$168,000 EXO 
I I I I  II I ~" 
1, Real Estate 
7.5 ACRES FOR SALE, by owner, lot 13 
o~ Braeside Road Vanderhoof, asking 
$14,000, phone 365-2690 4p10 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE IN Town, n/g heat, 
garage, new carpet and cushion floor, fur- 
nishing, freshly painted, $65,000 obo, call 
635.7710 6p10 
160 ACRE RANCH, 80 acres cleared, 
asking $160,000 large home, grazing 
lease, cattle and equipment negotiable, 
phone 8454280 4p10 
FOR SALE: 5 Lots 60x120, 2 lots 60x100 
zoned r3 (at Scott and Sparks] $25,500 
per lot, 635.4448 3p10 
THREE BEDROOM HOME On 10 acres 
with many extras, including 5 appliances, 
' Meanwhile Road, • Topley B.C., $40,000 
obo, phone 696-3461 4p10 
RVE ACRES WITH 12 x 68 mobile 
home, 14ks from Houston, existing water 
contains iron, needs well drilled $18,000, 
open to offers, call 842-6936 4pll 
5 ACRES ON BENCH With 1200 sq. it. 4 
bedroom homewith full basement, 
sauna, hot tub, 25x40 shop, beautifully;,. 
:3 11~ supply) "~;~:: . . . .  c 
4 year old home in excellent 
condition. This price can't: be 
beat. • 1318 sq. ft. with full 
basement, 3+1 bedrooms, 3 
"baths. $146,500. 
Call Sylvia a t  
Terrace Realty Ltd. 
638-0371 
MEMBER 
Associate Broker Network 
~'=l ' l , lqml  ; I  O . .1 :1  ' '  P ,q t l !  .1111 
Very  well maintained and 
attractive 1150 sq. ft. recently 
'encysted home, Features 4 
B.R. & 3 Bathrooms, finished 
~asement with beautiful 
workshop. Located close to 
school on quiet St. with fenced 
69)<144 landscaped yard, 
Ask ing  $t29 ,900 .  V iew 
at 4925 Ga i r  o r  phone 
635-1242 a f te r  4 :00  p .m.  
Details make the 
Difference 
Lot38  on Twed le  wi l l  soon  have  
a unique 1800 sq, ft. home with 
vaulted ceilings In living & dining 
room. Custom kitchen with 
breakfast nook and top.quality oak 
cabinets, Quality s a must in this 
home, Four bedrooms/three 
bathrooms and family room, .too; 
Top end vinyl windows. Finished 
two car garage. Located, In !new 
subdivision with excellent I'eSele 
potential. Priced to sell. 
Call 635-2970 or 635-1551 •and 
leaVe message, - 
I 
TIRED OF PAYING RENT? 
You should bel 
With mortgage interest rates at a 20-year low, you could 
be paying off your mortgage Instead of your I~dlord's, 
Did you know? . ~ , 
• a $600 monthly rent payment could pay off a- ' 
$96,000 mortgage (not including taxes and based on 
current 6.month rates) ' 
Why not ©~Jl me today end find out how you can take ~ 
advantage of the •excellent Opportunities for purchasing 
your new h0me..Ca, Steve Cook at Re/Max of Terrace 
638-1400 days.or G38~7 after hours, / : .>  !:~ : 
1. Real Estate 2. Mobile Homes 
3 BEDROOM, 2700 sq. it. house on 8 1/2 WANTING THE BEST In a new or used 
acres, 3 km from Smithers on Boyle home? Talk to us firstl 14it, double or td. 
Road, gravity fed spring water, spectacu. Ale wide homes, custom built to your 
lar view. monthly income from trailer pad, every need gyproc or pannel, windows, 
$149,O00, for appointment 847.4704 pll carpets etc, set up and delivered, also do 
4 SALE BY CWNEFI, 3 bedroom house road building, land seeping, sewer and 
at 4624 Soucle, large fenced backyard, water systems. Free estimates call1-695- 
new windows throughout, newly reno- 6521 4p10 
valed kitchen with built in dishwasher and 1972 12x64 IMPERIAL Trailer, natural 
microwave shelf, Aerially finished base. gas furnace and hot water tank, $10,000, 
- sent with laundry room and officeT~o~----~t~o-ml-a~ldition14x2r~Ts,oo0, for trailer 
to school, serious inquires only call 635- and addition, obo, 638.8489 3pl 1 
7235 4pll LOCATED PAD #35, Stewart B.C., 1972 
12x66, Capewood trailer with 8x33 addi- 
tion, includes fddge, range, dishwasher, 
snow roof, over trailer, good shape, ask- 
ing $13,000 obo, or trade 1.785-5525, 1- 
787.7954 4p12 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 2 bedroom 
ho~e on 1/2 acre of land in Thomhill, . 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove, natural gas 
and wood heat, new vinyal siding, 16x24 
work shop with cement floor, asking 
$76,500, for more information phone 635- 
7495 2pll 
WELL MAINTAINED 4 bedroom home 
great location n/g heat and water, 2 bath. 
rooms, finished basement, large deck, 
fenced yard, (80x200) greenhouse, shed, 
fruit trees, new shingles, gutters and 
paint.S116,900 phone 638-0272 2pll 
STARTER HOME, 2 bedroom with all 
appliances, large lot, detached garage, 
near Skeena School, must be seen 635- 
5761 3pll 
DEEDED PROPERTY, Dendleton Bay, 2 
bedroom house & cabin, woodshed 
tool,shed, fenced, generator, water, fire- 
place,hot house, garden, tv dish, dock, 
propance $50,000, phone 692-7805 or 
room 6 Carrel Cottage. 4pll 
FOR SALE ON BUCK FLATS rd. 10.68 
acres with 14 it, wide mobile with 16 x 40 
addition, large fenced yard, property is 
fenced and cross.fenced, new 20x30 
barn, year round creek, excellent water, 
asking $62,900, must see, call 845- 
3445 4pll 
STILL LOOKING? Completely fnished 4 
bedroom home in Granisle, sundeck, rsf 
heater, new paint inside and out, over- 
looking Babine lake, a must see, $28,000 
firm, 697-2309 4p12 
WANTED TO SELL YOUR property fast 
and save commission? I want to buy 
before fall, visiting Terrace July 5-10 for 
viewing (already have agent prospects) 
please leave message at 638-0426 lp12 
HOUSE IN THORNHEIGHTS, 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 baths, fireplace, 5 appliances in 
kitchen, full basement, partially furnished, 
with hot spa, $125,000 635-6928 or 635- 
7657 3p12 
3 BEDROOM RANCH Style home situ- 
ated on 2.2 acres close to Smithers, prop- 
erty fenced with a creek, mountain view, 
appliances included, gas heat, asking 
$104,O00 847-4924 before 10 am or after 
,::~8pm L,.;~:]l!:vo] H ~' !~-'41~12~ "I 
~'~50:ACRES ON SNIDERvRd;:~h:,.~ick 
::area, excellent+water supply, asking.. 
-$40,000, phone 847.4172 4p9 ' 
HOUSE FOR SALE IN Granisle; 1056 sq. 
ft.; 3 bedrooms; quality floodng; paved 
way; curtains; gas; water & heat; 
fri.dge & stove negotiable, $22,000, also a 
1056 sq. ft. house in Houston, 4 bed- 
rooms; quality flooring; curtains; 2 bath. 
rooms; carport; garage; all appliances; 
finished basement; $90,000 must be 
seen call 845-3420 4p9 
6 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM, Ranch 
style, house In Thornhill w/garage, natural 
. gas heat, fire place In living room, full fin- 
ished basement, has large reo room with 
pool table (optional) all situated on a fare 
lot with fruit trees includes fddge and 
stove $124,500,638-8348 6p9 
View home in prestigious 
location. 1573 sq. if, plus full 
~asernent. Private yard. 
$19¢,000. 
Call Sylvia at 
Terrace Realty Ltd, 
638-0371 
2 Storey Executive Home 
2 year old 2 storey home In Thomhelghts. 
This qu~dity bulll home offers 3 bedrooms, 
2 full baths, oak cabinets In kitchen, fully 
fenced and landscaped yard, double 
garage, paxlly flnt~hed and rough.In for a 
bathroom. Asking $199,000. Vendors ere 
very motivated, brlng offers. 
Call Lisa at Terrace Realty Ltd, 
638-0371 
MEMBER 
I " ~  
r 
i 
PAD #35 in Stewart B.C. 1972 12x68 
Capewood trailer, with 8x38 addition, 
includes fridge, range and dishwasher, a
snow roof over trailer, good shape asking 
$13000 obo or b'ade (604)-765-5525 or 
(604} 787.7954 3p12 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur- 
ing 1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 
baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
IV Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tin 
ROOMS FOR RENT, includes furniture, 
hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking, 
about 10 minutes from town. Singles only 
$400/month, 635.5537, 2 references 
required, tin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down 
town, fridge/stove, security entrance, 
paved parking, on site management 635- 
7957 tin 
ROOM FOR RENT With use of kitchen, 
laundry f~dlities, utilities included $325 
per month, food not included.635- 
5228 4p9 
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE, suit- 
able for single person, utilities included in 
rent of $425/month, no pets, please 
phone after 6pro 635-2806 2pll 
3 BEDROOM RANCHER HOME With 
carport, and jucuzzi, and n/g heat for pro. 
fesslonal type person, $800 month, call 
638-8084 3pl 1 
2 BEDROOM WOODGREEN CONDO, 
Natural gas fireplace, 3 piece ensuite, 
patio, references required, available 
August 1, apply to box #65 do Terrace 
Standard 4647 Lazelle ave, Terrace B.C., 
VSG lS8 3pll 
BEAUTIFUL HOME FOR RENT. Choice 
residential area in the Horseshoe, avail 
latter part of July, 638.1398 or 632-3546 
KJtimat. lp12 
DUPLEX FOR RENT, Aug 1/93 $725/m, 
3 bedroom~,,-~.'t/2i,baths;~n/gl st~ege 
room, ca~i~;':: fi'j.dge/stQv ei,. p ho l l~  
6905 .... '~: .............. ii';@H+~ 
NEW 3: BEDROOM Executive dupleX, 
includes garage, .5 appliances, 2 balco. 
nles, skylights,<carpet; drapes, snow 
removal ;and landscaping,~ $950/month, 
plus utilities,'n0 pets, references r~cluired, 
call 635.4840 3p12 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX Complete with 
~dge, stove, washer & dryer, wall to wall 
carpeting, dose to hospital,nO pets, 635- 
3796 lp12 
ONE BEDROOM TOP FLOOR Of house 
5 appl large sundeck gas fireplace,., suit. 
able for prof couple, in Horseshoe, $750 
I~0nth eat included, phone 638-1818 or 
638-8376 avail Aug 1/93 2p12 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER for rent, n/g heat, 
sorry no dogs, $420 month plus damage 
deposit call 6354315 lp12 
FOR RENT .TWO BEDROOM Trailer in 
"~ornhill, stove fddge natural gas heat no 
pets call after 5:00 pm 635-7467 avail. 
able Aug 1/93 lp12 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR Rent in town 
635.7176 lp12 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & sco'rr 
Close To Town And Schools 
Frldge, stove,  haat and hot ~ratst 
Included. Carpellng, storage space. 
References required. 
1 Bndmom Apt. $450.00 " 
2 Bedroom Apt $550,00 
3 Bed room Apt, $650.00 
No Pots, (When Available) 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
Under New 
Manaqement 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
One/Two Bedroom 
Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetbal lCourts 
Gymnasium 
Call Ray Warner 
635-5968 
2607 Pear St. 
4. Wanted To Regt ......... 
HELPI RESPONSIBLE Professional cou. 
pie locking for 2.3 bedroom 
home/acreage for August 1 have well 
trained pets° plmse leave mesSage 638; 
8689 • . 3p!O 
CANAOA LTD 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
o Autotel Rental 
"/i~..:~ ' Marine Security 
" , Home Automation/Security 
• No, 4- 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
RAMUS BROTHERS 
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES 
,/Total Renovation & Maintenance ) t~:~ [,~, '-~. 
'11,. , . .~ SKEE IV .4  I 
,/Cladding & Sheet Metal Specialist Home Builders' 1 
I Association ol 
I ,/Residential & Commercial LBri~.!~h_co___n'/.!!~i .~ 
ph. 638-8822 m× 638-0878 
* Cer t i f i ed  Tradesman 
When you gotta' have it; We'll !it! 
WFO~r~dxpbdlflr~ I ervlce ~ill 'L~v? :ypqr company, money" ...... 
CHIMORELIVERY ' 638-8530: 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICESLTD.  
Terrace Crematorbm 4e2e Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
• JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
- ~ro..e ~ ~aq~a 24 HOUR 
& monum, entS Answer ing  'and Pager Service 
Turace, Kitimal, Smithus 635"2444 
',: "& Pnnce Rupert 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Ka lum St reet ,  
Ter race ,  B.C.  
638-0241 
TOLL FREE --  1-800-661-2676 
Victor P. Hawes, o.D. 
OPI :OMETRIST  
#l • 4748 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
,, MeG 1R6 
. + 
Appls. 638.8055 
Fax: 638.8087 
Mode,n: 638.869}' 
Benson OpticGI Lc borGtories Ltd, 
Same Day Serv ice  On Most  P rescr ip t ions  
eox  744, 203 .500  2nd Ave. West Box  68t  
4608 Lake lse  Ave. Pr ince Ruper l ,  Square 3384 Bowser Sl,  
TorTure, B,C. VSG 4C3 Pr ince nuper l ,  e .c ,  VoJ  3T6 New Hazo l ton ;B .C ,  VOJ 2 J0 
' (GO4) 638-0341 16041627-4635 16041 842-6t  12 
 i :/Wi d Jlield Re l)air/Replacemimts' 
" • Auto Glass 
• Mirrors 
~ =~1 ~-;~.,~/S~ • Windows 
GLASS LTD 
" .~-  ~ ~]~ j 3720 Rive;" Drive Terrace 
,:-.~;~, :632-:4800;in Terraee:638,8001~, 
r • 
i /• 
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 A_CTION AD S 
4. Wanted To Rent 
TREA1 EU CEDAR Poles 30-50 ft, phone 
638.1909 or 638-9289 3pll 
QUIET FAMILY SEEK 3 bedroom house, 
preferrably in ThornhUl area, n/s, n/d, no 
pets needed immediatly, 638-0152 3p12 
5. Misc. For Sale 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouse pricing cabi- 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 
. . . . . . . .  "-M~ssey Dr. Prince George 561-2240. Fax 
561-2250, " - tfn 
PRE.FABBED Utility sheds, garages, 
workshops, greenhouses, also trailer 
skirting joeyshacks, snowroofs, deck and 
fences, Dirk Bakker 638-1768 eve- 
nlngs. : . .  8c7 
DOUBLE BED, BOX SPRING, Mattress 
and:night table all in good condition, 
250.00 call 635.2753 and leave rhea. 
sage. tin 
UTIUTY, STORAGE Trailer for sale, 
6x8x12good rubberaingleaxle, wired, hd 
suspension, phone 638-8692 leave mes- 
sage. fin 
14 INCH CHEV, Radial tires and wheels 
set of 4, $30 each, new trailer hitch and 
equalizer $200, typewriter $50, husky 
powersaw $250 butter churn $75, 
brooder lamp $100, double bed $50, 
1976 Toyota mini motorhome, gov't 
checked $2500 obo, 1976 Chrysler for 
parts $650, other misc items 846- 
5643 4p9 
ONE FIBER FORM 241t boat and trailer 
good shape, also Island for sale, 80 
acres best offer takes call 849: 
5636 3plo 
, BROWNING"A' Bolt stainless steel, 
composite stock 375 H+H magnum, an 
ideal rough country big game rifle, $650 
634.5585 3plO 
GARAGE SALE Followed by active wear 
sale named brands cra-zee wear pit bull 
ect. sale every sat 7 am -12 pro. 3p1(; 
BULKLEY VALLEY EARTHWORM 
Hatchery imported, domesticated hybrid 
reg wigglers, Soil improvement, breeding 
Stock, bai!s, castings, composting, school 
projects, call Paul Cloutier at 845.7783 
(Houston) or fax 845.7783 4p10 
ROLAND BOSS AMPUFIER, Super cube 
100, boss decor Hollywood bass guitar, 
call 635-6972 or 638-6600 (work), $400 
for eachobo 3pl I 
5. Misc. For Sale 
ANTIQUE OAKSIDE Board circ~, 1880. 
1885, very good condition, $700 firm, 
635.6376 3p12 
8 FT SATELLITE DISH With full remote, 
video cipher II decoder, complete pack. 
age $900 obo, 635-6376 3p12 
MICROWAVE STAND $30, Love seat 
and rocker $50, nintendo game $50, boys 
12 speed mountain bike, $50, phone after 
6 pro, 638-6434 lp12 
FOR SALE 28' Colour manna.sonic t.v, 
new $525, electrome console stereo, 
radio and turntable $100r obo, call 635. 
6205 3p12 
FOR SALE, RENT OR LEASE, River 
ddve 2250 sqlt. block building plus Office 
and 16x20 addition, two lax18 doors, 3 
phase power with compressor, call 635. 
2334; 3p12 
WINDSURFER, RIG, HARNESS and 6.4 
sail $700 obo, brother portable typwriter 
with word preview, $100 obo, call AJex at 
635-5268 3p12 
1 ADULT DAY Pass for the Vanderhoof 
alrshow July 16.18 $10.00 (now selling 
for $14.00) phone 635-7820 2p12 
PASTURE AND GRAZING Land avail. 
able .6 acres, exchange for fence repairs, 
near town 635-3772 3c12 
JVC CAMCORDER Carrying caset bat. 
tery charger $550, 635-3772 3c12 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil. 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada [604) 666-5003 to ensure 
it reeets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in atragic acddent but also is 
a violation of the Hazardous Products 
Act t'el 
WANTED: OLD CONCRETE For alp.rap, 
easy dumping, Arnies Meat Market, 
Dutch Valley 635-2774 3p!0 
USED AUTO'PARTS Chev ford and oth. 
ere, truck, vans you ask, we may have 
638.1977 6c12 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT OR LEASE Commercial 
building on Hailiwel11200 sq. ft. excellent 
location near school, phone 638- 
1058 3p10 
,HIDE A BED Chesterfield, $300 obo, co,. I FOR RENT 
I 
:fee table 2 end tables $200 obo, 2 brass I 1100 sq. ft., fully furnished room 
touch lamps, $75.00 635-6807 3p12 suitable for workshops, seminars and 
I ~ D ISCOVERY TOYS I meetings. Available for daily, weekly 
and monthly rehtai. For further 
II 'Super Summer Sale II informationpleasecal1838-810~ 
II June1-July281 I I , . .  - • , , , ,  
IG .:-:-,.::..Ca!! ....... :i:":!!4 :I:  ,.?:For-Eease 
I::Susan'Ridley638-1311 I o r  Rent 
CEDAR SIDING 
OUR SPECIALTY 
• Rough 
~xe • Plain 
•T lmbers  
lXe ,  l x8 ,  l x1~ • Beams 
-~ CHANNEL i_.1 •Round 
. Fence 
1Xe, lx& posts 
~.V I "&G ~ .Other  
lx4, lxa fencing 
material 
i Top-quality Tight Knot - 
:: • :Interior & Exterior 
•cedar  
, Pine 2x4  or  
:, Cottonwood x6 or  x8 
• Cedar & SPF 
Compare Our Prices 
LUMBER 
Box 7 
Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
CEDAR FENCING- 
ROUGH CUT 
1'!X6"X4' .80¢ each 
1"x6"x5' $1.10 each 
1"x6"x6' $1.40 each 
2"x4"x8'  $2.25 each 
2"x4"xlO' $2.90 each 
2"x4"x12' $3.50 each 
4"x4"x8' $5.00 each 
~ndscaping timbers- 
6"x6" & 8'x8" 
Raised •beds & walkways- 
• 2"X10" & 2"x12" 
'.' Greenhouses & decks- 
': 2"X2." 2"X3" 2"X4" 2"X6" 
. & 2"x8" 
Compare Our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
i: LUMBER 
Box.'7 
': Hazelton, B.C, 842-5660 
~:, ~:: 
Large Warehouse Space 
good location; good zoning. 
Formerly Copper Mountain 
Ele,~'onlcs 
Also 
Office/Warehouse Space 
ormerly Nlsga'a School Board Office 
Good for Store front on Grleg 
Call 638-8398 
FOR RENT 
800 sq. ft, retail or office space 
available, 9000 Park Ave location. 
Reasonable rant, ground level, topic 
parking, space has excellent window 
frontage & good lighting and Is 
tastefully decorated. Currently 
operational for beauty salon but can 
be changed. 
To Vlew Call 
635-5020 
FOR 
RENT 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
Service/Lt. 
Industrial 
Bays 
880 tO 7200 sq. it• 
Phone 635-7459 
Progressive Ventures 
i 
8. Cars for Sale 
MUSTSELU 1988 Chev Cavalier era, 
p/s, p/~, 2 doors, 5 spd, non.smoking, 
Immaculate Intedor, $6500 obo, call 638- 
0359 6p7 
1986 TRANS AM With grey interior, VS, 5 
speed, v/g condition, lady driven, only2 
winters on road asking $9400, 846- 
5539 4plO 
BLOW OUT sALE! 
2 DAYS ONLY . 
:: July lOth and 11th 10 am 4 pm 
::.. -: ;i,: / :  All Stock Reduced 
Feed 
~rk St, 635.3867 
8. Cars for Sale 
1963 convAIR MONT_& 6 cyl, 150 hp, 
excellent shape, 1 owner, from Oregon, 
white with red interior, asking $5700 846. 
5539 4p10 
1968 MUSTANG, Excellent condition, 
one owner, serious enquiries only, call 
635.5490 3010 
1982 DATSUN 200 SX, one owner, 5 
speed standard; sun roof, am/fm auto 
reverse cassette, fuel injected, extra tires, 
goodcond,$3500obo, 845.2335 4p10 
1986 MERCURY SABLE, Excellent run. 
ning condition, recently replaced trans. 
mission, tires, battery sh0kes and brakes, 
needs paint $2200 638.0660 eve. 
nings. 3p10 
1990 DAY'I=ONA, Sportpackage, air con. 
dillon, low mileage, $9800 647-4187 
eves 4p10 
1991 OPTIMA 5-speed, 50,OOO kms, am- 
fm case; real dean, real nice, very eco- 
nomical, balance of 5-ye~ warranty; 
includes Ziebart sound deadener and feb. 
ric protection, $6000 obo, call Neil 845- 
2890 woikdays 4p10 
1985 SPRINT 5 Speed, excellent condi. 
tion, $2000 obo, call 638-7276 or 635- 
6807 4pll 
FOR SALE 1981 Chev Caprice classic, 
a/c, pay, p/s, pro, in very good condition 
phone 638-8692 leave message. 6pll 
1975 2 DOOR FORD COMET in good 
condition, minimal rust, 6 cyl engine, 
$1300 635-8361 3pll 
1986 PONTIAC 6000 in e.o., lots of 
extras, new brakes, fuel pump, recent 
tune-up, sacrifice at $5700 obo, 638- 
0364 3p12 
1986 HYUNDAI EXCEL, gls, e.c. aJr con- 
ditioning, am/fro cassette, power sunroof, 
cruise, automatic, great grad gift, $3000, 
638-0364 3p12 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER Auto pb, 
ps, pw, tilt, am/fro cassette stereo, roof 
racks, asking $800,697.2720 4p12 
8. Cars for Sale 
1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL GSL, 4 door 
sedan, auto, a/c, sun roof, luggage rack, 
nose bra, new transmission, much more 
$4,750, call 635.6429 3p12 
1988 CAMARO (Iroc) automatic 168,000 
kin, t-roof, cruise control lp12 
1981 MAZDA MINT Condition $2500 obo, 
635-4949 3c12 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1979 JEEP 4 Wheel drive pick up truck, 
new brakes, all around, rebuilt motor, 
very good running condition $3100, 638. 
1323 3p10 
1985 FORD XLT Club wagon 12.passen. 
ger window van, newly painted, air condi- 
tioning, new tires, ex cond, $7,700, phone 
638-1323 3p10 
1984 BRONCO I1, 4 W.D., Nice shape 
$3500,638-8345 3p10 
1988 FORD RANGER 4x4 extended cab, 
new exhaust, tundra canopy $8800 obo, 
call 632.7174 3pll 
MUST SELL! 87 Jeep yj, 4x4 w/6 cyl, 
auto, ps, pb, c/c, tilt, a/c, kenwood tape 
deck, hard and soil tops and short 8 long 
doors $9000 obo, call 635.9341 2pll 
89 F350 CREW CAB 4x4 5 speed 460, 
highway miles, boxliner great tires, run. 
ning boards, not a bush truck, as new 
condition, $14,700 Tel 635-9121 3pll 
FOR SALE 1986 Cherokee Laredo, 4x4 2 
dr, auto v6, sun roof, rack, excellent con. 
dillon $8500,638-1505 3pl 1 
1991 JEEP VJ Islander, turqoise, hard. 
soft tops; v-6; 5 speed; loaded; 36,000 
kin; bike and ski rack, $13,O00, call 845. 
3377 4pll 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR, 7.seater, ask. 
inn $4500 obo, 638.1678 3p12 
1989 FORD F150 4x4, supercab 302 
auto o/d, excellent condition, 5 new radi- 
als, sunroof, many extras, $12,500 obo, 
call 635-6612 3p12 
Full Bookkeeping Services 
Financial Services 
.......... Federal I Provincial 
; :q'~;Ret~Jfns ~;:~:'. ',~ . . . .  
Jan Lok, CMA 635-7795 
HOURS 
Tues. to Sat. 
2 pm - 9 pm 
Now Everyone Can Brew 
Comrnercia/ Quality Beer & 
Wine For 1/2 The Cost 
[~/SA I B rew~ngCo.  
4450A Groig .Ave. 
Terrace,  BC 
635-5757 | ,~ .~ 
CRH-TOWN CONTRACTING 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
.O ES REQUEST" 
'¢ CALL BOB FOR AN ESTIMATE 
~ " Phone 638-1011 
Fax 635-5810 
30 Years Experience 
Construction and inspection 
30 Years Experience - Construction & Inspection 
• Renovations , Home Repairs 
• Sundecks • Finishing Carpentry 
Construction 
Ouafity Workmanship at Reasonable Rates 
Phone 
GEORGE PAULITSCHKE 635-9063 
Bomite  Mountain 
Enterprises 
'Residential Carpen~ Contracting" ! , ~ ~  
~ i  Let Us Build Your 
Summer Project 
Henry A. Doherty 
(604) 635-7119 
Stuff 'n' Such CRAFT SUPPLIES 
~,611 Lazelle Avenue 
Terr~.ce, B.C. V8G 1S3 
(604) 635-4324 ~ ..... ,suzanne Turner, o~.e~ 
i : i  I ; 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1979 TOYOTA PICKUP, Long bed, can- 
opy, 2 wheel drive, grc, $1500 obo, call 
635-4319 3p12 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
12. Motorcycles 
1984 YAMAHA 2 Wheel drive, a.Lv. with 
reverse and racks, new rubber $1800, 
tirm, 638.8345 3p10 
14. Boats & Marine 
15 FT FIBERGLASS Boat windshield 
1988 8' 
hydrolic jacks 3.way fddge, forced air fur. 
nace, oven, queen bed, new condition 
with or without ford 150, $4700 1-695. 
6334 alter June 10. 4p9 
CASCADE CAMPER Deluxe canopy, trailer remote, 60hp, madner 
1987 18' 5th WHEEL, I~athroom with 
shower, double bed, fridge stove, sink, 
many cuboards in excellent shape, 1988 
GMC 4x4 no rust, am/fro cassette, good 
rubber, propane, excellent cond, would 
like to sell together, serious inquiries only, 
847.9956 4p10 
1977 VOLKSWAGEN WESTFAUA, new 
tires, new muffler, sleeps 5, 30 miles to 
the gallon, very good condition, $3900, 
call 635.5717 4p10 
1985 TRIPEL E Class c motorhome 28' 
rear bedroom, sleeps 6, 2 air condition- 
ere, generator, low mileage, ford chassis, 
460 motor 847-9409 4p10 
1985 TRIPLE E Class C motorhome 28', 
rear bedroom, sleeps 6, 2 air condition- 
ers, generator, low mileage, ford chassis, 
460motor, price reduced 847-9409 4pll 
77 SECURITY 9 112 FOOT Camper, toi- 
let, stove, oven, 3 way fddge, furnace, 
demand water, ladder and rootrack, ste- 
reo and tv antenna, immaculate condition 
$4100, tel 635-9121 3pll 
87 BIGFOOT 9 1/2 Camper, toilet, 
shower, 4 burner stove, oven, forced air 
furnace, 3 way ,ridge, hot water, excellent 
condition $8500, tel 635-9121 3pll 
1976 • 28 FT, Itahasca Class a 
motorhome, 454 power; cusion floor, 
good runner; 10.5 mpg; $10,500, call 
845-3730 4pll 
electric start tilt 4hp, mariner flshfind etc, 
excellent condition 624-5919 6p8 
16 FT, RIVERBOAT and trailer, 70hp 
merc, with let, $4000 obo, 846-5399 call 
evenings. 4p9 
1969 EVINRUDE 85 Hp motor without 
leg, engine running, selling for parts, call 
845.2890 (weekdays) 4p9 
16' FIBREGLASS BOAT, 70 HP, John- 
son, 10 hp kicker, full canopy asking 
$3400 846-5539 4plO 
28' LYNWOOD BOAT, TRUCK And 
trailer, overhaul, many updates sleeps 5, 
standup head, hot/cold water, biminl top, 
all in excellent condition, $45,000 847- 
4841 4p10 
20' and 22' ALUMINUM Boats, call 635- 
7836 (evenings) or 697-2474 (any- 
time) 3plO 
1980 26' BAYL.INER Saratoga fresh sur- 
vey,350 chev inboard rebuilt 2 yrs ago, 
280 vowo leg dual prop system new 2 
years ago, 100 gai fuel capacity, spare 
props, 15 horse 1987 Johnson troll 
engine, cooler and ice box, 2 burner alco- 
hol stove, stand up head and canopy,, 
down riggers, depth sounder, cb and ship 
to shore radio, tandem trailer with heavy 
duty axle will accept trades, complete 
with all options, now only $23,000, phone 
562.2338 days, 561-0028 evenings. 4plo 
20 FT Campion soft top 351 vhf, sounder 
$10,000 obo call 635-2719 3p10 
12' ALUMINUM EASY Loader trailer 9.8 
merc fuel tank boat cover, down rigger, 
oars anchor, 2 rod holders, 1 life jacket 
$3000.00 obo, Ed Chapplow 638- 
0773 2pll 
CABIECI- I  ,.o 
=1,,I ;i ;l::l 01 :] [.~] | [epm~. -~ 1.1.'1 d ~fl ;~dH=II"R .o:--.-I 
couP-¢- ,,zE  DEsi'& , ................... , ., &CCESS.QBIES. ...  : ,,=. ,: 
• KITCHENS • ibiTERIOPJEXTERIOR 
• BATHROOMS REMODELL NG 
COZY CORNER 
F IREPLACE - 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
i R~al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
DRIFTWOOD VENTURES 
SCOTT S, SCHIELKE~;,-.&k=,=a~=~---.~ 
.,.~ 3354 River Drive 
-.:~J,~."-. Terrace, B.C. VSG 3P1 . . . . . .  
;. ~ :  Phone/Fax (604)638-83==73_jh===~  
: - , ,= , ,~  1-800.663-1288 , ~ "  
t 
HANDY GUYS . 
.~  No Job Too Big or Small Oon~: 
~¢,~"~ Handy Guys Does It All ~%'~% 
Call 638-1282 Seniors Rates 
ADVENTURE  
• Hunting • Fishing • Camping Supplies 
Skeena Mall 635-1175 
TATTOO STUDI O % All Styles of.Tattoos . Black Art • Traditional - Tribal Art . Oriental - Custom Designs - Health Inspected 4650C LAKELSEAVE, 
TERRACE, B.C, 
PHONE 638-0852 
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CALL 
638-SAV  
TION AD 
V' BUY v" SELL iv" RENT i i  TRADE 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
Summer Sales Event 
Chinook Sales Ltd. 
5506 Hwy. 16 West 
635-2033 DS~01 
TRAILERS 
Coleman Folding Campers 
Starting at $5,516.0o 
5 models in stock 
1993 20 {t. Rustler Rear Bath 
Reg. Price $16,722.00 
HOWl $14,440.~ ~ 
~:.~:::::.z /.,~ ...::'~ ,~.:~.':.:':':.,~:¢ '.'2.::'2:.~::~4'.:~::~.:'.-::~ 
5th WHEEL 
92 22 ft. Prowler Awning - Stereo 
Was $19,898.O0 
. . . . .  NOW =16,  0o ~.~~~;#~'~"~ 
9219 ft. Kustom Koach 
Was $17,790.00 
NOW~ $14,e80.~ ~ ~. 
USED TRAILERS 
13 It. Tdple E 
16 It. Triple E 
(2) 24 It. 5th Wheels 
MOTOR HOMES 
1992 24 ft. Citation (Ford) 
Rear Bed-Awning 
Air, C/C, tilt 
was $55,722.08 
NOWI $49,983 00 
USED MOTOR HOMES 
Frontier Van 
Conventional Hot Water, Shower, 
Stove, Heater, Fddge 
22.5 ft. Vanguard Air 
A Class Winnebago 
24 ft;,Dod~e 440 
BOATS 
14 It. Misty River Aluminum and 
.... Used Trailei $1,795.00 
14 It. Lund - 50 HP Mere 
Jet - Trailer $3,995.00 
Misty River Boats 
From 14fl. to 19ft.., 
LAKE BOATS 
17 lt: Bow RiderO/B ...... 
17 ft. Cuddy 0/]3 
17 ft. HT Merc 10 
All With Trailers 
USEDBOATS 
4 in Stock 
22T 23 ft. 1/0'e 
14. Boats & Marine 
GUIDED FLOAT, Tube fly fishing hand- 
crafted, fishing tackle catalogue write: 
Boyce Fmhin Works, box 1347 Burns 
Lake, B.C. YOJ 1E0 4p12 
~IST JET BOAT, A/mar Jet line, 3 stage, 
Hamilton jet, 351 engine, 10 hours on 
reguilt removeable cabin, 20 horse 
power, kicker, dual "axle, 80 gallon, fuel 
tanks, $24,500, 632-7310 6p12 
24 FT, REINELL Express cruiser; 188 
mere', on 1980 roadrunner tandem trailer; 
anchor, trim tabs, searchlight, more 
extras, good rendition, $9500, call 845- 
7224 4p12 
1987 BAYL.INER 19 Foot capd cuddy 
cabin 4 cylinder 1B5 hp, 3 tops, cb, 
marine radio, fish/depth sounder, fully 
loaded caiklns trailer $15,700, 635- 
15, Machinery 
1 JACOBSEN HF 15 7 gang mower, 
hydraulic drive, 15ft cut, 1 Jacobsen 3 
gang 3pt, hitch, ground ddve, 1 3 gang 
p,II type ground drive, 1 4fl sweepster 
broom, hydraulic angle to frt tractor 635. 
2652 4p9 
D88 TiLT BLADE, Ripper, extensive wo~ 
done, excellent condition, dean and l~ght, 
put it to work, new paint, $38,500, 
Greenlee and Blackhawk pipe benders, 
enerpac 10,000 psi, hyd power pack 646. 
5435 4p9 
1977 FORD'900 GRAVEL Truck, 350 
Cummins, 15gd, 1980 htic box, asking 
$11,000 846.5539 4p10 
J.D. 410 BACKHOE Good conditl0n 
$11,500 call 697-2474 (anytime) 635. 
7838 (evenings.) ~pl0 
15, Machinery 18. Business Services 
JOHN DEERE Silage chopper model TERRA BOBCAT Services . backhoe, 
3940, good condition, also j~  dump levelling, sweeper, angle broom, earth 
model 700 like new call 567.4896 4p10 auger, back filling, (residential) commer- 
OMC 595 ROUND BALER Big bales 775 cial, 638-8838, mobile 638.3808 12p5 
Massev with 12' auger header with condi- PILOT CAR, Fully licensed, insured, 
tioner call 567-2601 Vanderhoofl 4p10 bonded, available one hour notice. Expe. 
JOHN DEERE 440 Skidder good cond/ rienceddriverscal1638.8398 lctfn 
20. Pets & Livestock 
FOUR YEAR OLD Grey Arab mare, 
trained $1500, two year old chestnut Arab 
mare. yearling bay h~glo-Arab gelding, 
phone Holly at 846.5583 or 846.9863 4p9 
2 SHIH TZU Puppies 1 male 1 female 
$350 each, 1st shots no papers to 
approved homes only, ready to go June 
20. Pets & Livestock 
STANDING AT STUD, OLAF, Norwegian 
F/lord, stallion, from top impoded blood- 
lines, super dispostion, bone and versatil- 
ity for more infor.mation, call SaddI~.tramp 
Ranch 1.694-3521 4p10 
3 YR, OLD RED Q/H Mare 15 h h red 
dunn out of Peters lucky and Princess 
Lee bars in process of being trained 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ANGLO MARE; Three years old; 15.1 
hands high, well started, under saddle, 
$2500 (0bo) Will consider pony mare as 
part payment, phone 845-7565 4pll 
CKC REGISTERED LABRADOR Pup- 
pies, chocolate, gold and black, born 
June 14th, ready August 14th $400 non- 
breeding shots, tattooed, Smithers 847- 
t/on, new .paint, $10,000 849-5705 or 
849-5560 4p10 
1978 JD 770 Grader with snow wing and 
400 gallon fuel tankl rebuilt rans, and 
center pins, asking $25,000 or trade for 5 
acre lot 847.3942 4p10 
1973 966C LOG LOADER Recent major 
work completed, $36,000, call goodman 
equipment 374-9600 lp12 
NEW/KAMLOOPS NOW HAS A store to 
provide one stop shopping for indepen- 
dent electdcal systems, battery inverter 
type or Direct 120 Vac systems, drop in to 
receive your free 64 page alternate 
energy catalogue, mon-fr, 1.5:30 Sat, 10- 
3 or by appointment appropriate nergy 
systems Kamploops 825 G lava] cresent 
374-3943 lp12 
READY FOR WORK, 3 extend a hose, 5 
loaders, 5 dozers, 3 graders, 5 dump 
trucks, 6 compactors, 4 ambulancee,9 
equipment trailers, 2 forklifts, 3 service 
trucks, 3 gensets, 3 crew cabs, picker 
trucks, JD 70 excavator, allatt paver, bob 
cat water truck, drop neck, low bed, 
scales, phone 493.6791 2p12 
1982 JOHN DEERE 310 A backhoe in 
good condition, $13,000 obo, call 627- 
4996 (Prince Rupert) after 4:30 week- 
days, ask for Mark. 3p12 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. New crop. Rome- 
Alfalfa, Timothy, Alsike.Rome, Clover- 
Timothy, Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 West, 
South Hazelton, 842-5316 9p9 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE. tfn 
e~:~GE SALE July 10/93 8a~ • noon 
2110 Pear St. lp12 
m 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
transmissi0ns, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-alr Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. 846-5101, Telkwa B.C 16tfn 
ATTN: Small businesses. Why pay high 
accounting fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, professional 
bookkeeping servicee, ~1 635.-4320 or 
635-9592 tfn 
I cNO -~ 25, 635-3040 5p9 $2000 847-9554 or 847-9803 4pll 4203 4pll 
DIET MAGIC / 
Lose 20 Ibs in 30 days | 
all Melodic 638-167~ 
;~cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;l 
Et Looking for It 
f] Child Care? I~] 
[~] Skeena Child Care Support H 
[~ Program can help you make |~ 
I~ the right choice for your child. ~ 
~| For information on choosing ~|  
B coco at $38-1113. ~l 
~;;I A free sewice provided by Ihe Terrace~i 
[ |  Women's Resource Centre and funded[] 
H by lhe Minislly of Women's Equality. ~] 
[XXXZZXXZXXXZXXXXXXXXXX] 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified. Phone 638- 
SAVE Friday 5pro 
LOST ONE NEUTERED Male siamese 
cat in the Graham Avenue area, last seen 
on Friday June 4/93 call 638-7239 2pll 
SMALL BLACK DOG, Female, lost near 
hsy 16 west near New Remo, on Sunday, 
June 20/93, would like to get her back, 
635-5061 3pll 
MISSING BABY ALBINO California king 
snake, phone 635-7085 reward 
offered 2p12 
LOSTIN TERRACE JUNE 26 atthe elks 
ball park, one jean jacket, reversable with 
hood, bings in the pocket we can identity, 
please contact at 6380809 or 635- 
2125 2p12 
LOST LADIES WATCH with black face & 
black strap with gold color highlites, near 
coop or cibc parking lets, sentimental 
value contact Niel or Allison 638- 
1767 3p12 
CKC REGISTERED Pomeranians, $425, 
846-5878 4p12 
If you or someone you know is 
interested, then give us a call 
TODAY! 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
v 170. Cedar Ores. Pedrinl, 
Johnstone, Birch Hill 
V 4000- 4600 Oueensway 
.,eu'ea 
V Kltsumkalum Reserve 
I/Copper River Estates 
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS. 
Terrace Standard 
63t  -7283 
- ,NEW.E 'll B OYCNA i, 
I discovered an easy way. I lost I I  BRITISH COLUMBIA  
inches, weight, feel great and have I I  ANDYUKON 
tons of energy.Naturatly, ill CO~UN~ NEWSPAPERS 
ASfC~IA 'nON You can start toda.~/by telephoning Ill 
Dianne Rowe 638-1349 
PAINT ING 
Fast - Cheap- Fast 
Residential- Commercial 
Kevin Turner. 849-588B 
  KID'S j:L%l 
CASTLE -~.~" 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2½ to 5 
638-8890 
Coastal Mountain 
Flight Centre 
*Aircraft Charter 
* Flight Seeing Trips 
* recreational and.career training 
Start anytime and finlsh at 
your own pace 
* four seat aircraft for rent 
Ph: 635-1355 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or  aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& K l l lMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Instal lation end Repairs 
Call Steve 638,0838 
I 
AUTO 
ENGINES FROM $995. for 
cars and trucks. Complete 
rebuildswith new parts. 6 Yr/ 
120,000 KM Warranty, 20% 
Down- Payments later. Bond 
~leohanicel 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 7 
Days. 872-0641. 
BEFORE YOU BUY a rebuilt 
engine compare quality and 
service. CANADAENG NES 
ARE THE BEST. cars/fight 
Trucks from $995. 61 ~'r. 
120,000 Km warranty. 580- 
1050 (24 HrU7 Days. 1-800- 
665-3570. 
F-250, 4X4'e, Cummins Die- 
sel, Explorers, Rangers, 
Trucks. Up to $1500. cash 
rebate, O downO.A.C. Pay- 
ments from $1891month. 
Phone Grant collect 538- 
6778, Dealer #8367, 
1993 'TRUCKS, DODGE 
• CUMMINS DIESELS. Great 
selection of 314 ton, one ton 
dub cabs. 2 & 4wheel ddveln 
stock now. 48 to choose from. 
Larry Holmes 11-649-8965, 
Mal~le I Ridge Chrysler. 
DL#5584. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS! WINDOWSI Intedor 
and exteflor wood, metal and 
French Doors, Wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
Top Quality Hand Split Cedar 
Shakes, 24" Tapers. Finest 
materials and workmanship. 
Call 826-7145. Please leave 
message. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmEe 
Choose to be successful to- 
,day. Canada's largest group 
of licensed vinyl decldng deal- 
ers stlU has a few dealei'shlps 
available in B.0. and Alberta. 
No business experience nec- 
essary. We wUl teach you 
everything you need to know 
plus we supply an extensive 
after market back up servlco. 
There are only a few dealer- 
ship areas left, so act quickly 
and join the more than 60 
other dealers who made the 
right,choice. Total start up 
cost is $3,500, For more Info, 
contact 1.800.667-2596 or 
(604)86o-1200. 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNrrlES 
2 Bey Esso Service Station. 
5 Yr Franchise Agreement. 
UHaul Dealership, Good 
Shop Produodvity Good An- 
nual Sales. Campbell River, 
B.C. 287-8585 W Patrick 923- 
2838. H. 
Join the fastest growing retail 
concept In North America 
• Great Canadian Dollar 
Store'. Minimal Investment 
required. Wdte to: 491 Trans 
Canada Hwy., Duncan, B.C. 
VgL 3R7, 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
SCHOOL of Auotionserlng, 
next course July 26-Aug. 7. 
For a free brochure call 
(403)250-1281 orwdteto:#5, 
2003 McKnlght Bled. N.E., 
Calgary, AB. T2E 61.2. 
FANTASIA offers you a lu- 
crative career selling sensual 
products and lingerie through 
home parties. No Investment 
for stock. Car required 582- 
6684 or 1..800-661-1676. 
WESTERN BUILDING SYS- 
TEMS now accepting appll-' 
cations for Regional Dealer/ 
Distributors. Take advantage 
of B.O.'s booming construc- 
tion economy. Tremendous 
Income potential. Complete 
program Includes training. 1- 
800-865-9800, 
BUIpINE,~ PERSONALS 
Intinlscy for the 90's. Pretty 
ladles sharethelr X.-citing pho- 
toeand pdvate fantasies. For 
discreet Info write: KAREN, 
Box 670-GB, Kelowna, B.C. 
VIY 7P4. Adults O,'=ly Pleasel 
IBM COMPUTER USERSI 
Get the largest selection of 
shareware available any- 
where. Games Hintbooks, 
Utllites and much more For 
a great game, an important 
utility and a catalog on disk, 
$5. cash or cheque to Red 
Ralph's, 566 Crldge Rd. 
Kelowna, B.C. VlX 5J 1, Sa.t- 
isfaction Guaranteed. 
EDUCATION 
Train to be a'CRM' - ¢,ertllled 
Apartment Manager. Many 
Jobs available. Over 2,000 
graduates nowwoddng. Gov- 
emmentllconsed home-study 
course. R.M.T.I. 681-5456 or 
1.800-665-8339. 
I EOUCATION FOR SALE MISC. 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER...and write for 
m~ 3y and pleasure while 
let Ing how. You get Indl: 
vl( iI tuition from profes- 
sional wdters on all aspects 
of wdtlng - romances, short 
erodes, radio and TV scripts, 
artlcles and chlldren's todes. 
Wdte, cell or fax today for our 
FREE BOOK, "How To Be A 
Successful Writer'. TOLL 
FREE 1-800-267-1829, FAX 
1-613-749 -9551. The Writ/ng 
School, 38McArthur Ave. 
Suite 1950, Ottawa, ON KIL 
6R2. 
FREE'CAREEROPPORTU- 
NITIES' GUIDE. Train-at- 
home careers: Accounting, 
AIrconditlonlng, Bookkeeping, 
Business, Electronics, Law 
Enforcement, Medical Sec- 
retary, Paraiegal, Travel eta. 
404-999 Canada PI., Vancou- 
ver (604)685-8923. IA. 
RNANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and exlsUng 
B.C; businesses. The Brad 
Book can ehow you how to 
get your share. Call nowl 
(604)756-2721. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SEPTIC TANKS D-Boxes 
p toout chambers 
p ,emylone water tanks, 
p =10s, fittings. Any water 
n ted oroducts manufao- 
tt d by Canwest Plastics, 
S w'l=oll.freePager 1-977- 
5 3. For De; r 596-0608. 
FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS 
- Quonsets 25'X30' ¢04,962., 
30'X40' $6,274., 35'X50' 
$B,478., ~- Stralghtwall 
Quonsets 25'x30' $5,522., 
30'X40' $5,454. Complete 
with Endwalls, Sliding Doors. 
Fralght upto Vancouver, GST 
Included. 1:800-668-5111. 
Are Your Best Memories Ly- 
Ing In A Shoe Box - Your 
Ribbons and Medals gather- 
Ir dust in a drawer? Have 
tl" rn gather some attention 
Ir :sad In the AWARDS AL- 
BUM BY PRIMA. Save by 
buying direct lrom the menu- 
restorer. For FREE Brochure 
call 1-800-265-1774 or FAX: 
1 (604)325-6007. 
Home/Business SECURITY. 
Use WARNING DECALS to 
fool potential Intruders. Au- 
thentic Three Decal Kit $5.95 
CHWMO. Direct 2-U DIs- 
Idbutors, 359 Bernard Ave., 
Parksvllle, B.C. V9P 1K1. 
Big and Tall Quality Clothing 
sizes to 6XL. Phone or Mail 
orders accepted. Mansour's 
Men's Wear Ltd. 27 Church 
Street, Amherst, N.S. B4H 
3A7. 1(902)667-8577. 
GARDENING 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP. B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 
Ave., Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. 
FREE BROCHURE. 
Aluminum/Glass or 
Aluminum/ Polycarb0nate 
SDP, Double-watlod Green- 
houses, Solariums and com- 
plete line of Greenhouse Ac- 
cessories. Telephone 
(604)433-4220, FAX: 433- 
1265. 
HEALTH 
OSTEOPOROSIS INFOR- 
MATION. Wdte us to leam 
about the Society and the 
condition, OSTOP, 
OsteoporodsSoclety of B.C., 
Suite 203-2182 West 12th 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C.. VfK 
2N4. 
SKIN LASER SURGERY for 
the non-scarring removal of 
spider veins, birthmarks, tat. 
toos, age spots. Call the Skin 
Laser Centre at Arbutus in 
Vancouver at 731-8512 for 
Information. 
HELP WANTED 
Ice Maker/Manager for 
Smlthers Cudlng Club. Call 
Jim Yardley, 1-847-4761 for 
details or write: Box 2394, 
Sin/there, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 
INSURANCE 
INSURANCE. Require 2 
CSR's with agents license for 
commercial ines and per- 
sonal lines. Call Tony Ebarta 
at I=~ard.Eberts Insurance, 
Kamloope, B.C. 1-800-661- 
6194. 
315 
$225 o, word~ ........... 
$4.00 each additional word 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS 1/2 PRICE. In 
stock, countertops/vanities 
also. Kitchen Craft Factory 
outlet. Cash and Carry Cabi- 
net Warehouse,. 4278 
Lougheed, Burnaby 298- 
9277. 1868 SpalhRd.i:  
Kelowna 860-6638. 800 
Cloverdale, Victoria' 389- 
1114. 
MACHINERY ....... 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LTD. (Est. 1972). Dozens of  
good used forklifts available. 
LP, Gas, Dlese, ElectriC. WE 
BUY TOOl (604)533-5331, 
Fax: (604)533-4563~  Eves. 
Terry Simpson (604)535- 
13B1. 
MOBILE HOMES 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. 
Book now and save thou-: 
sands on your new mobile or 
modular home. Top dollar for 
trades. Many used unltsavall-. 
able. Noble Homes (403)447- 
3414. 
REAL ESTATE 
NEW HOMES O.M.H.C. 
Standards. From $55 Sq.ft. 
Quality engineered Real 
Houses. Factory-bulttfor you( 
site. 2X6 walls. R401R20 
insulation. Showhomea- 
DeMac Home Sales, Sun'ey. 
(604)597-2181. 
112 Section of Land / 
McConnechee Creek lot. 
#3328, 270 acres cleared. "~ 
Brush piles removed approx. 
200 acres broke. Title upon 
purchase. Box 322, Fort 
Nelson, B.C. Phone:' 
(604)774-1038. 
SERVICES - 
Major lOBe motor vehicle In- 
jury claims. Joel A, Wener; 
trial lawyer for 24 years, Call 
free: 1-800.665.1138. Con; 
tlngency fees available[ 
Simon, Wener & Adler, 
NETWORK OLASSlFIB) 
ADS 
Place your adln over 100 ; 
newspapers for only :" 
$225.00. Call this paper 
or the BCYCI~'A at " 
604)669-9222. ;. 
EVERY WEEKEND IT 'S  SOMETHING NEW!  CHECK 
OUT OUR ONGOING WEEKEND PROMOTIONS 
With  a locat ion  and  a se lec t iom that  i s  second to  none ,  
why  wou ld  you  go  a~vhere  e lpe? '  I 
OPEN7 DAYS.AWEEKUNTIL11 P,M, . . . .  , . ,  _. -:. OPEN SuNDAYS AT 9 A, M.!- 
" 4620 L~kMSe Avenue,  Terrace ; 635.6300 
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• REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT ASSISTANT , 
• PART-TIME, CONTRACT POSITION • 
' e This position is I~sc,.~ :.- "r-',,,ce, B.C., with responsibility for.property management ob[edives at various 
e sites in Northern S.~. • 
e The successful ¢andid,,te will be one with ~evious experienc~ in Ixoperty managemen~ dealing with e 
ee ~ont~actors, able to handle emergency situations ~d to ~obiern solve qu~ly and eff¢~nt~y, • 
, ~ Duties and responsibilities include: e •
• * Ter~nl laison.(repalrs, I~o~erm, emorgencies) - • 
• o • 
, • • Supelvisien of contractors • 
• * Leasin~ initiatives, bolh tenswa] and Fospec~ve oppodunities, e 
e Okanagan Skeena Groul: Limited, Real Eslats Olvislon~ offers remuneration comn~nsurale with ; 
e • exl~erien~  ability. 
• pie ~e ;~-l,/~;~ing, detailing ixevious expe r;n~e~to~ . . . . . .  " , " 
• ' Okanag~ Skeena Group Un~ed 
• Attnf Ms. Sharon T~ylot • 
• 46~5 Lazelle Avenue • 
• Terrace, B.C. • • • 
• V8alS4 • 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeee•  eee•aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeee  
':- " Thank you 
, foryour D iabetes  
. . . .  support of I fl .~, ,: =l ~, ir±/I[e~'_,v 2'.t '2A. " (  ~ l  ; -  2.  ~* l f l l "  [ 
Northwood Pulp and Timber Linaited is an integrated forest products 
company with a commitn~ent to e=wironmentally responsible practices 
and reforestation initiatives. Our Hot,ston oper'Uion is currently seeking 
applieatiolns for the positions of: 
":~ ELECTRICIAN 
• AND 
• : MILLWRIGHT 
You will have the appropriate rades qualification ticket and be familiar 
with sawmill equipment. We offer Northern Interior I.W.A. wage rates 
and benefits. 
Northwood's Houston sawmill operation produces 320 million board feet 
of high quality dimension lumber :mnually. The operation was recently 
updated: with installations of  the ,host technologically advanced 
equipment available including scanning and optimization equipment. 
Houston.'loeated 320 k*ns west of Prince George. is a fatnily-oriented 
community of  approxitnately tbur thousa,~d:{The Community offers 
~fi~l imir , ld :nutdo i~r  raorPat ionn l  onrmrh ln i t les  and nrovides rnodern  
t ~ 
Find a room with a view, 
Or a bicycle built for two... 
' 'Even romance, 
::,Can be found at glance/ 
:. Search out really good, deals, ~~ :
On a new set of wheels.,. 
Change your career,.. 
Buy some used sportin~,:~ear! 
Remember one man~ ji :~k 
Is another man's treasure, 
So turn to the Classifieds 
..... For results you can measure? 
Largest Import Dealer in the Northwest 
requires 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Must be neat in appearance, reliable, must have 
minimum grade 12 education and able to deal 
effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and excellent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required. For appointment contact... 
THORNHILL  MOTORS 
3040 Hwy. 16 E. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7286 635-7288 
DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITY 
Color Your World is seeking an aggressive 
owner/operator for a dealership in your area. The 
decorating centre could be incorporated into an 
existing retail business or could stand independently, 
Color Your World will provide: 
• Guaranteed Quality Products 
• Comprehensive training 
• Proven marketing strategy 
o Ongoing support 
If you wish to consider being associated with 
Canada's largest home decorating chan please 
contact Bob Skinner at 1(604)940-0433 or by mall: 
Color Your World 
7560 Vantage Way, Unit 1 
Delta, B.C. V4G 1 H1 
Fax: 1 (604)940-1584 
~_=.=. - - . .= , ,= ,= _ . - -.: 
. ; ,  
WAITER/WAITRESS 
We now have an immediate opening for a part-time waiter/waitress, to
work evenings and weekends 
Apply with resume to: Mr. Mikes 
4736 Lakelse Ave 
Terrace, BC 
Land on a big opportunity. 
Chevron Retailer 
This is a rare oppornmity to start at the top arid work 
your way up. 
British Colun~bia's leading asoline retailer has some 
excellent retail opportunities available. 
If you've never operated a gasoline business belbre, 
don't worry, We'll provide all the trainingy0u need to 
become a successful Town Pump. 
You'll be dealing with the public on a daily basis so 
excellent communication skills are a must. Enthusiasm 
and a comnfitment to custoiner service and teamwork are 
also key attributes of Chevron retailers. ' 
You must beable to manage and motivate personnel. 
A competitive r muneration program is part of the 
.E.ackage. 
An investment of 40-  60 K is required. 
Don't let this opportumty to work with a great team 
f l v  aw ~"  C'~l l  ( "hov , 'nn  
Canac 
or 1-~ 
an ap] 
¢ 
Chevron. ~Your  Town Pump. 
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM I 
Fill Out & Drop Off Or Mail To Terrace Standard 
Penny Saver 
s12 00 6 i nser t ions  []
(3 insertions in the Terrace Standard, 3 insertions in the Skeena Marketplace) 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date 
[]  VISA [] MASTERCARD 
No, Expiry Date, 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
0ncludes GSI) 
Single Insertion $5.62 ea 
(maximum 20 words/over 20 words ad 13¢ per 
word) 
Additional insertions $3.68 ea 
(maximum 20 words/over 20 words ad 10¢ per 
~ord) 
Penny Saver • $12.00 
*All word ads appear in the Terrace Standard 
and the Skeena Marketplace 
Birthday/Anniversary 
3" with a photo $21.40 
(additional inches at $8,89 ea) 
Business Directory 
2 col, x 2" Business Card 
(minimum of 13 week insertions) 
Terrace Standard $23.88 ]~e'(week 
Skeena Marketplace $27.88 per week 
Both Papers $35.82 per week 
L ¸ 
] : :  . . . .  • ,•  i :•:  • 
L 6,40 ' 6,53 6,66 6,79 6.92 
i A A I~ IP l r~ l '~r  ~P "%. I L  1" A ~ ~ For longer ad, please 
A I "1 / I  I I l l  A- ! I L '  u'ea'ep'ra'~[~ F 
(°-,] /--ILi!llltlll lJ?  
6r~38.SAV~ j . . , i  ' '~,,,t I/BUY V' SELL I/RENT V' TP~DE ~) I 
Clip & Mail This Form To: o r  Phone 
Act on Ads c/o Terrace Standard and The Skeena Marketplace ~_QO ,T r )O  O - 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1S8 ~.J~.IU [LU~J  ~:~ 
II 
- q.. 
I I 
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20. Pets & Livestock 24. Notices 25, Business Opportunities 26. Personals 
PILOT CAR Fully licensed, insured, 
33, Travel 
ADVENTURE SAILING, unique opportu. ' WANTED TO BUY: A gentle small riding PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to gen- r.~-.~--~--~,..,,=-A".-"A'~".=".A"A".~"..~ ~~. .~, .~ .T ; - r .v .T .~ @ nity to learn to sail & Cruise west coast of I ~ I horse for beginning 9 year old rider, and era] public; videos, pamphlets, lending bonded, available one hour notice, expe. ~, ~,.,~.~,~<~.< ' . ~-, - _, ~ . . . . . . .  
also a larger horse for adult rider, call library, dealing with human life issues denced rivers, call 638.8398 ~lcfn ~ i~i;: i ; '~'~;:: ~~'  ~ ~ ~  i ~ sailingMeXic° aboardexperiencea 48ft. M pleleafneeded,.SIooPleav ngn° II ~ =  £:~ )1 uvvK"~g'TNkiR~uuu II 
845.3771 (Houston) 4pll such as abortion and euthanasia. Student ~'; =:!:'*.~'~-~" :'~:-.,- ' ~  Kitimat October 1, 1993, April 1994, This I En oy the mystique of the QUEEN 
CATTLE FOR SALE? For information enquiries welcome, Call 635.3646, 5tfn SOUVENIR, GIFT, SMOKE Shop with ~ ~'.7~:~ ~ 
n ,~,,= --.~.-, . . . .  ,~ ^ ~, . . . .  BORED'/ LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE lottery retail in very busy ma coated in ~ ~ ~..i ~ .... • . trip is divided in various legs on a cost I CHARLO'I-rE ISLANDS with 5 days and | 
andanupt ,,, p ,.,=. . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ....... - , r .  ~ ~ml~j[~L..,~ i I | t~l l  sharing basis, 4 be~.ths available, for more | 4 nights of relaxation, Depart from | 
Ioca, Te~u-n (Electronic Auction Market) excitement, perhaps~a tropical island? Te~r~e'B'C~:ph°"ne'63~6°~'s(danYS~ian~ds * ' ' - *  i l l ,  I . Terrace W y. y a ent D ck Coombs 567.3385 fully Ca Elan.Travel at 635.6181 and catch oo~.~,,.~ ~,=,,=.,,,9=~, ,~._= ~ ~ ~., information contact Spring Fever, P O ednesda Jul 28 or | 
g lup~ ~ * ~ ~ ~  ~ <:'i" ' " I Iransportation, shared accommodations, I 
licenced and bonded 2o12 the spirit! 5tfn only please, ': Box 474, Kitimat B,C,, V8C 2R9 14p6 w,=,~.osdav AUnUSt 25 Includes all I 
DOG AND CAT Grooming, all breeds, SKEENA VALEY KENNEL Club 2nd 
home or pick uo and delivery, call Usa at. annual fun match at lower little park (by $400 ~ ~i l~_~- - ~;~ T~Ih l I~ I~CO-  |1 sightseeing.Also booktngSe64'50day pertrips:person,Tseax Lava II 
635-5764 6c12 libraryi Sunday July 1i th iegistration roped ;~011, ~4~ '~: '~ ' ' - - ' '  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ '~- -  I Beds, Shames Mountain, Stewart, I 
21. Help Wanted 11:30, for more information, call Tammy L5B ~ Wh 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 635-1311 or Lonna635.3826 lp12 4p10 Oa!  I t ' s  o cr ime.  I Prince Rupert, Hazeiton, Kitwancool, I I Kitimat and customized tours of your I 
,:. ,, I choice . I 
big . . . .  -",-"- 1635 " [ 
advertisers that the human righ s code in FREE SERV1CE.Help with your forms or less, 'S -6181 
British Columbia forbids publication of letters, Call Melissaat 635.9119 for time, al the  ,,.-,. ~- , , . .  
ay at 
'" ' |  40! 
~11 I i i  
~~.~- . : - : ' . . ' . . ' . . ' J  r.~ | Responsible p rson(s) or contractor required for 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discrimiates against 
any person because of origin, or requires 
a job applicant o furnish any information 
concerning race, religion colour, ances- 
try, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where ~male' is referred 
to, please read also as 'female' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as 
'male'. 
WOOLWORTHS ACCEPTS APPLICA- 
"lIONS for employment every Wednesday 
for an application & interview please 
apply in person to customer service, ctfn 
BUTCHER REQUIRED FOR Mcdonalds 
store lid, ~lew Hazel/on, contact John 
842.5558 days or 842.5568 evenings, 4p9 
EARN EXTRA INCOME, full or parttime 
call 635-3066 ff'n 
LA LOOKS IN HOUSTON Is accepting 
applications for full or part.time fully quail- 
fled hairdresser, apply in person or call 
845.2444 and ask for Lod. 4p9 
HOUSE SEAMSTRESS/KNITTERS 
Wanted!!! Full part.time work! Up to $400 
weekly, send self addressed stamped 
envelope to HLN Enterprises, Box 2Oll, 
Square one, Mississauga ON, L5B 
3C6 4p10 
SMITHERS CURUNG CLUB Invites pro. 
posals t0 provide ice making and or 
mangerial services for Smithers 'curling 
club commencing 'n the fall of 1993, inter- 
ested parties should contact Jim Yardley 
club president, a 1-847.4761 to obtain an 
information package outlining the scope 
of the services which bidders will be 
exoected to provlde, Bidders must com- 
plete and deliver the bid form contained 
in the information package to Smithers 
Curling Club, Box 2394, Smither B,C. by 
July 23, 1993, 4p10 
B,C. INTERIOR Dealers best magazine is 
expanding into Prince George and the 
cariboo, we require a part time sales per. 
s~n/photog!apher to service this area~ .... 
pl~efereo~.v/il ,~;,given ,to.,those:.with.., 
ately foidieriOr ~ publishing and graphics, 
#1-231 Victodb. street Kamloops V2C~ 
1AS no phone calls please, lp12 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL Wholesale 
company is seeking a warehouse counter '~: 
person, entry leave position, respond with • 
resume with a hand written cover etter t~.: 
file #38 clothe Terrace Standard, 2c12 - 
. o  
23. Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as given in the ad Address to: File , The. 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 168, Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies, 
WORK WANTED- I will work for any Ter. 
race and area business, I am a tireless 
sales representative, I Work 7days a 
week: days an(J evenings, I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers eve~/week. My past 
history proves I spent an average of 3 1/2 
days with each consume I,in your market, 
I am The Terrace Standard, Call me, I will 
work for you, Standard Advertising 636. 
7283. " " tfn 
WILL DO CARPENTRY, Drywalling, 
painting, vinyl siding,: no job' too Sine/l, 
reasonable rates,:~ Dwayne or please 
leave message at 635.2280 3p10 
NEED ODD JOBS DONE Around your 
home will paint, Wash windows, fencing, 
lawn & garden care, you want it done? 
Give us a call 635.3790 3pll 
CARPENTER WITH Trade, quat 16-5 yrs 
experience,will do carpentry phone 638- 
0136 3pll 
EXPERIENCEDPLUMBER Available for 
repmrs, maintenance and new installa. 
lions, no job to small, call 847-4735 any- 
time 3pll 
PIANO TEACHER, UNIVERSITY and 
conservitory t~alned, now excepting stu. 
dents for 'summer/or fall lessons, 638. 
0348 3pll 
CARING.RESP.C)NSIBLE Mother of two, 
will provldeiull.t~mGorpart.time summer 
care for your childl prefer 1.5 yrs old call 
638.8997 ~k for Laura, 3pll 
GOING ON:HOUDAYS? Gram you too 
busy tO d01t yourself? Experienced gar- 
dener will do your weeding, mowing, what 
have you. Re~onable rates, call Ann at 
635.3858, 4p9 ~" 
I Journeymen Carpenter i 
I w~ do r=~=h~0," r=nowlto~ I~,~ =~Ir~, I '  
I Preflnlshed H=rdwoodFIoorlng I -  
I M~a, b~ =h,o~ AV~,~ ~n n~'~ =d I -.' 
J rut0,,, talcum, (No m'~ng rKl~ec~ Size ~4'x [ ~ 
I 2V~'or3V¢ :, ' . .  : = '  , J" 
[ CALL 635-6277 0eave a message) , J ": 
HOUSE SEAMSTRESS/KNITTERS 
Wanted, full part-time work, up to $400 
weekly, send self addressed stamped 
enveleope HOE-enterprises, Box 201  
square one, mississauga, ON, 
3C,6 
ESTABLISHED VENDING Busin ss, 
affordable, good returns, minimal 
help. tfn ideal for college students, retirees st
home morns. 838-1393 
COMPLETE COASTAL HAND Logging 
operation including tug, skiffs~ floats, gen. 
erators, fuel storage tanks, equipment, 
LOGGING TRUCKERS TAX MEETINGS, 
possible $50,000 recoverable per truck, 
place Coast Hotel Prince George, on 
June 26 to 27, call 604.631-2905 or fax 
435.7638 for any questions or sign.up 
calls anytime, improvisions k/k associates 
inc, June 24 and 25 Call the Coast Hotel 
604-563.0121 leave your name and 
phone number, we will call you to set 
your meeting time for June 26 or 27 4p9 
EASY WAY TO CURB Huner, increase 
energy and vitality, Sue Dirnback Box 
1228 Bums Lake B,C, VOJIEO 692. 
4108, KJtimat Ran Macua]ay, 632-2805 
limited distributorship available, 4pll 
TO ALL RSHERMEN/To whom it may 
concern, the gravel road leading down to 
the old ferry crossing adjacent to the 
mouth of the Copper is a private drive, 
You are welcome to usethe road provid. 
ing that all posted signs are obeyed. We 
also ask that you be responsible for your 
own litter, Otherwise this driveway will be 
closed at the Highway to the publ!c, PPS 
Don't let one spoil it for the rest of you. 
Thank you for your co.operation, Gordon 
& Karen May. 2p12 
ZIOI~ B~.PTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St, 638-.1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Pastor :  Ron J. Orr 
ANIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
"~ HE.AUNG' CENTRE 
• . . . , . : : , _ . :  : . ' .~ : ' :~  .= , -  : : . . .  
Transformational and holistic healing 
thru reflexolog aromatherapy, 
spiritual healing, eiki, Johrei, open 
channeled readings and meditation 
&nd metaphysioal classes, 
~611 Cottonwood 635.7776 
Come Join Our Global Family 
'~ ! t ~" 'P t ' - ' t - ' t  
SUNDAY 
AM- Worship Services 
10:00 (July & August) 
Child care and Sunday School 
through grade three 
Family Bible School will be 
cancelled until September 
WEEKLY 
Pioneer Girls, Youth ~inistries, Home 
Bible Studies & Ladies "rime Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923AgarAve, 
For more information 
Phone 635.7727 or 635-7725 
tools, etc, located On North Coast, serious " 
inquirles phone 632-5889 3pll 30. Obituaries " Permanent Part.time Janitorial Position | 
ATTENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For confiden- 
tial,professional bookkeeping •service, 
Manual or Computer call 635-9592 4 pll 
PIANO LESSONS Royal conservatory or 
just for fun, experienced !eacher reason- 
able rates, call 638.2067 3p12 
PRIME VENDING Business available in 
Terrace, high returns guaranteed, invest- 
ment $10,000, call Mr. Bracken 1-800- 
387.Cash 3p!2 
27. Announcements 
Tom & . . . .  "~-"~ 
Jackie ' 
Adkins 
proudly announce the arrival 
of their son 
Ryan John Adkins 
June 27/93 at 8:45 a,m. 
wt 8 Ibs 
5orn at Victoria General Hospital 
Chris and Brenda Sitter are thdlled 0 
to announce the arrival of their first 
child, Zachary Patrick Sitter, born 
May 4 199.3 at 5:1:4 a.l~, in.Grace 
Hospital. V,ancouy r, ". 'B.-'C. :.. 
~etghing 71 be. 12 ~Gz. . . . . .  
Proud Grandparents in Prince 
George are Edward & Lois Miller, 
and in Vancouver Anita & Jack 
Smith and Bob & Sue Sitter, 
Against tough odds Zachary has 
overcome all hurdles and is a 
thriving, healthy baby, He is truly 
our miracle child, 
Chris and Brenda wish to extend 
their deepest thanks and 
appreciation to our friends and 
family for their encouragement and 
prayers and, in particular, to our 
co.workers at the City of Terrace 
and Tolsec. Special thanks as well 
as to Dr, Waterman for providing 
exceptional care and attention 
}~ during the pregnancy, We are rforever orateful, 
28, Card of Thanks 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Conscience by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847-5758. 29tfn 
OUR HEARTFELT Thanks to all our won- 
derful friends who phoned, sent cards, 
flowers and many other expressions of 
sympathy, your prayers an~ caring 
though have given comfort and strength 
to helpus hear the loss of our beloved 
con, Mike. The Martin and Merrit Fatal. 
lies. lp12 
MARGARET LOUISE EARLEY 
June 25, 1993 
Peacefully passed away in her 
70th year after a courageous 
battle with cancer, 
Lovingly remem, bered by 
husband, Archie; daughters, Gall 
Asantel Janet Smith and Kathy 
Anagnostou; sister, Helen McRae; 
brother, Bill Adams; 8 
grandchildren, David, Jillian, Brent, 
Kelly, Ryan, Erin, Daniel and 
Alexsandra. 
At Margaret's request, there will 
be no service, 
"and love will be the echo of 
the words we've/eft unsaid," 
Dimltrov; Thomas Wade 
Born November 29. 1972, A tragic 
motor vehicle accident claimed the life 
of Wads on June 26, 1993. Funeral 
services were held June 30, 1993 at 
1:30 pm ~,t he Sacred Heart Church in 
Terrace B.C,. Heartfelt oss is felt by his 
familyi.,~nd ~many friends,. Wade~,,Is 
:deep'y m~s~ed by h.i s parents:Tom='& 
Debor~ OimiL, ov. his sister Anna!rene 
broker Shawn Patrick,-AIso his 
grandparents of Prince Rupert, W~ltiam 
& Anr~Thornton. There ue 16 aunts & 
uncles, 16couei~ & 6 s'econd cousins 
who will remember Wade fondly for his 
kindness, gentleness &'a smile that 
words can't describe, At 20 years of 
agehe loved hfe and had a passion for 
rebuildlng and restoring cars, Wade, 
may you forever find peace as you rest 
eterna,y in the ~'ms of K~ng Jesus, 
33. Travel 
SALEi SALE! SALEI 
Vancouver - Amsterdam July 
and August one way $499,00 
return $799,00, 
Cru ise  Salel  Vancouver  - 
Hawaii September 17 from 
$1,499,00 CAD, 
,lew Seniors Fares: Terrace - 
Vancouver only $218.00 plus 
taxes. Restrictions apply, Valid 
other destinations as well, 
2¢ H S, 635-61 81 
II __. for Veritas school and Sacred Heart Parish, Hours of work are | 
| after 5:00 p.m Monday to Friday at school, twice per week at | 
| church during office hours, This is a salaried position with benefits 
available, if= 
| Please reply with resume and references to 4836 Straume | 
t l  l e  
| Avenue, Terrace, VaG 4G3 | 
I $  
| Closing date foi applications is July 15, 1993, | 
~ KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 3224 KALUNf STREET TERRACE B.C. 
VSG2N] 
JOB POSTING _ 
Employer: Ksan House Society 
Position: Bookkeeper/Secretary 
Terms: '- This is a non-union position 
• Permanent Full "lime 
.69,00 per hour 
- Plus complete benefit package (after completion ofprobationary pedod) 
Qualifications: - Minimum Grade 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Tra nine and/or exper ence with ACCPACIWORKS 2.0/and Canadian 
Payroll ' " 
• Training and/or experience in payroll, accounts payable and the 
keeping of a complete set of books. 
Applicants hould possess: 
Computer Uteracy 
Ability to effectively communicate in both written and oral form. 
A~ility to deal effectively with the public, 
Ability to work ndependently with m nmum supervision. 
Successful applicant must be wilting to submit o a criminal record search, 
Resumes will be accepted until July 20, 1993 at 4:30 p.m, and should be addressed to: 
• . Executive Director . . . . . . . . .  ,_, 
Ksan House Society 
r.~.,,: . . . . . . . . .  ..,.. ~:;,~:; ...... ~'~3 ?..24' Kalum!Str eet 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "VaG 2N1 ~', . . . . .  
P, eil' Sn,, smart; set:' 
ISTORE MANAGER J 
WE ARE 
Canada's largest ladies fashion retailer with 
600 stores from coast to coast. 
WE NEED 
A dynamic STORE MANAGER. fo r  our 
Reitmans Skeena Mall location, 
YOU HAVE 
• solid retail management experience and 
fashion awareness 
, excellent selling and merchandising skills 
• strong leadership and training abilities 
WE OFFER 
• competitivesalaryand benefit programs 
• generous discount privilege and 
incentive plans 
• career advancement opportunities, 
training and development 
Please submit your rGsum~ 
by July 14, 1993 in confidence to: 
Smart Se~ 
Deborah Holland 
4643 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V4E 2A9 
We are an equal opportunity employer• 
Think about It .... Here Is a test ~ ~ ~  
Can you afford to advertise on Sit down right now and list the last five ' 
the hope that someone will be. commercials that aired on the radio. Can't do it? ~ ~ / ~  "~ :;"::...f- 
i ~ ' n - Now ca/the Terrace Standard and have one of .' : ; : : . '" ; - ; .  ,,s.enln~? . . . . . . . . .  . , . .  : - ;~  : ~ .: / / /  .. • 
• i i . .  , , 6 • . ,  | , , I c - . • .  %; ' .  . 
Even ifther radio is on, there , our ad reps place your adm print, It s thereto-...-:,:: ~' ' :i " ..... " ' 
- - s  stlll,a Very good ch~c.e they L- black & white to be read and referred back to,::::/i:;i' ~ ; i  Your Window on theNotthwe 
were revolved in something For impressive, believable and effective ":" ::~:! ;i!: ; T ~  
else and simply didn't catch advertising call 638-7283, ~ T i ~ C E  S ...... . . . 
yourad at the precise time it .... ---q s~,WNS THE ~,,ACE A,~A : 
was aired. .,., . :-~,~::;,, " " " 
I I I I I I 
t 
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m 
Province of iiinistqof ¢
Sdthh Columbia Focesl$ 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE TSL A45462 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, British ColumEa, 
up to 8:30 a.m,, on the 15th day of July 
1993, to be opened at 9:30 a,m., on the 
15th day of July 1993, for a "llrnber Sale 
Licence to authorize the harvesting of 
12,558 cubic metres, mere or less, of 
timber located In the vldnily of Brown Beat 
Forest Service Road (22 kin) inthe Kalum 
.timber Supply A~ea. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 12,558 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIESi Hemlock: 44%, Balsam: 46%, 
Spruce: 10% 
TERM: One (1) Year • . 
UPSET S~MPAGE: $6.26 
Bidding ts iastricted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1) and/or Two 
:(2). 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
Distdct Manager, Kalum Forest District, at 
- #200- 5200 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1 
l= NOTICE OF SERVICE BY 
Court File Number:. F-3410 
To: SUZANNE ASQUITH 
formerly of 3224 Kalum Street 
(K'San House), Terrace, B.C. 
GARY JOHN RAWCUFFE is 
applying for the following orders 
under the Family Relations Act: 
Joint custody and 
guardianship of thechild: 
ASHLEY SARAABQUITH 
born April 29,1993. 
On June 22, 1993, the Provincial 
Court of British Columbia made an 
order that the Application to Obtain 
an Order to be served on you by 
this advertisement. If you v.,.'sh to 
respond to the Application, you 
must appear at 603 City Centre, 
"Kitimat, British Columbia, on 
September 28, 1993. .=:, :. 
: If you do not appear on this date, 
[~£.,QOU.~..may. make a n, order in.,. 
your absence. 
You can see any documents in 
your case by cGntacting the Family 
Court Registry at 603 City' Cent's, 
Kitimat, British Columbia, and 
telephone number 632-478L-. 
Please refer to Court File Number 
"-3410 when requesting 
documents. 
Dated: June 22, 1993 N.LEE 
Clerk, Provincial. Court 
ll_.._l= 
HELPING THE WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
CODE 
Self-sufficiency through literacy 
In the developing world 
For Information call 1.800.Gel.CODE 
@ Province of I~in~slry of @ 
Bt'lllok Columbia Foresl| 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A4SS32 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the District Mar~ger, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, 6ritish Columbia, 
up to 8:30 a.m., on the 29Oh day of July 
1993, to be opened at 9:30 ELm., on the 
29Oh day of July 1993, for a Timber Sale 
Llcence to authorize ,the harvesting of 
7,729 cubic metres, more or less, of 
timber located In the vicinity of 6 km 
Brown Bear Forest Service Road in the 
Kalum Timber SupplyArea. 
TOTAL VOLUME'. 7,729 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock', 82%, Balsam: 7%, 
Spruce: 9%, Pine', 2% 
TERM: One (I) Year 
UPSETSTUMPAGE', $11,03 
Bidding ts restdcted to persons registered 
In the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Frogram, Category One (1} and/or Two 
(2). 
If there Is no Interest from Category One 
(1} and/or Category Two (2), registrants on 
the auction dosing date, then the sale 
may be re.advertised for offer under both 
categories. 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
Dis~ct Manager, Kalum Forest District, at 
//200-5200 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bdtish 
Columbia VBG 1L1 
.... ~'1 
BOB OUINN LAKE, B.C.] 
Tender Number: T-FM027 
Project: 391005 
Tenders are being invited to undermko 
the installation of sewer and water 
mains with the inclusion of lot 
services at'Bob Quinn Lake Highways 
Maintenance Camp. All related work 
which forms part of the plans and 
specifications shall also be included. 
Tender documents may be Obtained 
from British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation, 2918 S. Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C,, V8G 2X5, 
For information related to this tender, 
:plea~ contact Floyd Mann at 638-3673. 
Sealed tenders will' be received at 
2918 S. Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 2X5 until 3:00.p.m, July 16, 
1993, and will be opened in public at 
that ime, 
Plans and specifications may be 
viewed at the Terrace-Kitimat 
Construction Association at#5 - 3238 
Kalum StrecL Terrace, B.C., VSG 4BI, 
The Corporation reserves tlw right to negotiate 
any render "and rhe Iowesr or any tender will n~t 
necessarily be accepted 
. , , , . ,%, . , J i l t  
NOTICE To CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF EDITH MARIA TRELENBERG, 
Formedy of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims against the above estate are required 
to send full particulars of such claims to Crampton, Brown & Arndt, #3 • 
4623 Park Avenue, V8G 1V5, Terrace, British Columbia, on or before the 
26th day of August, 1993, after which date the assets of the said estate will 
be distributed having regard only to the claims thai have been received. 
Jack Talstra, Executor 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
.- ~:- ,! 
BCl ydro 
LWC E704.077 
B.C, Hydro Is Inviting tenders from excavating contractors for the 
installation of approx. 1.3 km of underground armored electrical cable on 
top of Copper Mountain in Terrace, ....................................... 
Tender closes 11:O0 am Wednesday, July 21/93. Copies of the tender 
documents are available at the B.C. Hydro office at 5220 Keith Ave, 
Terrace. 
For any further Information please contact B,P. Clarke at the above 
address or phone 638-5615. 
P/evince of Uinidry d ¢ 
British Colutnblo Foreslo 
II~ffATION TO TENDER 
~esled Tenders for the Road Subgrede 
Construction of: 
~C93RO9.03: Willow Creek/Cascade 
:crest Service Road; +8.0 km of Class 6 
(located approximately 140 km South of 
Dense Lake). 
Tender Packages may be obtained from 
the MinistP/of Forests; Box 247; Dease 
Lake, British Columbia; V0C 1L0, 
Telephone 771-4211. 
Please take notice that a $25.00 non- 
refundable Charge for Contract Tender 
Package will be required. 
Tenders will be received bythe MinlsW of 
Forests; Box 247; Deese Lake, British 
Columbia; V0C 1L0, no later than July 22, 
1993, 4:00 p.m. Tenders will be opened 
July 23, 1993 at 9:00 a.m. 
The lowest er any Tender may not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Due to limited time for completion of 
contract and possible adverse weather 
conditions, only one (1) contract may be 
awarded to any one bidder, 
All inquiries hould be directed to the 
Casslar District Office, contact will be 
Claus Flygaard, 771-4211. 
~ Province of Mid.dry of@ 
Brlllzh Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A45471 
Pursum'd to Sectlon 16 of the Forest ASt, 
sealed tender appllcat]ons will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, Bdtlsh Columbia, 
up to 10:30 am., on the 29th day of July 
1993, to be opened at 11:30 a.m.i on the 
29th day of July 1993, for a Timber Sale 
Llcence to authorize the harvesting of 
44,129 cubic metres, more or less, of 
timber located in the vlclntty of Diskangleq 
Creek Northeast of Greenville in the 
Northcoast'l~mber Supply Area.. 
TOT,~,L VOLUME: 44,129 cubic metres, 
nora or less' 
SPECIES: Hemlock', 75%, Balsam: 12%, 
Spruce: 13% 
TERM', One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $2,73 
Bidding Is mdzkted to persons registered 
In the Small Business Forest Enterpdse 
Program, Cstegoff One (1) end/or Two 
(2). 
Particulars may be obt~Jned ~'rom the 
District Manager, K~lum Forest District, at 
#200.5200 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VBG 1L1 AND/OR District 
Manager, Northcoast Forest District, 125 
Market Place, Pdnee Rupert, British 
Columbia, VSJ 1B9. 
LAND DISPOSITION 
In Land Recording Distrlct of Cassiar and situated at Alice Arm. 
!~ Take notice that InterpaC F0restl Products 1;td., ~Mlssldfi~' B.C. 
intends to make application to the Ministry of Environment, Lands 
and Parks Regional Office in Smlthers, B.C. for a Licenee of 
Occupation of land generally situated at the northwest side of Alice 
Arm, and more specifically described as: commencing at a point 
approx. 110 metres South of the SW corner of L68; thence 100 metres 
at 180 degrees; thence 760 metres at 60 degrees; thence 900 metres at 
1Z degrees; thence 100 metres at 293 degrees; thence along the 
shoreline to the point o1" commencement and containing 33.0 hectares, 
Inore or less. 
The purpose for which the disposition is required is for log and 
barge storage. 
Comments concerning this application can be made to the Senior 
Land Officer, Ministry or Environment, Lands and Parks lands 
I)Ivlsion, Bag 5000, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0. File 6405376. 
NECHAKg 3 
NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SER\/ IC;! : :~,% 
: INVITATION TO TENDER 
PROJECT 1"-12-93 
SUPPLY' AND APPLICATION 
• HOT RUBBERIZED CRACKSEAL 
Quotations for the supply and application of approximately 2650,0 linear ~ 
meters of hot rubberized crackseal will be received by the undersigned no 
later than 2:00 P.M., July 13, 1993 at: • 'L 
4548 Lakelse Avenue ~ r ~ 
(Upstairs) :~ : 
,rr,ce,O  !/ii i ii V8G IP8 
Quotation documents are available from the above addiess. -i
Telephone', (604)638-1BBI : i i '~ ~: !i!iiiii 
- ABID BOND IS NOT REQUIRED 
 ii/i! Peter Lansdowne, A.Sc.T ? !:: 
" LOperations Manager :: : 
i 
• CRTC NOTICE Canad  
: Public notice CRTC 1993-86. CRTC Public Notice 1993-38 announced the 
i- elimination of policy requirements respecting the minimum levels of news 
' and spoken word programming and maximum amounts of advertising on 
i:i.. commercial FM stations. Pursuanl to that Notice, the following application 
~:  has been received to amend the Promise of Performance by deleting the 
i:;: (requlrernents respecting the minimum levels of news and spoken word, 
-': and the maximum amount of advertising, to be broadcast, which are 
i conditions of the licences. 138. Terrace, B.C. (930638200) OKANAGAN 
' SKEENA GROUP LIMITED for CJFW-FM. EXAMINATION OF 
APPLICATION: 4625 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C., VSG 184. The complete 
• text of this application is available through the Public Examination Room of 
t the CRTC, Central Building, Les Terrasses de la Chaudi~re, 1 Promenade 
du Portage, Room 201, Hull, Qua. J8X 4B1, (819) 997-2429; and through 
. the CRTC regional office in Vancouver: Suite 1380, 800 Burrard St., Box 
:1300 Vancouver, B.C,, V6Z 2G7 (604) 666-2111, Written Interventions 
!"-: must be filed with the Secretary General, ONTO, Ottawal Ont. K1A ON2, 
i , Whh proof that a copy has been sewed on the applicant on or before 20 
~ ,  For more information on the intervention process, you may also 
call CRTC Public Affairs In Hull at (819) 994.O313, Fax (819) 994-0218. 
( I *  I Canadian Radio.television and Consell de la radiodiffuelon et dee 
Telecommunications Commission t@lGcommunlcatlons canadlennes 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Description Reference Closing Date 
Transportation of treated wood poles -Terrace Q3-3140 14 July 1993 
Details available from office of B.C. Hydro Purchasing Manager, 6911 
Southpoint Dr., 13Oh Floor, Burnaby, B.C., V3N 4X8; (604) 528.2577/2560. 
Sealed tenders dearly marked with reference number will be received on 13th 
Floor, address as above, until 11:O0 a.m. on the above closing dates. 
BOhgdro " 
~ar lac~u WIU[ t~a~ U[ IU  nuu~l l l~  ~,u lpu IHuu I I  I I IV l |~  I~ I lU~IO IU I  U IG 
construction of two duplexes and one house in the District of New 
-lazelton. 
Sealed Tenders will be received by Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation at 300 - 299 Victoria Street, Prince George, BC V2L 5B8, until 
July 27, 1993, 2:00 pm PDST, 
Plans, specifications, form of Tender required and the official envelope may 
be obtained by qualified contractors at the above office, upon receipt of 
$50.00, which sum will be refunded upon return of all documents in goad 
condition within twenty (20) days after the stated closing date for bids. All 
cheques are to be made payable to "Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation". Contractors must be members of the B.C./Yukon New Home 
Warranty Program, 
It is the Contractor's responsibility to inspect the site and familiarize 
themselves as to site, soil and all other conditions urrounding or affecting 
the proper execution of the work, 
The lowest, or any Tender, will not necessarily be accepted 
Richard Anda, Program Officer 
#300 - 299 Victoria Street . 
BCTransit 
Call For Proposals 
To Operate Transit Service In 
Selected Municipalities 
Proposals ~e invltedfrom persons, or companies to enter into~an agreement 
with BC Transtt and the rrespechve mumclpal partner for the operation of 
transit services and the maintenance of transit vehicles for the following: 
1. Dawson Creek Conventional Transit 
January 1,1994 to December 31, 1998 
2. Fort St. John Conventional Transit . . . .  . > .. 
January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1998 
3. Prince Ruped and Port Edward Conventional Transit :. 
January 1,1994 to December 31, 1998 
4. Terrace Regional Conventional/Paratramit 
January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1998 
Separate proposal documents aie available for each of the above municipal 
transit services from: 
Steve Ne~v -• 
Division Manager 
Municipal Systems Program 
BC Transit ,:.-.. 
P.O. Box 610, 520 George Roa.d East - 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2P3 
Telephone: (604) 385 2551 
Fax: (604) 384-5412 
Proposals will he received at the BC Transit office until 4:00 pro, Thursday, 
August 19, 1993. 
COURT BAILIFF 8ALE 
The Coud Bailiff will offer for sale by way of sealed bids the Interest of the 
following judgement debtor. Clyde Lawrence Dudoward in the following goods 
• and chattels purported to be: 
Fishing Vessel 'Heather Princess" 
Official No. 347174 
.~ . . . . .  : RegsteredTon 5.97 - .- 
. i : : : i  Length' ~ : ~ 33' " ~:.:~: 
-C  • ~ ' • 6N " , - :  ' I v  :- ~ Draft ,"  .... 4 . . . . . . .  - 
:J/ ~:i: .:~!::~: Huitype :::. : .molded fiberglass ':'i.(~iii:i , : 
• i I : !~ Manengine ~= : F0rd 6 cylinder170 3001:: ..... 
~1 " • ? • : 0verhauled1991. : : L . - :  
i~: ! .S01d0n"asis where Is" basis. Vessel may be inspected by appo[r~enL Cell 
Undersigned to a r r a n g e . .  = .. - 
Written bids may be sent to the Court Bailiff's office at #3- 4554 Lazelle Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S2, and must be accompanied by a certified cheque in tile 
amount of 10% of the total bid drawn in favour of Caledonia Coud Bailiff 
Services. 
Bids in writing may also be faxed to the Court Bailiff's office at 838.8633 with 
the bid deposit wire transferred to the Royal Bank of Canada, Terrace, B.C, for 
credit to Caledonia Court Bailiff Services, "in Trust" 
Bids will be accepted until 12 noon July 12, 1993 at the Coud Bailiff's office at 
#3-4554 Lszelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
The Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the sale without notice and may 
apply to the Court for further direction if the need arises. 
TERMS OF SALE 
The successful bidder shall pay to theCourt Bailiff orthwith a deposit of 10% 
of the sale price, 
The balance of the purchase price to be paid to the Court Bailiff within (10) 
ten days from the date of the sale. 
The highest cash offer will be accepted unless the offer falls to meet a 
sufficiency of price In the Court Bailiff's opinion, In which case the Court Bailiff 
reserves the right to adjourn the sale, 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
G.R, Batty . Phone 635-764 
Fax 636-8633 
i 
"v. 
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Speedway 
June 26 race results 
Sportsman 
Dasl~: Albert Weber (6) 
Heat: Albert Weber (6) 
Main: Albert Weber (6) 
A l-lobb x 
E)ash: Brunt McCarron (81) 
Heat: Brunt McCarron (81) 
Main: Brent McCarron (81) 
B Hobby. 
Dash: Gary McCarthy (92) 
Heat: Jules LaFranee (97) 
Main: Guy Lynch (66) 
A Street 
Dash: Fraser Sutherland (919) 
Heat: Major Cra ig (777) /  
Main: Major Craig (777) 
B Street_ 
Dash: Shan¢ Meier (841) 
Heat: Joe Bolz (&&&) 
Main: Dave Reinhardt (919) 
Dash: Dawn Tomas (97) 
Heat: Elizabeth Cloakey (7"/), 
Main Dawn Toms (97) 
C Street . . . 
D~.  Shelley Reinhardt (9!9) 
Heat: Jennifer Darby (650) 
Main: Jennifer Darby (650) 
Jm:e 27 race results " " 
_Sportsman 
Dash: Ethic Perkins (5) 
He, at: Ernie Perkins (5) 
Main: Eraie Perkins (5) 
A I-Iobb x
Dash: Jules Lafranco (97) 
I-lent: Brcnt MeCarron (81) 
Main: Brcnt MeC.arron (81.) 
B Hobb x 
Dash: Tim Eoming (114) 
Heat: Dan Thic~tt (97) 
Main: Dm Thickett (97) 
A Street 
Dash: Charlie Ellis (650) 
Heat', Charlle Ellis (650) 
Main: Charlie Ellis (650) 
Tennis 
Terrace Doubles Open 
Ladies 'A'Winnets 
_ Fran Mann/Nancy Condon 
Minor Girls' Softball 
Gold Cup Invitational Tournament 
BANTAM DIVISION 
A1mwood 15 Kermode Friendship 8 
Lazelle Mini Storage 16 Smithers Pharmasave 18 
Smithers Petroean 6 Alrnwood 10 
West End Chevron 12 Smithers Pharmasave 5 
Kermode Friendship 14 Lazdle Mini Storage 10 
Smtthers Pharmasave 16 Smithers Petrocan 12 
Almwood 8 West End Chevron 11 
Kermode Friendship 9 Almv¢ood 7 
CONSOLATION FINAL 
Lazeile Mini-Storage 15 Smilhers Petrocan 
GOLD CUP F INAL 
West End Chevron 12 Kermode Friendship 8 
PEEWEE DMSION 
12 
REDS 
Dairy Queen 8 Aiyansh 9 
Smithers Calderwood 7 Gemma Bath Boutique 1 
Aiyansh 11 Gemma Bath Boutique 16 
Smithem Calderwood 18 Dairy Queen 1 
Aiyansh 7 Smithers Calderwood 15 
Gemma Bath Boutiquel0 Dairy Queen 7 
BLUES 
Smithem Al's Custom 12 Centennial Uons 13 
Kitwanga 8 Totem Furniture 1 
Centennial Lions 8 Kitwanga 18 
Totem Furniture 13 Smlthers Al's Custom 20 
Ccntenrdal Lions 20 Totem Furniture 23 
Kltwanga 8 Smlthers AI's Custom 6 
]. GOLD CUP FINAL 
Kitwanga 10 
To get your results on SCOREBOARD 
FAX: 638-8432 
B Street 
Dash: Joe Botz (777) DROP OFF: 4647 Lazelle 
Heat: Kevin Preeee (919) 
Main: Joe Botz (777) 
C l-lobb~ 
Dash: Elizabeth Clcakey (77) 
Heat: Elizabeth Cioakey (77) 
Main: Elizabeth Cloakey (77) 
C Street 
~nn i fe r  Darby (650) 
Heat: Shelley Reinhardt (919) 
Main: Jennifer Darby (650) 
JAMBOREE 
Sportsman: Albert Weber (6) 
Hobby: Brcnt McCarron (81) 
Street: Demis Bailey (650) 
NEWS 
Local 
election 
PHONE: 638-7283 
Men's 'A' Winners 
Swam Mar, n/Richard Kriegl 
Men's 'B' Winners 
Nell Fleisehmann/Gordon Woodd 
Terrace Juniors Tourney 
Girls' Singles Winner 
Laura Condon 
Boys' 'A' Singles Winners 
Chris Homes 
Chris Brown (Consolation) 
Boys' 'B' Singles Winners 
Lee Vanhaldren 
Jon Satsiat (Consolation) 
Boys' 'A' Doubles Winners 
Frank Gration/Mamel Page 
Boys' 'B' Doubles Winners 
Warren.../Lee Vanlmldem 
Scouts ,,.our goals are as '1 
limitless as space~ 
voting 
rules to 
change 
TERRACE ~ Eightem-ycar- i 
olds will now have the vote and 1 owners of recreational property get to keep their's. 
Those are two of the major 
points contained in new legisla- 
tion proposed by the provincial 
Now Democrat government. 
I.,mt fall, a discussion paper 
released by municipal affairs 
minister Robin Blencoe had sug- 
gested ropping the voting age by 
one year and removing the vote 
from non-residents. 
That latter proposal would have 
meant Terrace restdenls with 
property' at Lakelse Lake, while 
sttll able to cast a ballot in cry 
elections and referenda, would be 
excluded from regional district 
votes. 
Also effeeted would have been 
ownem of businessesin a com- 
munity other than their home 
town. 
That proposal prompted an out- 
cry, opponentspointing out they 
would still be required to pay 
taxes but not get a vote on how 
that tax money was spent, 
Bleneoe confirmed the govern- 
ment had therefore decided to 
compromise on the issue, 
Now, one non-resident owner 
per property Wtll be allowed to 
vote. 
And he or shemust have owned 
th~ properly for 30 days prior to 
the election, 
Gone, however, are ~e corpo- 
rate and,, tenant-In-occupation 
votes. The' former allowed for- 
eign corporations to cast ballots 
tltrough B.C. agents while the lat- 
ter Cntttled people leasing parldng 
spots to vole; 
Other changes requir~ polling 
stations to be more acmsstble to 
the disabled, mail-in votes for the 
physically handicapped and. that 
candidate, s and their organizations 
to dtsclose all campaign contribu- 
tions, even if, in-kind", 
' Blencoc!po{nted out this is the 
first overhaul of tile local govern- 
mcnt election legislation In 36 
yeats . . . . . . .  " 
MODEM: 638-7247 after 6 p.m. 
To make the following week's paper, results must reach the 
Sports Desk by 5 p.m. the previous Friday. 
Q 
NEED To KNOW 
SOMETHING ABOUT 
YoUR NEW 
Call COMMUNITY?  
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
PKone Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 
Our hostess will brine gifts and 
greetings, along with helpful 
community information. 
AVAILABLE 
JULY 7th 
81 Great B.C. 
Golf Courses 
Only $25 
• You'll save lots on greens fees with your 
Pacific Northwest Golf Privilege Card*( 
• Including 12 High Country courses, 
• It's a great gift idea for any occasio.n. 
: [=BRIT ISH COLUMBIALUNG ASSO( 
Se,,d $25 for each card lo the B.C. LunR Associatio,b Altn: Go 
34009, Sfatio,, D. Vancouver. BC, V6] 4M2. Some ,'est,'ic 
" OTHER RENTAL  
4721 Lakelse Ave. 635-4333 
LAKELSE LAKE LODGE 
WILD BOAR ROAST & 
MUSIC FEST 
Sat. Aug 7th :_. 
at Lakelse.Lake Lodge .~ 
Starts at 2 00 prn Pigout 6"00 pm ,c 
MuslcBy: : :: ~:7 
Country Price, Moonshine:i :i.i :/i. :,, : :~ , ,  
Rocky top, Jason Giesb.i:echt~i-.: ': /:: :i .:::..t.~:~ 
Bill Hunt, 1/2 Wayi.:ialry:. ):!:~:- ::::~!L !J:: ~ 
Gypsy Moth' KyieVau~hn:!-:-: :: ;::::: . .:!. ''q# 
i , f , .  - 
For the . . . .  
,ppithe Clown.:.. :: ..... : 
Bares Trophy Den Kitimat Air B.C. Pr ice  Rupert 
and Kellgs in Smithers 
l l l i l l l g l l l l l lm lNHBIR l l l l  l lm l l l l l lN l l l lC~l lBml l l lUU1 
P lease enter my name in the draw for free tickets 
and T.shirtsfor the Wild Boar Roast-&Music Fest 
4647Lazel[e;Ave TerlaCe!V8G1SS:: ...... - 
I 
Name 
Address 
Phone 
RIVERBOAT 
DAYS :i/L://~i :(!(: • 
y 28 August  28 mu 
Your business will "sale" through Riverboat Days this year with the 
help of our exciting RIVERBOAT DAYS SPECIAL EDITIONS. 
ThiS year you will get "double-the-impaef' with your advertising by 
doubling the coverage in the new Skeena Marketplace. 
On Saturday/Sunday, July 25 a Special edition of the new Skeena 
Marketplace will carry the Riverboat Days events information, related 
stories and advertising to the entire Northwest including Prince Rupert4 
Kitimat, Terrace, The Hazeltons, Stewart, and even as far away. as Dease 
Lake. The booking deadline for ads is Thursday July 15th. 
On Wednesday, July 28 The Terrace Standard will carry the Schedule 
of events, pictures, stories and advertising to the local market in a 
special feature Section. The deadline for ads ifi this issue is Thursday 
July 22. 
Don't miss out on this tremendous advertising opportunity. Book your 
space today. 
Call 638-7283 
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
